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"Power concedes 
nothing 
without a demand" 
• 
- Frederick Douglass 
''THE VOICE OF THE HOWARD COMMUNITY'' 
Vol.59, No. 3 Howard University, Washingt'."n D.C, 20059 
Communications S mposium 
Prepares Students or Jobs 
I p R " bl' I . . 
I I • 
r 
great . . pu 1c re at ions 1s 
a '' lucrative' ' field where he 
said there are ''very, very 
few minorities." 
Those eigh t rules, ac -
cording to Dukes, are to: 
remember names; be a 
''comfortable' ' person, so 
that people may feel at ease 
with you; be "easy going''; 
do not be egotistical; be (n-
teres ting so that people 
could get som ething of 
worth from their association 
with you. 
You shoul d also get, 
'' scratchy'' elements out of 
your personality; attempt to 
heal misunderstandings; 
practice liking people until 
you become genuine; always 
1:1 grasp the opportuni ty to ex-
~tend congratulations and to 
:ig ive spiri tu al strength to 
-g,people and they will give 
111
"genuine'' affection to 'you. 
~ Dukes, who is a part-time 
,.,instruction in the Schoo! oi 
'°Communications, according 
~to Dean Barrow, was ci ted 
f by the Washington Post as 
- - - · '' one of the top six pet-Actor )'apl1et Kotto received an award f rom the Nat1or1a\ As- d . h. ,, 
· ~ · ' f h" ·b · h fil 1 • sua £::rs 1n Was 1ngton. sociat1on of Media Women or 1s contr1 ut1on to t e 1 m in- P f U 1 f dustry at the School of Communications symposium yesterday. h ro essor Mary mf ocu 0 
• 
By Venoli RQlle 
Hilltop News Editor 
Pro fess1011als in communi-
• cati ons ancl related fields at 
the invi ta tion of Ho\vard 
U niversity's School of Com-
munications, met ~t Cram -
ton aud itorium yeslerday to 
advi se students on where 
a1ld how to find iobs in the 
'' Cornn'u r'i ca t io11s 
Symposium" was sponso red 
by the school in coopera ti on 
with t~1e National 
Association of Media 
Wom en (NA!.1W) 1n 
Washington for its 11th an -
nual tonver1ti on whic h is 
expected to end today. 
' Dr Lionel C. Barrow, 
Dean of 1t1e Sch'\.o l of Com· 
mu11icat 1ons, said because 
t e Department o om-
munications Arts & Sciences 
some students did 1101 now ~: t;~~~~;a~;~ver~;r~ll~~~ 
wha t to expect when they vised student s to develop an 
graduate or where to o to '' in(iuisitive mind'' and learn 
look for jobs, he decid to everyth ing possible about 
hold the conferenc to the field. 
prepare the students for 
when they have to loo for 
employment . 
The conference fea ured 
thirtePn ··sympo ium 
learler~·· fr orn ! 'A' (~ ! vc dif-
(erent fie!ds, represen t~ing a 
significant number of B bcks 
who have made their arks 
in their respective fie lds. 
Ofield Dukes of Ofield 
Dukes and Associ at ~s, a 
public relation s fi rm Oased 
here in Washingt on, c~lling 
former U .S. President I Lyn-
don Johnson ''one oti the 
greatest pra ct i o ner ' of 
public relation s, advised 
students to adopt the late 
president's " eight rules of 
I 
M s. Umolu, who 1s 
president o f the New York 
chapter of the N AMW, said 
she got into the field by 
!ravelling to Nigeria arid 
work,1ng 1n the broadcast 
field there. 
She emphasized the im-
portan ce of mobility and 
said if yo u want to go after 
someth ing '' you must be 
willing to mo\'e." 
She cautioned against suc-
cess ful Bla cks becoming 
'' queen bees'', in the com-
rnunications industry saying 
it was a luxury they could 
not afford because "Black 
W1tinued on /Xl.qe 3 
President Will iam To lbert o; Li~ria, Af~ca's oldest independent Republic, is scheduled to 
accept an honorary degree from the Uni\•ersity today at Convocation exercies in Cramton's 
auditorium. 
Ki-ssinger Meets With 
South African Leaders 
• 
I . 
By Sam Pink..;to11 
_dip t._,; -;-, .o .:y, Dr. Ki~s i nge r also he apparently ga·..-e to ~ cruc ial round of shuttle Smith's honoring the pledge International Affairs Editor 1 met with Julius Nyerere of Secretary Kissinger tn ~ Tanzania, Ke11neth Kaunda Pretoria, South Africe last 
United States Secretary o f . of Zambia and /osh _ua Sunday. Mwalimu Nyerere 
State Henry Kissinger, in a ~ Nkomo, th: leader of the _1n- reported that no progress 
decisive move to end -, ternal faction of the Z1m- had been made on Black 
widespread warfare by the babwe: s African National majority rule with in-
Freedom Fighters of Council (ANC). . . dependence for Namibia 
southern Africa met with Secretary of State K1ss1nger (South West Africa) . 
the Prime Minister of offered Ian Smith a package The President of the South 
Rhodesia Ian Smi th last deal wh ic h included Black West Africar Peop les 
weekend at the house of majority rule in two years. Organization (SWAPO) Sam 
South Africa Prime Minister The joint British-U .S. plan Nujoma said ~! his group 
lohn \'orster During this~J ca lls for a commitment to would be williit to talk with 
"'' Black majority rule in two the "South ~ican racist 
years, a constitutional con- regime'', but only if it first 
"t ference in Geneva, the released all political 
Students Protest For Fine Arts Dean,~ ~f~~"~~.;,:~:~~~J~~~~od~~~~ ~~~~~~;, ~~nd,~~~~:·1,,~~ 
,.. ' f $2 b1!lton fund financed by con ference th is week that 
' ' 
~' the U S, Britain and South talks must be under the 
.t Africa . ausp ices of the United 
Wednesda y, Ian Smith Nations. 
outlined the stili-·secret plan. Dr. Kissinger also met with 
to tl1e Rl1odesian cabin'et Joshua NkomO, leader of the 
and ho pE>d that by today, the in ternal faction of the 
Ruling Rhodesian Front Party African National Council 
and the Parlimamentary (ANC) on Monday while in 
Caucus in Salisbury could Zambia . Afterward Joshua 
decide on the acceptance of Nkomo told Josiah 
Kjssinger's peace proposals. Chinamano, an official 
The Foreign Secretary of spokesman for the internal 
Great Britain , Anthony faction, that he did not like 
Crosland suggested that Ian everyt hin g in Kissinger' s 
Smith might be buying time proposal, sti ll '' it was a 
on the premise that Kissinger package and as a package 
might not be .in office much we can take it''. 
longer to enforce any Mr. Nkomo also said that 
bargain he strikes . Dr. Kissinger's ''proposals 
Mr. Kissinger after meeting have very serious flaws. 
with Kenneth Kaunda of These flaws cou ld bring ou t 
Zambia said, '' There i ~ no a lo t of problems. The whol 
security in oppression and thing was political, I didn' t 
there is no permancy in in- come across any economic 
justice," noting: ''Time is not suggestions." 
with us, time is running Although Dr. Kissinger is 
out''. Kissinger is now reportedly avoiding the 
seeking pledges Ian Smith Marxists, Agostinho Neto of 
~ wants from ·the Black Angola and Samora Machel 
leaders; the suspension of a.II of Mozambique, lhe peace 
guerrilla activity as soon as package for Zimbabwe was 
'negotiations begin for a con- rejected by them. The Vice-
sti tu tion providing for a Iran- Presiden t of Mozambique, 
sfer of power and that the Marcellino Dos Santos said 
F.lne ArtS. students assembled in front of the Admi~istration building last Friday to demonstrate their support for ctea41 Vada 
fO security and inte~rest s of Mozambique would not 
Rhodesia's 270,000 whiles support the package, and 
will be effectively safeguar- ·that whatever the details of 
ded. the Kissinler proposals, they Butcher, head of the college for the last four years. 
by lmani 
• Hilltop L~yout Editor 
Demanding that President 
C~eek met with Col lege of 
Fine Arts Dean Vada. Butcher 
to hear her reasons for re-
sisn ing lhaJ position, about 
2!JO students demonstrated 
in front of the Admini· 
stratioh Building last Friday 
shortly after noon. 
_ President Cheek ad-
dressed the entire personnel 
of Fine Arts in a mass 
meeting held in Ira Aldridge 
the following Tuesday. Ac-
cOrding to a memorandum 
issued from the President's 
office, the meeting was held 
to ''d iscuss the retirement of 
Dean Vada E. Butcher.'' 
The demonstration staged 
Friday was, to show support 
for Dean Butcher, and to ask 
for a meeling with President 
Cheek said Edwin Scott, a 
music student who co-
ordinated the protest. 
Consisting mostly y~ the 
H·oward-t:Jnivers 1!y Marching 
Sou lsteppers, lhe chanting 
group of protesters star ted 
demonstrated at the Fine 
Arts Bui lding on main cam-
pus. After heading Wes t to 
6 th Street, they proceed ed 
toward the A : Building shou-
ting, ''Vada! Butcher! Vada! 
Now!'' 
Signs such as '' Together-
ness is Dr. Dean Vada But-
cher''; ''We Need Jazzr Art 
and Vada''; and '' There is No 
College of Fine Arts if There 
is No Dean Butcher'"' were 
borne by members of the 
group. The band played a 
few selec tions before Scott 
spoke. 
Using a bull horn, Scott 
I 
asked the crowd three que~­
tions. '' Do you know why 
we're here?''; ''Do you know 
what we want?''; and '' Do 
you k now who we want?'! 
T he protestors yelled ~ 
'''Yes!'' 
, 
Robert Mugabe, the would not be in the interes ts 
spokesman for the Freedom of the people df Zimbabwe. 
Fighters of Zimbabwe, is A Conference of African 
s_uspicious about Dr. specialists meeting in the 
Kissinger. He has voiced U.S. Senate Caucus room 
reservations about a key ear lier this month stated that 
provision of the Kissinger the '' ... ulterior motive of 
plan, financial guarantees for Kissinger and' th e Ford 
whit~s in Rhodesia under a Aministration is to protect 
.Black government asking. white interes t s a nd 
''W.ho will pay Blacks for jtll American investments 1n 
thei r years of being exploited sou thern Africa ." • 
''Our purpose is to honor 
Dean Butcher," Sco tt began!· 
''She does not want to leave. 
She.was not able to stay un-
der the present conditions. 
Al l she asks is to meet with 
the President." 
Dawn Alexander, 
con 't. on page 2 
by the whites?'' Senator Dick C larke, of. 
The President of Tanzan ia, Iowa said, '' ... the U .S. may 
Ju lius Nyerere· said he felt ignor what we see as the real 
that '' a basis for movement- heart of problems in 
another forward is there," but he ,southern Africa - the racial 
, cau tioned that negoliations policies of South Africa it-
stitl depended on Mr. self.'' 
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Liberian President 
Tolbert To Address 
. ~. Convocation 
By Venola Rolle 
Hilltop News Editor 
Dr. William R. Tolbert, President of Liberia, West 
Africa, is scheduled to give the main address at 
H oward's openin g Convocation today when he is 
to be awarded an H ono rary Doc_tor of Laws degree 
f rom the University by President James Cheek.& 
President Cheek is also 
eXpected to address · fhe 
stu dent body in remark s 
outlined that have tradi-
tionally outlined the future 
course of Howard, one of 
' the nation's largest predo-
minantly Black institutions, 
according to a spokesman in 
the President' s office. 
• Last year, President Cheek 
was prevented from de-
livering his annual address 
because of bad weather, ac -
cording to the October 3 
issue of last year's Hilltop. -
That Convocation, which ac -
cording to the ~i l ltop article 
was 10 have been resche-
duled by the Board of Trus-
tees, never took place. 
The Organization of Afri-
can Students at Howard is 
expected to '' boycott'' Presi· 
dent Tolbert's Convocation 
address, and publi cly 
request that the honorary 
degree not be conferred on 
the 63-year-old president, 
according to Alhagi Faal , 
Vice President of the organi-
zation . (See story 1n 
column ). 
Luther Brow n, President of 
the Howa rd University 
Student, Association, in a 
telephone interview ,. sa"id 
the University decided to 
extend an honorary degree 
to Pres ident Tolbert, but the 
Student Association ''is more 
co ncerned with the ' extent 
of student input into this de-
cision to grant the degree." 
Brown said that he will 
not be participating in the 
Convocation exercises 
because of apparent 
'' dissention~ in the i nter -
national community (at 
Howard) as to whether the 
Liberian president should 
receive the degree. 
'' These students her\ at 
Howard from Africa are the 
best judges as to which of 
their leaders shou Id receive 
a degree from Howard and· 
cont. on pajje 2 
OAS Says 
Tolbert· ts 
'Unfit' For 
Degree 
'I 
By Arintl1ia Jones 
Hilltop Staff writer 
• 
• 
The Organization of 
African Students 1s ex-
pected I Q boycott today's 
Convocat ion, protesting ~ he 
co nferment of an honorary 
degree on ·Liberian President 
William Tolbert, according 
to Oingilizwe ,Nthuli, the 
organization's pres ident. 
Nthul i c harges Tolbert 
with lead in g an ·· in-
ternational cons piracy 
against the asp1ratior1s oi 
struggling people," par-
t icularly 1n Liberia and 
Azania {South · Afr ica), and 
accuse him o f rnaintaining 
deals with WlJlt i· rla!iOr1al 
co rporations that plunder 
the resources df tile ioiling 
masses oi Africa . 
Another reas On the OAS 
view President To lbert as 
unfit to receive the honorary 
degree is betause the 
African leader altoy,·s 
re lat iv es to hold the few 
powerfu I positions in the 
government 'of Liberia, 
Africa 's oldes t irldependent 
republic. A s a res ult of this, 
OAS c laims that just a selec-
ted few co ntrol the 
ec onomi c, social, and 
political matters of govern-
ment. 
Liberia's 
policy on 
vestments, 
criticized by 
'' open door' ' 
fpreigr1 i n -
wh ich is 
Black groups 
~on_i_. 0 11 page 2 ~ 
Former Junta Vi¢tim 
• 
Speaks At Cramton 
By..Ann Mitc/1ell 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In an efforl to make the 
Howard University com-
munity more aware of 
National. Liberation. 
Movements throughout the 
wo r ld, several Howard 
student organizations invited 
Oseil N u nez, President of 
the Student ·federation o'f 
the Techn ical University of 
Chile and for two years a 
tortu red prisoner of the 
Junta to speak to a Cram -
ton audience. last night . '-
As a precautionary 
measure because of the 
recent killing of Orlando 
letelier, former Chilean am-
bassador, approximately 
eight security per sons 
mingled with the small 
crowd, while seven others 
stood near Nunez, visible to 
the audience. 
l n his speech, which 
la sted approximately one 
hour, N u nez dealt with the 
situat ion in Ch ile since the 
' 
overthrow of the Allende 
R,overnment in 1973. 
'' ... On Septembe r 11 , 
1973," Nunez began, '' I, 
along ' with ~ many other 
students and preifessors, in-
clud ing En r,.liq ue Kirberth, 
D irector of ihe CTU, seized 
the University in support of 
the ''Popular ~Unity'' govern-
ment of Al l end e, and 
resisted th e.,; Junta for 11 
hours. 
''On September 11 , the 
Jun ta fi red upon us with 
' . 
machine guns. On Sep-
tember 12 , we were 
assaulted with cannon s. A 
lot of com rades lost their 
• 
The rest were arrested and 
taken to · pri sons and con· 
centtation camps ..... The last 
time I •saw him (Enrique Kir-
ber th) was in one of the 
lines going tO ' th e prisor1 
camps. There he' was 1nur-
dered ..... I was taken to Tres 
Almos, the mos't' j11 famous of 
the Chilean prisons . . 
I, 
'' It was the international 
so lidarity, along • w ith the 
Chilean youth' s resi!>tance of 
the Junta that made them 
release me. 
'' According to Nunez, 
when William Simon, US 
Secretary of the Trl'.'asury 
visited Chil~, he said that 
any US aid given to Chile 
would be used for the '" bet- . 
tering of the human righ ts . 
situation in Chile~ ·· 
'' At that time, some 
• • political prisoners were 
' re leased, but the Junta con-
tinued an even more 
repressive si tuatibn than 
'before. Hundreds of ·people 
have been detained withou t 
' . the Junta acknowledging 
~hy. 
Recently , 3,000 have 
disappeared, and las iong as 
~these people a ren ' I 
recognized as polit .ical 
prisoners, their lives are 1n 
danger.'' 
COflf. 011 page 3 
' 
• 
• 
•• 24 Septembe 76 • · 
........... ~jj,,j.;;. ........ ~ ........................................................ ..:.TH::.:E~H:.::ll~l~T~O~P;.. ..................................................................... ~ .... ~p~·-~~g~e.;2• 
such as OAS( has led to in-
terest ' in the country's 
economy by European and 
American corporations. 
Liberia, a•publication the 
tl)e Liberian embassy here in 
Washington, reported that 
President Tolbert said, 
''Many of fhe great cor-
porations in the United 
States and Europe are aware 
of Liberia's 'sound' in-
vestment propec1s. 
That' s why they are here. 
And we are gratified to have 
them as our partners in 
development.' ' 
In responding to U.S. 
President Gerald Ford' 
welcome address at the 
White House Tuesday, 
Pl-esident Toltiert praised the 
United States cal ling the 
· nation a ''heroic land where 
challenges are pursued with 
courage and skill." 
The African leader also 
lauded lhe country as having 
'' defended and expanded 
democracy around the 
world, fostering integrity, 
spawning opportunities and 
has spurned injustice and in-
dignity from '' the noble 
farnily of man." 
Dr. Tolbert also spoke of 
• 
•• CA PUS/LOCAL ' • 
Bethune Coeds B~rglarized ' • ' ' ' ' • 
,/ 
IM SABV>E .. ; · 
r..! 11,~,~ ~· ~"is w 
South African students bore posters protest ing U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger's 
shuttle diplomacy. 1 
the ''unique and special The report stated that the African Unity), invited ~ rime 
friendship'' between the two average life expectancy of a Minister John Vorster of 
nations which has spanned Liberian is 37 years and Sou th Africa, (Azania), to 
Liberia' s 130 years of in - illiteracy in the country, the Liberia ''against the will of 
dependence. world ' s 10th largest the people." ·; 
According to OAS, producer of high-grade iron The Organizatiorl of 
h Afr'·can Students ar•'• owever, unemployment in ore, is placed at 91% . ex-
liberia is estimated at 60% OAS stressed the fact that pected to appeal t,. the 
of the labor fbrce, with the in 1974, Tolbert, in the midst Howard University st).ldent 
average Liberian earning. just of staunch opposition in the and faculty body for s~.pport 
(U.S.) $19 per month. OAU (Organization of in this controversial,.&'atter. 
By Brigette Rou~on 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
(who asked no l to be 
named). '' They had taken 
two brand new, th"ree-piece 
Property losses estimated pantsuits, and I noticed later 
at $950 were reported recen- they had taken my watch, a 
tly by three Bethune Hall pair of earsings, and a little 
residents who said they more than a dollar 1n 
locked the ir doors before change." 
leaving the dormitory and She said she discovered 
came back to find them still the items, worth almost $300 
locked, but with several missing when she returned 
items missing. from classes September 7, 
The thefts marked the and was surprised because 
second time this year that she remembered using her 
dormitory burglar ies have keys to get in and out. 
cost residents some ''That's what shocked me 
property. the most," she said. ''l can't 
Early in January, during the picture anybody being tha t 
semester break, $2,000 bold. . Somebody had to 
worth of possessions were have a variety of keys .. 
stolen from Bethune and Jus t having a lock is not 
Slowe Halls -- most of it going to ,make you safe; may-
from Bethune -- accord ing be they should have better 
to the January 17 edition of security." 
T he Hi ll top. Robyn Gibson returned to 
camera o u t to see if It was 
fun ction-ing, because I 
hadn't used ii. So I ,decided 
to check on it Friday, and I 
went to my drawer and 
didn't see it .. " 
'' It puzzled me becaUse I 
cou ldn't remember exactly 
w hen I last (handled) ii. But 
nobody k,new that I had it; I 
never even had it on cam -
pus .. . " 
Each of the women said 
they immediately informed 
dormitory personnel after 
d iscovering the losses. Uni-
versity security and Metro-
politan police were then 
cal led in to investigate. 
But preliminary ques -
tion ing, said the residents, 
yielded little evidence that 
would pinpoint the thieves . 
' 'T hey (security and 
police) were pretty coo-
pe r~tive, " said Murdock, 
''but when t~something like 
this happenJ, there's really 
nothing anY,flody can do. to~ 
make you feel better. It' s just. 
gone.'' 
Murdock said she feels the. 
thefts were committed by° 
someone wilh a pass key . 1· 
think attempts should be~ 
made to find out who this-
person is. That's the o nly 
way ·to ·find ,out how things 
are being stolen." 
A dormitory administrator." 
questioned this week ·said 
locks on the three room 
doors werf! changed last 
Friday and the matter of the. 
thefts _h as ~Fen turned over 
to U n1vers1ty Security. 
She also i" said Bethune· 
rcsidCnts 11-ill have access 
to engraving, devices to iden-:;: ~ 
tify possessibns, and a pro-"' '. " 
gram on set1 rity is plannecC: 
for Tuesda in Bethune tO: · 
' review safety precautions. : 
• 
-
-LASC Strives For .-•• 
-· • 
' 
• 
• • • • 
GSA Temporarily Inactive • Three-Dimensions ' ' .· • • .-• 
''Abou t 80% of that pro- her room September 9, un-
perty was recovered, " said locked it and went in and," I 
Lloyd . lacy, Deputy Oirec- saw (coins) on the floor, and 
tor. and Chief Security Of- I looked and realized it was 
ficer of Howard University. really messy. I said to myself 
lacy said arrests have been I didn't leave the room this 
made in last year' s cases, but messy. It finally hit me, 
not all recovered property somebody had been in my 
has been returned to owners room. So I looked around, 
because, . he said, ''When and the T.V. was gone." 
you receive property like The 
1
portable television, 
this, it is usually used as evi- camera, and money Robyn 
dence until the cas~ is (com- lost amounted to over $300. 
pleted)." Lacy said the burg-1 '' I was in tears," she re- &' • ~ r . 
lary cases as far as he knows ca lled. ''They really didn't By Arlene Waiter poration Q, 3.11 students in aii: 
By Bonita' Coleman 
Hilltop S1.affwriter 
talion, the GSA will be active 
by the beginning of October. 
Already the association has 
hired a secretary, and more 
office space has been ac-
quired. The business hours 
of the Association are from 
12-5 daily. 
The Department of Phy-
sio logy and Biophysics of the 
Howard University College 
of Medicine has received a 
$32,745 research grant from 
the National Institute of 
Child Health and Develop-
ment to study prostate 
citrate metabolism. 
identifica tion of pat h O~,ogical are still pending. take that (many things), but Hilltop Staffwriter LASC acti ~ties." .. : 
conditions of the pro ~~ate in The three recent Bethune i t's just the matter of my She also90oted that in th;: 
humans. including l ·ancer Hall theft incidents occ"urred privacy being invaded." The thrust of this year's past, LASC!.evenls have bee~· i:> ' •• 
(cancer of the prostate has a in the week of September 5, She. said her next-door liberal Arts Student Council conduc leCJ!'Sole ly th rough ef ... : 
higher incidence in and are still under invest i - neighbor in the suite heard a is three-fold, cove r ing aca· forts of th·e executives witti· 
American black males than gation by security personnel key tried in her own door demic, commun.ity and tittle or no participatiolj: 
any other group); key· in- 1n conjunction with the and th en in Robyn's the af- overall stUdent services, ac- from students. : : 
formation as to how hor- Metropolitan police, Lacy ternoon of the theft, but cording to the organiza tion' s She added thal this yea! : 
manes act on ''target cells'' said . thought someone had gone president Bobby Turman. she would str ive for '' ade- " 
Howard University com-
posed of many student asso-
c iatio 11 s, includes several 
orgar1izati o r1 s. which might 
be unfan1i!iar to the under-
graduate. One such organi-
za1ion i s •tie Graduate 
Student Ass ociation (GSA) 
hea.ded .by coordinator, Larry 
D eneal. 
Descr ibed by Deneal as an 
'' umbrella organization'', the 
GSA is a coaTition comprised 
o f the College of Medicine; 
College of Dentistry; 
Graduate Schoo l; (com-
po,sed o f ,o!J'er 30 graduate 
departments); School of 
Law; School of Religion; and 
th~ School of Social Work. 
The GSA ,, is primarily con-
cerned wit~ the affairs .of 
these school s. 
The GSA's upcoming pro-
ject, to be held the first 
week in October, will be an 
assembly bringing together 
all new students in the si x 
schools. 
''We want to create more 
social and political bonds," 
said Deneal . He added, 
''most of us are interested in 
the problem of library faci -
lities, increasing the number 
of volumes and building up 
Founders and Howard · 
branch libraries." 
The grant was awarded so 
that the metabolism of the 
prostate gland which pro-
duces c itrate, a central com-
ponent of semin.al fluid 
which allows men :o repro-
duce, may be studied. Scien-
tists have not yet discovered 
how the prostate gland pro-
duces such an abundance of 
this citric acid which is vital 
to reproduction. 
(prostatecellsareco, ;rolled He said he could not to the wrong room by mis- '' There are about 15 quate communication bet: : 
by male sex hormoneJ); and release details, but• '' the take. programs we are trying to ween LASC executives and · 
an opportunity tor1relate possibility of recovering pro- '' Someone knocked on launch, " said the president. cons tituents to allow fu ll: 
basic physiological and bio- perty sUch as this is not very her door, and she didn't an- As We ''Vangu ard Student participation," especial!'/ : 
chemical studies to · clinical good . Our record of swer -- you know how Gov~Tnment," said Turman, among the freshmen. . : 
circumstances. Dr. Costello recovery is above average, sometimes people don' t LASC ''is striving to prorTiote Turman .~ncouraged fresh~: 
further says that this re- so there is a chance we' ll get want to be disturbed," said active and committed com- men parti ; ipation acknow~: -
search wilt provide in,forma- them back." Robyn, '' and then someone munity and academic 1n- · ledging th:~e fact that '' th&:· 
tion that may contribute to The three residents who proceeded to put the key in volvement." freshman ·~ c lass makes th&: 
the study and development reported thefts··all live on the her door, but it wouldn't Some of the proPosed programsi." He urges hose: 
of male contracepti~es. East side of Bethune but on turn. programs are Project Aware- who aspi ' to be LASC of.;,::: 
' ' separate floors. According to She said her neighbor for- ness, Study Skills, Typing ficers in t . e future, to run;; 
The overall goal t>I the them they found articles got about the inciden t until Subsidy, a liberal Arts for class ~ffices stating that-; 
research project is to deter- missing from their rooms al- Robyn discovered the Student Lounge, Student-Fa· ''the first 4-out~ is through.: 
Last year GSA was the Or. L.C. Costello, Principal mine which uniqQ~ b10- _though they locked their missing articles. culty- Adm inistration Get classes~'' · ,, ~: 
Currently lhe GSA is inac-
tive because of staggered 
eleC: tions held by the various 
schools. .Rep resen tat iv es 
from the School of Social 
Work and the Grad uate 
principal sponsor of the Investigator for the project chemical reactions are in- doors and had to unlock Brenda Murdock, another together, a LASC Disco Steve Abbington, liberal-· 
Non-Alignment in World and Professor and Chairman, volved in the production of them to get back in their East- side Bethune resident, Machine, a fi l m series and a Arts sophomore class pres .i~: 
Politics Today Conference Department of Physiology " rooms. found her camera missing Voter Registration Drive. dent also has several . pro-;:: 
held on campus under the and Biophysics, says that the citrate and how these are '' I went to class and when Friday, September 10. Vice President Cheryl posed plans for his class this 
direction of program com- research sponsored by the regulated by male sex hor· came back l couldn' t " Earlier that week;'' she Sears said one of her goals as year, sdme of which a""re : 1 ;m~it~te;e~c~h~a~i~rm~a~n""'A~c~i~e_a._.y.r~d~·_J§~r~a~n~t~w:,;:il~I ~p~ro~v~i~d~e~' ~a~' b~'a~>~i~>~fo~• _:mill,5o~n~e~s~. ------ believe it," said one victim explained, '' I had taken my an officer is the '' incor- ~udget . retycling, home· · 
Protest 
. filled with Board meetings. ·11 dd h . i ,_,.----:S7h--7k.;.,._'."""ld'.""".;...;.._;,;_;_:..;..;,.;..:.:;_;._:,:;:_;:;,::;,::_;.:,:_ _____________ coming participation and ~ ; 
wt a ress t e en lf4e per- e ac now e ged Cheek' s academic and artistic ex- 'walk on out on the members Voter Registration Party 
He said the time period sonnel of Fine Arf~-that' s previous sta tements as true, cellence •without the sup- of the meeting. ' ' It was which is a joint junior-
Studen t Congress have yet to 
be elected. Each member 
continued from page J would be the soonest the students, faculty an<tstaff!'' and apologized for the port of these individuals. As abruptly adjourned when sophomore. class effort. 
President could address The crowd cheered with '' general character' s of her a matter 6f, fact, as of May, the Vice-president received • • 
himself to the issue. approval as Dr. Williams left. statement. Her reason was to 1976, I had little authority in an urgent telephone cal l." In sumrrJing up the direc·: 
As Scott continued to Their demand met, the band respect the '' confidentiality carrying out my respon- ''I would like to em· ti.on of LA ~C this year, Blake' 
speak, Dr. Lorraine Williams, reassembled in an organized between _ h_er a~d ~~e cen- sibility of preparing students phasize also, that my Taylor, tt.asurer of the· 
Vice-President for Academic formation. The who'le pro- tral adm1n1strat1on. for careers in the arts ." decision to retire was not council .fe£1S that ''progress: 
The excepti_:> n is the Gra- crowd that President Cheek Affa ·irs, came out of the A· . cess ·on h d b 1 t th " A · b Id 1·s made "" n·t d ' 1 mare e ac o e s you ve een to • I Dean Butcher pointed ou t made capriciously, nor as a ~ u 1 y, an we·
---daare- School which- sendS-l'iad a·greed- to 111eet- w·it-h- au1·1d·r·n·g-. ln~n~nplanned ,. e A t a ·1d · ,I ' · b ·tt d · · · ' plan to further ex I ~th t ' .. u1 1n rs u1 1ng . .., .,_anting, su m1 e my res1gnat1on of a meeting held on August 18 resUlt .of a temper tantrum. P Orr a ' 
school sends one repre-
sen tat ive alqng with the vice 
president, who is auto-
matically a chief delegate. 
Fine Aris student concerned 
with the situation, inter -
rupted Scott's speech with a 
message from the President' s 
office. He announced to the 
three representatives . After o. ean Bute.her .','at the earliest segment of the protest, she "Wh d I 1 •v ~ '" th d h . f h c 11 slogan and ·mple t 11th , · o o we ave. aua. e eans 1p o t e o ege that was called by Or. My rEjquest for retirement · 1 men a e.
all th e representa t ives have time possible . related a statement rega•ding "Vada who1.'' ''Butch'/•" The · M 1976 ft f b ideals that' 1·t stands for." e~4 , in ay a er our years Williams·. Although the was su mi lted one full week 
'been chosen, the 1976-1977 When a sked by the · the demand. d t · d d' h f d f emons ration en e, w en o .evoting a most every stated purpose of the after the meeting. when I • 
executive committee wi l l be H ILLTOP why that particular I h f " ave a message rom the group disper"sed to waking moment to the meeting was to prepare for came "to the conclusion that 
selected. time had been selec ted, President Cheek," she an- return to cl asses. development of this college. an accred ,·tati·on v•·s,·t, , the th is mee ting would not be Reiterating that ''Deoil · 
·'"\ Deneal stated that regard- Alexander said that the d 
I 
, nounce . '' Tuesday at one The meeting at Ira Aldri"e My rea. sons for resigning Dean reported that "unfor- resumed." She added that to Butcher has made he r · 
less of the total represen- President's schedule wa s I ' d · · • o'clock in Ira Aldrid~e he was moderated by Wayne ~ere simple enough. tunately it quickly degen- date she had received no ec1s1on. ·I· of her own will, 
Tolbert Address--
Ragin, Associate Direc1tor for After four yea r s, J had erated into a recital of com- noti
1
ce to continue the ~heek said f~at '''the · 
the Research lnstitu"t1 · of the been un~b le to render the plaints, w~l_ch could have meeting. important, • thing from my : 
Howard U niversity l tudent cooperation Of a small but easi ly been settled within Eridingby sayingthat '' she· ·standpoint ' is t~at we now 
Association (HUSA).¢Ragan powerful.segmentof _the Facul the college." • . cou ld not remain in a sftua- turn our attention to how. 
opened the meetfrlg by ty. A_nd 1t appeared that I was After the bitter discussion, tion where she is no,t per- best to"'ea l with whatev~ r : 
saying that it' s purpose was losing the confidence of my Dean Butcher said that she milted to do her best work '' problems vie may face in 
• 
continued from page 1 
' the Student 
recognizes 
Association 
that' ' said 
• 
with President Gerald Fo rd 
as well as an address to a 
Joint Session of Congress, 
the first by any Black African 
crown. Chief of State '' in many 
According to Liberi<1, a years, " the publi cation 
pamphlet dated September, stated. 
1976, and ci rculated by Edel- Or. Tolbert · inherited the 
man Internati ona l Car- Presidency of Africa's oldest 
poration, Liberia's local independent Republic in 
agent attached to its em- 1971 from .William V.S. Tub-
bassy, · President Talbert's man, who served as presi· 
trip is expected to take him dent for 28 years. For nearly 
to Atlanta, where he will 20· years, Tolbert served as 
give the Convocation ad- Vice President to Tubman, 
dress at Morehouse College who immediately after he 
this Saturday. · came to power ir:i 1943, in-
He is scheduled to stop . tr"oduced an ''open door '' 
over in Philadelphia where policy toward foreign invest-
he will be honored al a ments, according to CBS 
special luncheon given by News Almanac . 
Mayor Frank Rizzo, and will The almanac disclosed 
al so be guest of honor a? a that the plan was imple-
• ''Black Tie dinner' ' given by mented to '' improve agri-
' ' U.S. companies investing in culture and the living stan-
liberia," the pamphlet da_rds of the indigenous 
stated. tribal peoples.'' 
His lasl stop would be 
New York where he is to ad- Dr. Tolbert reportedly 
d ress the United Nat ions began his Public se rv ice 
Genera l Assemb ly on Wed- career as a clerk with Li· 
nesday, Sep!. 29. beri.a's Treasury Department 
President Tolbert is in 1935. He was promoted 
vis it ing the U.S. during its two years later to .a post he 
200th Anniversary Cele- held for five years, according 
bration, on an invitation ex- to a news pamphlet pub-
tended by Secretary of State lished by the country's Press 
Henry Kissinger when the agent here in Washington. 
latter visited the mineral·rich It stated that he was elec -
African nation o n April 30 of ted to the House of Repre -
lhis year, according to the senta lives in 1943. 
pamphlet. According to th e pam-
Bes ides visiting Howard's phlet, the President moved 
campus, the Liberian Presi- up through the political 
dent's Washington sched u le ranks, serving as ch airman of 
wil l focus on ''serio us talks'' 1he ''important'' Ways and 
Means, Financ.:, and Agri- to clarify remors .sur- immediate superiors . felt she h'ad done her best, she urged the students lo terms of a t ·ansilion, and all • 
c ulture and Co·mmerce rounding the Dean's and ''did not know what '' holdo~totheirideals,lheir ?fusdow~tteverwecan,to 
Committees. alledged resignation. '' l felt that it was absolutely more (she) cou ld do." 11 was God·given talent," so that 1~sure that the ~liege of 
He was elected to Vice In a brief statement to the im possi ble to move the at this poinl that she clearly the ''College will not only Frne . Arts f re_m.a1ns_ out,~ 
President in 
1951
, becoming audience, Dean B\ ftcher <;al lege in the direction of emphasized that she did not survive, but will thrive." standing a ~ d1s~1ngu1shed. 
one of the youngest men in began by saying then. ' ' she .-----------------~--------! 
the country' s history to was trying to avoid'' #naking ------- -·-----
assume that post, to which one, ''because she did not ... ~~. ~:J.t.t. · h~e .. w•a•s• r•e•·•e•le•c•t•e•d• f•iv• e .. t•im .. e.s . . •w• '•n•t .. to .. b•e .. m•i•s•u•n•d•e•r•st•o•o•d• " , t/14 ?~) JdJ 
Howard University's '~ .Wh~tever . ~ 
OFFICE OF CAREER 
PLANNING & PLACEMENT\: 
presents 
SIXTH ANNUAL ", 
• 
UNIVERSITY-WIDE ' 
CAREERS EXPLORATIO 
DAY 
• 
' WEDNESDAY 
OCTOBER 6, 1976 
BURR GYMNASIUM - 10 
4 PM 
l Att-
• FOR FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, 
JUNIORS AND SENIORS 
• EXPLORE NEW CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES 
• OVER 90 E.MPLOYERS REPRESENTED 
• DOOR PRIZES 
, 
' ·' 
Not if it's an extraordinary Pi lot Razor Point marker pen. 
A fiber-tipped pen so precisely balanced, 11 will always feel comfortable 
1n your hand. even after hours of wr1t1ng, Its sturdy plastic point, surrounded 
by a unique Pilot metal "collar" writes a distinct ly smooth, sharp line. 
In fact, it's ths.th1nnest tipped pen you can buy. And that makes it 1ust 
great for pages of notes or that one important love lett.er. Best of all, it's 
on ly 69c and is nowava1lab~ at your co llege book store. 
So 1i your Pilot pen makes you lovesick. don't be 
ashamed to admit ti . After all, it'll 
always be good to you. 
• 
'2.r:c.!5 · sign ,,d,1"" 
~ you are, . .c:.t~ 
~ we've 
6=t\ ·got 
good news 
for you! 
• 
Special low college rates 
for campus delivery of 
. mbr ~rw Uork <eimrs 
CU ) 
-Keeps you 1n touc h with evtory1h1ng !h<i l i n flu t:nce~ lilt: on our pl;ine1 
Conca cl 
llOWARI) ONIVl~RsrrY 11oo·~s1·0RE j 
:· ... ··-·· ......... '."~.~¥~"':~:~if ;f 1~·~0w - ............ : 
: Paper$ will be available fo r pic·k up in l "hc Hook ~torc . Subsi:rlplion rates: 
; are 4()%. below the newsstand price. · 
' 
' 
' 
' Weekday~ (Mcri.- l ' ri.) 
Q l 'ULL Yl·: AR 
S20. l0-
: Please encl~se payni~nt ~nd inake checks payable 1~: HOWARD : 
! UNIVERSITY liOOKSTOR Ii. De livery begins on Sep1i1nbcr 13th . ' 
' 
' 
.. 
' . 
, ORDERS RECEIVED AFTER START OATE WILL 8E PRORATED. ; 
----------- --- --- -- . -----·------ ----- ------- ---· -- --- -·---- ----- -- . 
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• 
• 
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For111er . Prisoner Lectures on Chile ~Junta 
cont. from page I 
Nunez continued, ''T his 
has been the bloodiest coup 
in the his tory of Chile. Thirty 
thousand people have been 
assasinated by 0 the Junta, 
150,000 have been arrested 
and there are over 8,000 
political prisoners in the jails 
and concentration camps. 
'' ... Since the coup, 35% of 
the universTty' faculty, 20% 
of the student body, and 
10% of the non:-accademic 
staff have been ki.!=ked out .. " 
Nunez says that Chile is in 
economic · difficulty now, 
but that she is being aided 
by Isreal, South (\frica, and 
China. 
''China has aided the Junta 
' 
with a $,JOO million loan ... . 
South Afr-ica alone has given 
a credit -line of$300 million," 
said Nunez. 
''Yeste rday, one more 
Chilean died for the 
struggle ~ith his life. l feel 
pain at his death, knowing 
that Orlando struggled for 
the right of the Chilean 
democracy and freedom ... I 
also feet indignation.. .. It 
shows that those who do 
not accept the coup do not 
have the ·guarantee of life 
even in , this country." 
He then cited two more 
attempts of Chi lean in-
tervention. 
''Carlos Pratt, former Chief 
of Staff of the Armed Forces 
under the Allende govern-
.Need a Job? 
•• 
ment, was murdered in the 
manner. Bernardo Leighton 
and his wife while in an auto 
in Italy." 
An article published in the 
Washir1gton Star quoted 
Isabell letelier, wife of the 
Former Chilean ambassador 
as saying, '' It was the article 
Orlando wrote 1n The 
Nation and the concert he 
attended on Human Rights 
•in Chile 
That very day they took his 
nationality a\vay." The article 
in The Nation crtticat ly an-
nalized the Chilean 
economic policy and its 
repressrve acts. 
''Before he died," Nunez 
continued, '' He said, 'they 
can't take my nationality 
away .. I will always be a 
Chilean. And they will 
always be facisls."' 
Chile became the first of 
the American Repub lics to 
choose an avowedly Marxist political repressions in Chile 
President with the election t were ''more ubiquitous and 
of Salvador Allende. He more systematic '' than at any 
· began the ''Popular Unity'' ! 
program which included the 
national izat ion of Chile's 
foreigh-owned businesses, a 
redistribution of social 
befits, and a more in-
dependent foreign policy. 
I 
Allende was killed during 
a right-wing coup on Sep-
tember 11, 1973 which gave 
way to, a _four-man Milita~y 
Junta headed by Maj. Gen. 
Augusto Pinochet Ugarte. ·' 
It was alleged that US 
organizations, including the 
International Telephone and 
Telegraph Co. and the Cen-
tral Intelligence Ag"'ncy, 
were operating to over th row 
the Allende government. 
• 
In October 1975 the In-
ternational Commission of 
Jurists concl ud ed thal 
I 
• 
time since the overthrow of 
Allende. 
Essential ly, the same con-
clus ion was reached by a 
five-nation investigating 
team of the Organization of 
American Sta tes in Decem-
ber, despite a n an -
nouncement · by Gen . 
Pinochet that the declared 
internal war for over a year 
would be reduced to a state 
of siege. 
In his closing stateme nt 
before the group Nunez 
said, ''This is the struggle we. 
are in, and the struggle we 
will not come ou t of except 
vic to ri ou sly." 
The Paul Robeson Club, 
HUS~ UGSA and the Liber-al 
Arts Student Council spon-
sored the event. 
• 
Communications Symposium 
• 
Advises Job Seekers • 
continued frotn page J 
pe..ople still have a iob to do. ' 
She advised that students 
take bu"siness courses and 
strengthen their writing 
skills, so that ''alternatives'' 
are presented, and reminded 
them that there was no such 
thing as '' Black English'' but 
only English. 
' She said that students 
should be prepared to go 
into another field even if it is 
not the desired area as lo ng 
as he gets valuable ex-
perience. She advised 
students to find sources of 
grants and sct1otarships, 
having more than 0ne 
resume ready to suit the par-
ticular job that one 1s 
looking for. 
Professor U molu said lhat 
it is important to know your 
rights when you go to look 
for a job and advised that 
students study and keep 
abreast of the Civil Rights 
Act and various Federal 
Communications Com -
mission rules'. 
Mrs. Sarah Austin, Vice 
President of the Nation Ur-
ban Coalition, who helped 
fund the convention with a 
$2,QOO grant, presented the 
School of Communications 
with a chP.q·ue for that 
amount. Austin said that 
they support the mobility of 
Black worne(l in the media 
to ''responsible positions." 
Dean Barrow announced 
th at the National 
Association_ of Black Jour-
nalists are scheduled to have 
• 
a confe rence tn Houston, 
Texas on ·Texas Southern 
University's campus on Oc-
tober 1, 2, and 3. He said 
that students would be 
allowed IO register free of 
charge. 
O ther sym posium readers 
included Paul Brock of 
·Mutual Black Network; Vin-
cent Tubbs of Warner 
Brothers; Charles Hobson of 
WETA-FM; William Simpkins 
o f Walter R'eed Hospital 
Speech .ind Hearing ~e rv ice; 
William Work of the Speech 
Communications 
Association; Caroline Jenes 
of a New York Advertising 
firm; Clarence McKee of the 
FCC; and Johnie Moore of 
the U .S. Civi~ SerVice Com-
. ' ... 
mission. 
orl News Focus Thir • Write For 
' 
' 
the No.•· 
< 
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' 
the HILLTOP Office 
' 
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA 
- Authorities have .-irrest~d 
more than 100 people in and 
around A~dis in a campaign 
against an underground 
political party, according to 
informed sources. The sour-
ces said the detainees in-
cluded people who worked 
in · government and state-
owned corporations. . ' 
Those arrested were 
alleged to have been mem-
bers of the Ethiopian 
People's Revolutionary Party 
, (EPRP), a Marxist-Leninist 
group. 
Government statements 
have accused the party of 
ecor1omic sabotage • and 
o'pposition to the policies of 
the two-'year-old Socialist 
revolution. "fhe EPRP seeks 
to replace the ruling Military 
Council with a People's Pro-
visional Governrnen·t. 
An International Con-
ference oh South Africa will 
' 
GOURMET SERVICES, INC. 
HOWARD UNIVER~ITY 
WASH INGTON, D. C. < 
• 
' 
• 
be held from Oct. 30 to No1i . Observers expect the 
1 under the auspices of th ~ three, Kenneth Kaunda of 
Afro-Asian People's Sotf 
darity' Organization. U 
Zambia, Juloius Nyerere of 
Tanzania and Samora 
Machel of Mozambique, to 
confer with host President 
Tsei:ret"se Khama on U.S. 
Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger's Southern African 
diplomatic shuttle. 
The coordinator of Bot-
The Conference of Sop} 
darity with the People ~f 
South Africa is described by 
the Official Ethiopian News 
Agency as a tribute to the 
growing resistance in South 
Africa to the po licies of t e 
· government in Pretoria. ·; swana's Tenth Anniversary 
BRAZZAVILLE.CONGO RE- planning unit, Gabe Maten-
PUBLIC The Congo and t~e ga, al so said representatives 
Soviet Union have signed ja of Southern African Libera-
'! cultural agreement under tion Movements, includi~ 
which 200 Congolese siu- South Africa's Africah 
dents will receive grants ~o National Congress (AN() 
study in the Soviet Union. and Pan African ... congress 
The agreement also includf1d .,(PA.C) as well as, Southwe~t 
arrangements for artistic•ar, d Afr_ican Peoples Organ1-
sporting exchanges. j:~ zat1on (SWAPO) and both 
BAGORONE BOTSWANl wings of Rhodesia's African 
- Three ''Fro~t line'' s 91j~ National Council (ANC) thern African Heads of State would attend the cele-
' will arrive in Botswana on 
Sunday to attend the coun-
try's tenth Anniver sary Cele-
brations. 
I 
, 
brations. 
FUJAIRAH, UNITED ARAB 
EMIRATES - · Illegal immi-
grants were ordered by two 
ship captain{ to jump into 
the sea land at least 11 
drowned f!uring an at temp! 
recently to land about 1,400 
Pakistanis in the oil-rich 
United Arab Emirates, police 
said. 
'' M E A L P L A N I N F 0 R M A T I 0 N " 
Several hundred who sur-
vived cap tu re by police or 
drowning in the Gulf of 
Oman w_ere being hunted by 
police in the coastal hills 
overlooking a beach in the 
Emirate of Fujairah. ' FOOD SERVICE 
• MAILING ADDRESS: 
" 
' 
CAMPUS OFFICE: 
MEAL Pl.AN SCHEDULE 
Gourmet Serv i ces, 
Howard University 
P. 0. Box ·962 
Washington, D. C. 
< 
' 
Inc . 
20059 
4th & College Streets, N.W. 
above the University Dining Hall 
Telephone - 636- 7,400 
First Semester -- August 30, 1976 through December 
Second Semes ter -- January 5, 1977 through May 14, 
18, 1976 
• 
1977 
NON-BOARD PERIODS • 
Thanksgiving r .ecess -- November 25, 1976 through November 
Spring recess ·-- March 5, 197 7 through March 13, 1977 
BOARD MEAL PA ITERN 
Breakfast 
Selectior1 of One Fruit Juice or Fruit 
Selection of Hot or Cold Cereal , 
28, 1976 
• 
, 
• 
• 
• 
Eleven bodies were re-
covered and four people 
were taken to the Fujairah 
Hospital in ser iou s con-
. dition. Men, women, chil-
dren and elderly folk in two 
boats were said to have 
been '' packed l ike sardines," 
and ordered overboard by 
the Pakistani skippers when 
police appeared on the 
scene. 
JOH_ANNESBURG, SOUTH 
AFRICA - A total of 312 
people are being held by 
police under South Africa's 
various security laws, the 
Johannesburg Star reported . 
A Christian Institute report 
said at least 5,200 people 
had been arrested by police 
since racial riots started in 
Soweto last June 16. , 
A SS-page document pub-
lished by the Christian I nsti-
tute, headed by anti -apar-
theid chu rchman Beyers 
Naude, asked: '' Has South 
---
• 
I 
'!' 
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' it \ 1 . Down and out Black South African Family 
Africa reached the point 
where it can be called a 
police state? '' 
It said more than 200 
people were being held in- · 
communicado, and that 80 
Black leaders of various anti -
apartheid movements were 
being held under the new 
Internal Securities Act \Vhich 
provides for detention 
without charge or trial. 
NAIROBI KEN YA · The 
Al l-Af rica lon.ference on 
Churches (AACC) has ac -
cused the U .S. of being the 
major external backbone of 
the minority White regimes 
in Southern Africa . 
The AACC said the U.S. 
had '' openly and covert ly 
given substantial aid to these 
~egimes and refused to abide 
by the U.N . Resolutions 
Which called for economic 
sanctions against the lan 
Smith regime in Rhodesia ." 
GEORGETOWN, 
GU1YANA Trade Minister 
George King announced on 
' Tuesday that Playboy Maga-
zine has been ' banned in 
Guyana. Mr. Ki~g said books 
were being imported> from 
all countries on the condi-
tion that they were relevant 
to the Guyanese Republic's 
Socialist philosophy. 
SOFIA, BULGARIA - The 
Director General of the 
Uni ted Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural 
Organization {UNESCO), 
Amadou Mahtar Mbow, has 
accused International News 
Agencies of seeking to em-
phasize the negative side of 
news from d'eveloping 
nations. 
'' One of the greatest forms 
of inequality in the contem· 
porary world is ,that tn · 
valving information, " Mr. 
Mbow told a press con-
ference. 
Mr. Mbow said it was 
wrong that five world news 
agencies Qominated the in-
' formation field and that, 
< 
sir1ce the Non-Aligned Sum-
mit meeting in Colombo 
which undeil ined the in -
justice of this state of affairs, 
the agencies .had been criti-
cising Non-Aligned nations. 
The Director General of 
UN ESCO charged that the 
news agenc ies gave pride of 
place to news from rich in-
dustrialized countries and 
that very few of their dis-
patches dealt with what · 
happened 1n developing 
nations. • 
LONDON T~e Briti sh 
Council of Chu rt ·hes haS 
South Africa's condemned 
racial segregation policies ... 
protesting in .what it calls 
''t he ~~est possible 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"'!'!!!! 
terms'' against the means 
used by South Africa tO stern. 
anti-government demon-
strations. · 
It says only 11'egotiat ion 
with non-white community 
leaders can lead to peace. 
SAN FRANCISCO · A 
bomb exploded at the South 
African C.onsulate early 
Monday morning damaging 
one side .of the three-slory 
building and blowing out 
windows in nejghboring 
houses. It was the second 
bomb at the consulate in 
three months. 
A caller to a local · tele-
vision station said the blast 
was the work of the N~w 
World Liberation Front, an 
underground group tha.t ·has 
claimed responsibilityn for 
previous bombings in the 
San Francisco area. 
UNITED NATIONS- Saudi 
Arabia ' has donated five 
million dollars to the U .N. 
Development Programme 
(UNDP) for current expen-
d.itures. According to a U.N 
spokesman the contribution 
reduCed the , lJNDP defic.it 
this ye_ar to ,three million 
dollars. 
· UNDP assists the govern-
ments of developing coun-
1tries with .approved deve ~o p­
ment pro1ects. 
Selection of One Entree (3 offered) 
Selection of One Breakfast Meat (2 offered) 
Selection of two Slices ·of Toast with Butter and Jelly~ 
or One Breakfast Pastry 
Tired of sitting-Up all night tyµ,ingpapers and making Errors? 
Selection of Two Beverages (Milk, Coffee, or Tea) 
Lunch & Dinner 
• One •Soup 
Selection of Two Vegetables ( 3-4 offered) 
Selection of One Salad (4 offered) 
Selectiou of One Entree (3 offered) 
Selection of One Dessert (5 offered) 
Bread with Butter 
Selection of Two Beverages (Milk, Coffee, Tea, Sodas 
'or Fruit Punch) 
GOURMET BARGAIN BOOKLET 
' 
j.' 
I! 
~ 
-Gourme~ervices, ,·Inc, offers a coupon booklet with a food purchasing 
1 value of $12.00. The cost of the booklet is $11.00 and can be purchased at the Food Service office Monday through Friday from 8:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m .. 
'; 
Get a full night's sleep 
and leave all your typing n~eds t_o • 
C's CAMPUS CONNECTION 
• 
TYPING SERVICE 
< • 
Take advantage of our back to school offer of 
20 % discount 
on all papers 20 pages or more. 
Cal I today 370-8117 
"All T,yping 
• 
Work Done'' -Theses - Term Papers - Resumes - Reports - Etc. 
-
-
I 
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EDITORIALS/ LETTERS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
"THE VOICE Of THE HOW ARD COMMUNITY" 
Students Lives At Stake 
This school year will undoubtedly bring 
many new problems and .ccincerns for The 
Hiiitop to editorialize on~ but at the same 
time we have to keep some of the same 
concerns that were expressed last year and 
the year before that and the year before 
that and the year before · that which were 
never acted u pan. 
On December 5, 1975, The Hiiitop 
published a news story on the dangerous 
situation on 4th street between Howard 
Place and Bryant Street. 4th_ street has been 
the scene of several ac·cidents involving 
Howard students getting ti'it by speeding 
cars. To this date nothirig has changed 
regarding that dangero~s S,ituation. 
On March 5, 1976, Thet Hllltop ran an 
editorial on the 4th street situation. We 
stated in that editorial that "4th street be-, 
tween Howard Place ancj Bryant St. has 
been the scene of several. accidents, some 
of which have been serious, others not so 
serious. ?tudents at this un,iversity put their 
. lives in jeopardy everytirpe they wish to 
cross from either side of.\ 4th street." We 
further stated that "What distresses us is 
how the Security Office sits complacently 
by and allows innocent students of this 
university to challenge , death everyday 
while they are here." · , 
To this date, we haven' t seen any change 
on 4th street. A new group of freshmen are 
here, school is in full swing, an estimated 
800 women must risk tl],eir lives as they at-
tempt to get to their classes and still 
nothing is done. Accord}ng to the Office of 
' 
• 
' 
•• 
Security, one of the reasons that the u ~­
versity has difficulty getting some sort lJf 
traffic light, etc., is that the city claims thilt 
4th street is a main· thoroughfare and that 
the City only puts signs like school crossing 
or a flashing caution signal by public 
schools. According to the Security Offi~,' 
the City claims that we are adults and Vie 
should cross t the one and only light ~n 
4th street. 1 ~ 
Well, the fact of the matter is that ma~y 
students here are no.t considered adults by 
law. Many are under 18, thereby dis-
avowing the City's claim that we are adults. 
Other colleges in the Washington ar·~a 
have stop lights, flashing caution signa ls, 
etc. There is no reason -why our stude~ts 
cannot have full pr,otection also. We lre 
• 
aware that tbe Security Office has sent let-
ters to the City in an effort to change the 
situation. But we also know that sending 
letters is not enough. The Security Offi:~e 
has not put an all-out effort to change tl lis 
dangerous situation. ,Maybe if some of th~ir 
own children had to cross 4th street in tin 
effort to get to their classes, somethLhg 
. ht h ': ' m1g c ange. ~~ 
The Hilltop and Student Governme~nt 
will not sit by another year and allow the 
students at this university to put their lii(es 
on the line unnecessarily in an attempt' to 
get to their classes. We are calling for:' a 
mass meeting of all those concerned wt~h 
this dangerous situation on Wednes~y, 
September 29, at 7:30 in The Office of 
Student Life. If you are concerned, pe 
there. 
• 
' Dea,n Butcher Must Stay 
i • 
~ '· 
It is indeed a sad hour for students in the 
College of Fine Arts and the Howard 
University community. One of the nation's 
leading authorities and p'ractitioners in the 
field of arts and humanities at this in-
stitution and abroad, Dean Vada Butcher, 
has been severely wounded by the unim-
pressive, undignified behavior of a small, 
but powerful group of individuals who 
linger in their own, greed and selfishness. 
The unprofessional antics of these few 
ill-reputable people has unfortunately 
resulted in the Dean's abrupt resignation 
from the university and the loss of a 
tremendous educator and human being 
· from our midst. 
Earlier this week, Dean Butcher an-
nounced to her students and those con-
cerned that she sent a letter to President 
Ch.eek on Sept. 3 informing him of her 
decision to retire Oct. 31 . She stated that 
after four years of devoting almost 
.• 
\J 
"everywaking m.oment to this college" she 
was resigning because she had been 
unable .to obtain the cooperation of a few 
specific members of the Fine Arts faculty. 
As the hours grow dimmer by the 
second for Dean Butcher in this unpleasa·1nt 
situation, Howard University can not :1f-
ford to have a woman of her magnanim cJILs 
character and personality to be forc~d 
away from this institution by a few incom-
passiohate human beings. 
The College of Fine Arts' student body 
voiced its disenchantment with Dean But-
cher's early retirement and we, T'1e 
Hilltop, support their plea. ; 
There has been a great injustice 'co~­
mitted over in Fine Arts surrounding tFlis 
entire matter, and we intend to get at the 
bottom of it. Those few, and very small 
members of Dean Butcher's staff should be 
ashamed and must be exposed. 
• • 
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LETIERS/ LET-PERS/ LETIERS 
-
• 
' 
• 
• 
Congratulations To Hilltop Editor And Staff . ' ' ~ 
Dear Mr. Scott : 
I wish to congratulate you 
'and members of your staff 
for the excellence in jour-
nalism of your two recent 
issues of The Hilltop. 
Of particular i nte rest~ to 
me was the superb issue of 
September 17 and 'the 
coverage of Dr. Johnson's . 
death. The editorial, pictures 
and articles by Miss Rolle 
showed profound skill in 
writing. 
I have had the extreme 
pleasure of working under 
three presidents of the Uni-
versity and indeed Dr. John-
son was one of. the giants of 
.our great institUtion. 
H is contributions tn mak-
ing Howard University a f irst 
class institution were far 
reaching and showed grea t 
wisdom for the future . 
The Johnson fami ly were 
extremely satisfied with your 
issue 'of September 17 when 
I took copies to their homes. 
I am sure that I speak for 
many employees and alumni 
when I say, ''Thanks for a job 
well done." 
· Sincerely, 
~, .-
Lawrence A. Hill 
Gu es I 
U nivers.ity Relat ions 
~ Officer 
Dear Ed itor: • 
We find the Interna-
tional/National Ne~s Sec-
tion of The Hilltop, ·very in-
formative and enlightening. 
I t is our opin ion that news 
arti c les printed in a college 
newspaper should not be 
limited to college news Only. 
It should expand student's 
minds with information of a 
broader scope. 
Another feature, the ''Cul-
tural Spotlight'' serves a per-
sonal message t ·o . th e 
student~ especially, a stu-
dent new to Howard. The 
editorial,., '' jJeware the Pit-
falls'' conveyed what older 
• 
Howard students know so 
well. The arti cles on Black' 
plays and music bri-;,gs us all 
closer to the Howard com-
munity. 
Please . continue the in- . 
formative coverage of inside 
the college . scene and out. 
Sincerely, 
Rosanne Anderson & 
Beverly Spann 
• 
Security Says Be Alert And Observant 
Inmate 
Lonely 
Dear Editor 
Records available to the 
Office of Security and. Safety 
Services indicate that in-
cidents of thefts involving 
motor vehic les will be. at its' 
maximum during the months 
of September and October. 
Here in the Howard Uni-
vers ity Community the of-
fenses will be thefts from, 
rather than of, motor 
•
1ehicles. The average value 
of property taken nation-
wide is about $180.00 per 
victim. 
' 
Incidents involving thefts that th~ . university ~om­
of and from motor vehicles munity adhere to these basic 
occur around the clock but ru les: Be · sure that you lock 
are three times more likely al l vehicle doors and close 
to occur in the evening or· al l windows. Do not store 
night rather than during the any valuables in plain view· 
daytime. Seventy percent of of the public. 
all of the incidents involving Lock all of your valuables 
thefts of and from motor in the trunk of your vehicl'e. 
vehicles occur while the Be alert and observant. 
vehicle is parked on the If you see anyone tam-
street or in a parking lot. , perJrig with a vehic!e and 
There is also an indicat ion you do not know them to 
that the majority of the vie- bf the o_wner ~otify S.ec.u~ity 
tims will be between the (7777) 1mmed1ately, g1v1ng 
ages of 20-34. the address of the incident. 
Therefore, it is important OFF ICE OF SECUR iTY 
Dear Editor: 
I' m a 29 year-old a,lack . 
prisoner who is very lonely 
needing fetters from realistic 
and concerned people. 
Regardless of age, religion, 
ethnic background or 
nationality. I will answer all 
letters promptly. 
Please send photo and I 
will send one in return. 
Hopefully yours, 
Charles Foster No.144-351 
P.O. Box 69 
London, Ohio 43140 
Inmate See~ing ~illtop Must Continue 
To Help • Correspondence 
Dear Editor: 
I am a young man present-
ly confined in an Ohio penal 
institution, 'at!d unfortunate-
ly, circ um sta n ces have 
prevented me from having 
outside comm un ication. 
Therefore, I am seeking cor-
responden ce and ·f riendship 
f rom anyone who shows an 
interest 
Although I am in-
carcerated, I' m also a college 
student and I feel that we Dear Editor: . 
possibly share a common in- In the .essence of our but new people of a new 
terest or goal. If anyone reality as new students in a existence. 
desires to write, I will be new age, testing the truths of _Hopefully, The . H.ilftop, 
very pleased to answer all our past and seeking to find will help 1n cont1nu1ng to 
letters arriving at the fol, guidelines to our futuf'e, we put 1.ight .On issues of im-
lowing address. find ourselves needing new _portance and realize the 
Thank you, 
• 
Robert Cameron No.1 133-
0SB 
P.O. Box 69 
London, Ohio 43140 
frames of reference, new potential power of their 
rights new wrongs and in commu nication in such vital 
some' cases new an
1
swers lo times, where no~hing can be 
old questidns. considered meaningless. 
We hope that these things 
will help in the development 
of not only new students, 
' 
Erin E. SteW.irt 
THE. HILL T<?P is the weekly student rMWlpllper of Howerd University,. It i~ distributed fr•-~ Prldey morning st ov• 20 
convenient lomt1on1 thf()ughout the c:ampus. Meil subscriptions are $3 
o-;dline for ~PY, Hilltop happenings, ad~~rtising and ~etters to the editor is Tuesday, 5:00 p.m. · 
Ou Mtdr~ 11 2215 4th ~t .• N.W: O~r ma1l1ng addr .. 1s Howard University, Washington, D.C. 20069. Phone numbw {202) 638-8811. 
The opinions expretMd in the ed1tor1a/1 are those of THE HILL TOP, and may not necnaarily repr..-nt thO• of the admlnletrlliion or 
all segments of the Howerd c:ommuntty at·large. " 
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Student .Government ViewRoints 
Get It Together Now Or Never 
at 636-7008 for informatiorll 
They can tell you wherS 
your Student Council Office 
is located and how to get in 
contact with your president. 
' 
By Pil.tricia Woods no one was interested in selves heard and attempted 
participating in student to organize others so that 
Once again I would like to government} student their voices would rise 
extend my arms in ~:----:-"-':"'----., together in the c ry for 
welcoming the Freshmen, Everybody was justice. I 
transfer students, and in- NOW is the time for us to 
deed the returning students trying tO be come together as students, if 
to ,Howard University. As indeed we ever hope to 
Presiden t of the College of 'super Black' unify as a people. Already 
Nursing Student Council, r you should have seen 
had the opportunity to ad- with dashikis, posted in your schools, the 
dress many of you during dates and times of your 
Freshman orientation week affQS, Student Council meeting. Be 
at Cramton Audit oriu m. My sure to be in attendance, 
theme at that time, as it is d b because the main order of 
now, is the need for us to an y business will most likely be 
unify, to organi.Ze; in effect the election of class officers, 
to come together as a family, extending the and the discussion of 
so that Yfe may work callee- programs and activities for 
lively to ..... ards qur goals as hand shake the coming year. And if you 
students, and as a people. have not seen any notice 
A s a post-graduate organizations or very muc concern ing your Student 
student, I have come to df anything else. At least Council ca ll the HUSA office 
There should be a family 
spirit here at Howard 
University, for we are all 
brothers and sisters. Wheri 
you see someone, say hell > 
instead of looking away i. -
smile and nod 
acknowledgement of th · 
presence. 
l 'il ; meet many of you in 
the coming week at the 
Constitutional Hearings, the 
dates of which are listed 
el sew here in this paper. A 
committee of very co ~­
cerned Brothers and Siste/Js 
worked many long nig~s 
this summer in an attempt t6 
' 
• 
reconstruct the HUSA Con-
stitution in order to achieve 
unity and direction of 
Student Government eff'orts. 
The HUSA President, Bro. 
Luther Brown and myself as 
chairman of the Constitution 
Committee will be 'present 
to discuss with you the im-
plications of the document, 
and what we hope to ac-
complish. 
In closing, I wish to again 
st ress the iniportance of 
your becoming an involved 
student here at Howard. 
freedom of expression is a 
very precious right, and you 
cannot develop as an in-
dividual, or as a people, 
without making yourself 
known. 
• 
' 
• 
Human Interest 
What You Eat Can 
Wipe Out Your Futu~e 
By Roy Betts 
-It was once believed that 
wonder bread could build 
strong bodies twelve ways . 
weak bodied mindl~ss in-
dividuals are definitely not 
needed at this point in our 
already quest io nable 
existence. c 
Obviously, the men and 
• 
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good. • 
know and love Howard. I students were ta lking about 
entered Howard as a fresh- what I plan to do when I 
man in 1971 two years after find some time ... Now, 
the ''Great Revolution'' we (in most cases) there isn' t 
have all heard about. There even that kind o f talk. Where 
was a lot of talk, and more there is talk and rhetori c, at 
talk, and ye t some more talk least there is the hope that 
about the great coming something, someday, will be 
together of students and accompl ished by that in-
WHUR 'sSpeciai/ Mission 
At the 1time of this com-
mercial, that may have been 
true, however, today with 
the federal governments 
initial focus on increased 
technological advancements 
1n the areas of nuclear 
energy and the electro-
magnetic spe ct rum, the 
physical condition of the 
body appears to be the least 
priority among wonder 
bread bakers, o ther food 
producers and our top 
political officals. 
. Our foods are colorfully 
illuminated and spiced by 
artificial dy~s and sweetners, 
women who have traveled 
profound distances, in many 
instances, to .attend Howard 
University, have done so to 
improve their intel lectual 
capab ilities and to obtain a 
thorough understanding of 
the structural ' form of this 
country, the system, and the 
inadequacies of this system. 
These are the positive am-
bitions of students here; and 
this is Satisfactory in my 
opinion, however, a student 
could have very high intelli· 
gence capabilities, excellent 
academic standings and all 
the characteristics of a 
prom1s1ng lawyer, 
bus inessman, journalist, etc ., 
But, all of this and more 
could eas ily be wiped out in 
one fatal sweep by some ill-
timed sickness, if he d oesn't 
According to a report by 
the American Cancer Society 
last week, the death rate 
among smokers of cigarettes 
high in tar and nicotine is 16 
per cenl greater than among 
compa rable smokers of 
cigarettes with loJ.. levels of 
those substances. 
A chart, listirig 145 brands 
o f cigarettes rated by the 
Federal Trade Commission 
on the amount of tar and 
nicotine eac cigarette con-
• 
fa culty, their ac- div idual. 
c omplishments, 
deeds .... all for us 
their 
wl10 
weren' t there to participate. 
Everybody was trying to be 
'super Black' wilh dashikis, 
afros c,ornrowin2, and by ex-
tending the handshak·.! to 
dynamic proportion ~,. But 
there was no action, nor 
commi tment on the part of 
tFie general student 
population to cor1tin ue to 
strive towards the goals and 
demands of Black people. 
Many of us thourght !hat that 
was a period of apathy, for 
Many of us are fed up with 
Student Government 
because of old stories of 
gross m isconduc t and 
misappropriation of funds in 
past HUSA administrations. 
And if you continue to sit 
back and say '' I can't do 
anything, I'm just o ne per-
son and nobody will listen 
to me anyway," you ' re right, 
and we'd probably still be 
p icking cotton on some 
plantation if it weren't for 
the fact that a few of our 
people tried to make them -
By Shirley Washington 
It is unlikely that WHUR 
will ever lose its FCC license 
because of the politics in-
volved, but something worst 
may happen: · 
it may stay on the air 
disgracing what a Black On-
sti tution of higher learning 
represents. That is if the 
current trends continue 
WHUR, like Howard 
Un iversity, has a. special 
mission to black people 
which seems to have been 
conveniently forgotten in 
the search for crass com-
mercialism. WH UR is not 
. ' 
suppose to be a~ imitati l n 
of WOL, but an initiator ~f 
fine quality for th.~ black 
community. I ::. am not 
knocking WOL which cer-
tainly meets the needs of a 
segment of the black co"l-
munity but ifWHUR is gojng 
to imitate WOL then there1i s 
no need for WHUR at a1!1 
• 
Herbs:The Medicinal Cure 
Supply Natural Vitamins 
It has been noted recent! 1, 
that WHUR broadcasts hai .f. 
encountered many' techni¢~1 
difficulties and breaks :tin 
transmission which ar,,.e 
never explained. Wh.ilt _Js 
more disheartening is t¥.e 
cancellation or reduction i>f 
certain programs · which 
reflect a trend away from a 
commitment to the Third 
World. Cancelled are: fl Vaz 
Del Barrio which featurhd 
Latino music and i 1-
formation; Relate whi1 h 
saved people money as wi,11 
as inform about the cu rr~t 
entertainment offerings !in 
the area; and Lifeline whi(:h 
was appropriately named ~or 
Herbs a1·e plants that are 
used fo r c:ulinary and medi-
cal pu( poses. They have 
been ir.i existence since the 
beginr1ing of mankind and 
are / popular because they 
pr,'1vide vitamins and trace 
~1iements in the natural form . 
Herbs are the most original 
-~--and miraculous chemis ts in 
eKistence and they en1oy a 
wide~ variety of uses in the 
field of first aid. There are 
several ways to prepare 
herbs for fi rst aid use. Teas, 
hot baths, soaks and topical 
(skin applica t ion are am ong 
' the varied preparations that 
yie ld healing properties of 
the herbs. Again, space does 
not all ow a thorough discus-
sion o f all the availab le 
herbs, so we will focus on a 
few of the more important 
ones in this colu mn. 
--
• 
• • 
• 
• 
' 
Chamomile is an herb 
that ha s a sooth ing, 
tranquilizing effect o n the 
body. I t is popular in its 
ab ility lo ease pain among 
teething ch ildren. This herb 
jg al so good for toothaches , 
earaches and mild stomach 
disorders. The tea made 
from this herb will relieve 
so re throat and if one bathes 
in it he will be provided 
w ith whole body relief from 
everyday tensions. 
Dandelion has been 
known to provide relief from 
urin.ary tr oubles. Because of 
its ability to remove acid 
deposits fr om the body, th is 
herb has been proven to 
provide relief from arthritis. 
Also a mild laxative, dande-
lion is also good for loss of 
appetite, liver ailments, 
rheumatism and indigestion. 
Elder is good for ailments 
of the respiratory system; it 
provides relief from colds, 
flu ahd ches t pains due to 
the above. Topical applica-
tion of this herb is good for 
insect bites and when com-
bined with ginger or pepper-
mint it reduces fever and in-
Ctuces sweating. 
' 
Eyebright as the name 
migh t suggest, is good for 
the eyes. Its main fun c tion is 
to provide relief from dis-
orders that yield inflamed, 
strained and over-watery 
eyes. If used regularly, this 
herb will keep one's eyes 
healthy. Topical appli cation 
to the eyes during measles is 
also another one of its pro· 
perties. Eyebright lotion has 
been found particularly ef-
fec tive in providing relief i? 
instances of min o r eye 
damage due to poor lighting· 
and smoky fires . 
Marigold's crushed petal s; 
are.1good for ttings and in- ' 
sect bites along with simple 
wounds. The tea is quite 
useful for cuts, burn s, ulce rs, 
sunburn , grazes, minor 
wounds and bad breath. 
Cold sores and lip herpes 
can be treated with this herb 
also. 
Mint enjoys a wide range 
of uses. It 1s a very 
stimu lat ing tea that can also 
be used for hiccups, nau sea, 
unconsciousness and anti -
septics. Mint prevents milk 
from curdling and has been 
used to keep flys out of the 
kitchen of many a house-
wife! 
Nettle is a very good vege-
table tonic and an excel lent 
blood purifier. This herb is 
used internally for gout, 
chest co ld s and al so to pro-
_vide relief from spleen 
enlargement. A tincture of 
• 
this tea is one of the best 
remedies' for burns and net-
tle mouthwash is used to 
heal soreness of the mouth 
and throat. 
Parsley is an herb which 
it discussed major health 
issues facing black and pabr 
people. Reduced ar d 
moved: The Carribbean Ex -
perience which highligh l ~d 
the music of the C~rribb\an 
area and information as Wf:ll. 
There was a clumsy and 111 1-
timed attempt to reduce the 
African News Roundup just 
when Africa has become 
front page news. 
Ms. Cathy Liggins, the new 
station manager, has mad'? a 
spectacular rise from a Co TI ~ 
munications profess cvr' s 
secretary to WHUR sales 
-manager to become the ~rst 
black female general 
manager of a radio station: in requires extreme care in 
growing. The herb has wide the nation and it could oP..ly 
antiseptic qualities and is happen at Howard. ·. 
good fo r urinary troubles Unfortunate ly, despite the 
and mild cystitis. Parsley also very superficial commurllty 
involvemen t of the n·?w has an ex tremely high iron 
and vitamin content. program, The Morn / ng 
Rosemary enjoys a wide Sound, Ms. Liggins has li1,Jl le 
range of uses and is an ex- to show for her concern!or 
ee l lent food flavoring. An ex- the intere_sts of the BIP.tk 
ce llent aid to digestion, Community or Howard 
baths w ith this herb brir_igs Students. Ms. Liggins has 
relief from fatigue and stimu- been the manager of WHUR 
lates the skin. Rosemary since January 1976, and a% a · 
shampooes have been found black female, I am keeply 
to increase the secretions of disappointed with her per-
the sebaceous glands. The formance thus far. \' 
tonic properties of rosemary I " have already noted · ~e 
are further increased via its loss of good programs, lut 
use in footbaths. there has been a lo~s of a..-lot 
Finally, sage is an excellent of good skills in the past 6 
tonic and digestive and en- months as well. The morale 
joys a wide reput.1tion as a, among the personnel is at an 
cure to hiccups and as an all-time low, suggesting fur-
aid to memory. When the ther losses of the remaining 
dried leaves are mixed with talent and thus fur l fler 
a little water, an excellent weakening the alre "j'cty 
toothpaste is made. A declining quality of l (he 
mouthwash from sage tea station. Unfortunately, t'fhe 
has been found to cure sore new additions to replace 
throats, colds and mouth those who have depa'rted 
ulcers. ~ leave much to be desired. 
In closing, let me remind 
you that herbs have been 
Nature's cures for thousands 
of years and they often do 
more to aid our body and 
mind than synthetic drugs. 
Lillian Wiggins is a case in 
point. Though she has ; 1ad 
no connections ~ ' th 
Howard in the past, she 9'ias 
been added and one ~n­
rlers why unless slie shares 
...................... __ 
• 
while our Waters are distilled 
some of the values of the as the result of some uncon-
new management. She is still ce rned profit-minded fac -
connected with the Afro- tory . The more an individual 
American. She was the 
consumes these days o f the 
reporter for WHUR at the so-ca lled ed ible nutr ients 
Black Republican Con- presently existing on the 
ference which met food mafket, the greater are 
simultaneously with the his chances of offering h is 
Republican Convention. Her body and physical well-
lack of political · Un- being to the likes of some 
derstanding revealed itself in uncurable disease. 
those audio reports . This is 
understandable since she is Theref,ore, students across 
the country sho uld be im-
better known for .her talents media'tely. concerned about 
as a socializer and party-goer the foods consumed and the 
than having something physical fitness of their 
serious to say. (See her bodies. 1 single out stu dents; 
column '' Embassy Row'' in espec ·all H o a d-s I y, W r 
the Afro.) . sc holarly student body, 
In the meantime, . the becau se they represel,'ll the 
musical sound of WHUR future of the soc iety. And 
which was known for its 
classy jazz approach has 
given way to un -
sophisticated offerings 
which would be alright if the 
world was one great big 
party 24 hours a day. Un-
fortunately, in the real 
world, there are very real 
problems that black people 
must face and WHUR is one 
of the few vehicles open to 
us in which to discuss them. 
Many a doctor's office used 
the previous smooth 
sounds of WHUR as a black 
substitute for the bland 
MUZAK because of the I. 
tasteful sounds and 1n-
formation. 
According to an Afro-
American article dated June 
12th of this year, Ms. Liggins 
claims that the c hanged 
sound is due to student in-
volvement in the program-
ming of the station from 9 
hours previously to 17 hours 
per week since she became 
manager. I suspect that she 
is more interested in union 
busting than concerned with 
student partic ipation. It was 
about a year ago that the 
workers at the station went 
on strike and things have not 
been the same since. In the 
process the old manager was 
engineered out and Ms. 
Liggins made her ap-
pearance. 
To every Howard student 
reading this, if you like the 
new format at WHUR then 
you are content, but for 
those of us who do not, and 
we are probably the 
majority, we should voice 
our concerns to Ms. Liggin s, 
President Cheek and the 
Hilltop, our newspap,er, to 
demand the restoration and 
improvement of quality 
sounds and information at 
the station. 
We are perhaps the only 
Black owned radio station 
affiliated with a university 
and that gives us special· 
responsibilities to our 
people. WHU R must 
represent the frnest that a 
Black university has to offer 
to the Black community. 
By Jan Jasper 
It . has been argued in 
recent years that the small 
investors - someone who 
has a few hundred or a few 
thousand dollars to invest -
has been ''crowded out'' of 
the market, if not .by in-
stitutional investors, then by 
institutional requirements. 
Purchases 1n ttie stoc k 
market are usually made in 
round lots - one hundred 
shares, or multiples thereof -
and unless the purchases are 
substantial, the proportion 
of brokerage fees to total in-
vestment is prohibitive; the 
case of bonds and money 
market instruments 
Treasury bills, bankers' ac-
ceptances, short term cor-
porate debt, etc . - is similar, 
whereby the denominat ion, 
or minimum purchase, is 
way over the head of most 
small investors. Besid'es, 
even if the small investor 
can afford these instruments, 
the odds, according to a 
recent study by Blume, 
Crockett, and Friend of the 
Wharton School, are that 
his/ her portfolio will not be 
adequately diversified. All of 
the eggs will be in one 
basket, just wailing to be 
overturn.ed by ad'verse 
market conditions. 
What recourse, then do 
small investors have? This is 
where a knowledge of 
mutual funds becomes im-
portant. General ly speaking, 
mutual funds offer the small 
investor full~time 
' • 
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" maintain a healthy physical 
condition. 
Students appear tci srrioke 
too much, drink too mu ch 
of the wrong liquids and too 
little of t ~e nutritious juices, 
an d fail to get enough exer-
cise during the day and rest 
at night. I know with my 
hectic daily schedule t' m 
gui l ty of at least two of the 
above faults. And that's not 
tains was us to illustrate 
the points aised rn a . 
Washington Post sto.ry 
recently. I can assure you 
that Kool Mi lds and Kool 
filter king smokers are not 
spared by iris ~xpose'. 
We need to concern our-
selves with a healthy diet of 
occasional calisthetics and 
jogging, and not .sO much 
with herbs a d special 
delights during t e night. An 
enlightened needs to 
be\. co mpli ented by a 
heal\hy bod as often as 
possi ble. Re ember, the 
university's health in -
firmaries stay open only for 
one hour. 
Information For Small 
Investors 
-t 
profess~onal p o rtf olio 
management, instant diver-
sification, and a low 
minimum investment ... many 
offer shares as 1ow as one 
hundred dollars. Bear in 
mind, however, that m.utual 
funds are s'ubject to the 
same risk inherent in all in -
vestments 1n the capital 
markets. 
There are many different 
types of mutual funds; they 
vary in objectives - there are 
growth funds, income funds, 
funds for retirement, and 
• 
many others; they vary in 
performance - due to the 
composition of their respec-
tive portfolios, so me are 
resistant to economic down-
turns, while others outStr ip 
other funds u('lder bullish 
conditions; they vary in 
ownership - some funds are 
open-ended, while others 
are closed; and theY vary in 
respect to the loading of an 
initial sale~ charge - four out 
of five mutuals ''front load '' 
a sales c_: harge as high as 
9.3% , while the remaining 
mutuals are ''no- l oad .''' 
There is no sales charge 
because ~ there is no sales 
force. 
Persona lly speaking, .::... no-
loads are preferable to 
loaded mutuals becau se of 
the absence of the sales 
charge, which can be sub-
stantial. Many no-loads offer 
the same se rvices' . -
automat ic reinve stment, 
Keough plans, IRA' s (In-
divid ua l Retirement Ac -
counts) and others - as o ther 
'' loaded'' mutuals, arld the 
sizes of no-load portfolios 
range from one-hundred 
. thousand dollars to over one 
billion dollars. Check them 
out for more inforrriation, 
just write: 
No-Load Mutual Fund 
Association 
Valley Forge Colony 
Building 
Valley Forge, Penn-
sylvania 19481 
They' ll be glad to send more 
inforniation, and besides, it 
will put you on a mail ing list 
of the various no-load fund s, 
who will then send you in-
formation and prospectuses. 
As previously stated, 
mutual funds vary in their 
objectives; this being the · 
case, you would do well to 
match your particul~r ob;, 
jective, whether it be 
growth, immediate income, 
retirement income, or a 
hedge against inflatiorl, With • 
that particular type of 
mutual fund. A good book 
for anyone inte'rested in 
mutual funds - and it' s wr it..:. 
ten in layman' s language - is 
published by U .S. News and 
World Rep ort, 5rock5, 
8ond5, and Murua / Funds 
There are a few in-
teresting, relatively new 
types' of mutual fu nds 
available in the form of 
· moneY - market mutuals and 
dual purpose m1.,1tual funds. ~ 
Through money market 
mutuals, small investors can 
participate· in money market 
instruments without the 
heavy capital investment. " 
Dual purpose funds are a 
hybrid pf growth and in-
come funds, and i n -
cidentally, their gro~lh 
shares are currently avJ. i lab le 
at large discounts over their 
net asset value. For more in-
formation , check the 
aforementioned book, or 
Boardroom, volume 5, num-
ber 6, page 6, on March 30. 
1976, or write: 
George ~eugeot 
S.P.A. lndµstries 
Suite 20fi , Winnetka 
Bank Bldg., 
799 Elm 
Winnetka, ILL. 60093 
Finally, in closing, remem-
ber that research is the key 
to success in any investment 
you might make; scrutinize 
investment opportunit ies 
carefully. Utilize your 
educational facilities, tap the 
in-house consultants - your 
professors, · if not fo~ an -
swers, then for· pertinent 
questions and direction. 
-
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'Feeling' 
Id like ru ru11 1n !he \Vind 
\V1th the svr1, 
I'd like lo ler go of 1he 
/hough ts 
w11/1uii! reser11ac1or1 
11 \vhere chey 
•\JI / go 
1;r-cause everrhing 
.J1ou/d 
.f<i.i ve 
,(, Ul·V/l " 
'.rt•(• t/0111 
, 
• 
On Seeing Old Grads 
Return To Howard 
they co1ne back these 
men of suits 
ties and accents 
fu11ny from 1he year~ 
gone 
fading like a blade of gras s 
too long in the su11 
lips tight 
closed to the g1v111g 
of explanations 
1 hurry au/ 1he1r 111.t> 
invisible 
except for che d11 r 
of rny if.'ans 
<111d the 1v or11en1 
1hey come back chiseled 
cut from the /ales/ fashions 
cold 
gr a nice 
cor ners1011 es 
for rich lovers 
and me? 
1 cor11e back with madness 
raging in my laugh/er 
rhe sadness in the shadow 
of my eyes 
mocking death 
and you! 
how \v1/I you con1e back? 
E. Ethelbert Miller 
Septen1bcr 1976 
• 
• 
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'Afriten po' Displays Th·e Latest Fashions 
By lennetta l. Bradley 
Hilltop Staffwrirer 
Ebony Fa shion Fair cJm-
mentator, Audrey SmAltz , 
said l~st spring that a ~ew 
way tq wear pants w oulc; tbe 
introduced intO the fast· ion 
wor\d for th e fall. r.J · 
At the '' Afritemb:o'' 
fash ion show a va r iet~ of 
pant fashions were displayed 
with a heavy emphasis ' on 
'' parachute pants," exem · 
plifying her very word S. 
''Afritempo'' was presen -
ted on Sunday, Sep tefr!per 
19 th by the Suppor t C·~ m -. 
mittee of The Exhibitio r' J·of 
African Contemporary Al1!' at 
Ira Aldridge Theatre. 'f; 
The theatre was f~led 
almost to capacity with an 
audience attired in diverse 
fashions, from jeans to Afri · 
can apparel. 
Here, the aud ience took 
excursion 
' 
contemporary fashions as in-
flue n ced by traditional 
African motifs." 
A side from beginr1ing late, 
the con tinui ty of the show 
proceeded smoothly or1ce it 
wa s underway.· ·rhe show 
began with roughly 30 
models parading down. th e 
two aisles or1to the stage, 
weaving around f1v.e alum-
in um African sc ulptures 
which were contributed by 
Ed Love. 
CURRENT TRENDS 
The fashion parade \vas 
enhanced by the pair1tings ir1 
the bac kg rou nd; they were 
creat ions of ja1nes Phillips. 
The show \vas segrnented 
into five scenes: the Source, 
Ladden In Lappa Wear, Prin · 
t in-n-Spr1ntin, Top- It-Off 
Toppings and i · radish -
Broidery. 
Not on ly 
• 
0 
-0 
• . . ' 
Howard student AD JOA features some eye-caiching attire at 'Afritempo.' 
fashions displayed but as 
co rnmentator, Bob Yaa si, put 
it, '' fashion s as comrnon as 
' American apple pie'' also. 
Mid-ca l f Jength dre.sses , 
tun ics, boo ts, caftans, cul-
lo ts, knicker s and cow-co llar 
hoods y.-ere am ong the 
1nany items d isplayed . 
See mingly, th is year a 
heavy emphasis has been 
placed on abundan tl y as · 
sessorizing an ou tfit, exter1d-
ing even to men's wear. 
technique e h tir11e he ap-
peared on s'tag.e. 
Moreover,. 30 year old d t7 
sii;:ner Janua Kilolo, from Bal -
t irnore aJded a certain 
tL'Uch to the show by ex -
hii.1iting a -nt1mb·er of extra · 
ord i11arv fashior1s. 
Ms-. K ilolQ said she has 
been desig11ing Africa r1 
orientf'd fashionsv for seve11 
years ar1d the OlitfitS: run bet 
\vee11 $.3 5-$100 
Conners Takes 'em Colorfu I cu mberbands as w el l as colo rful pieces of 
material tied aro.und the 
ankles were recommended 
to the men in order to perk 
up the usual leisure su it. 
• 
• 
The var1ot1s fashion ~ 
featured Were contributed 
by Annie ,Steen, de~igne r. 
Artifac to ry, ··Garfir1kels. Hi<-· 
n-1-t>rs, ,Mike ·15cJll.Ul! By J. Rushin 
11.J\ltop S1afrwritcr 
lt1e dynamic_ Normar1 
t .,nr1ors, LTD and Golden 
'> lory began Jhe '76 concert 
~P asor1 at Cramton Au -
(i1toriurn, Friday, September 
17, 111 two performances. 
'.> ta111r1g with a fe\v 
111odern 1azz pieces that 
IJ•lvetl the way to a mel-
lf>w 1ng of the pvenrng, Mr. 
' 0 11r1ors performed ex· 
etlently on the drums. ln-
1roduc1ng a new tune called 
13ubbles'' and a piece · by 
1 te rb1e l-tar1 cock entitled, 
' rv1a1den Voyage,"' Mr. Con-
10rs also played an energetic 
<(l lo that lasted five minutes. 
fvlr. Connors tia s been per-
orr111ng professionally since 
fie was ·13 years old . Born in 
Pl11ladel phia and a Pisces, he 
\Vr1tes a11d sings in addition 
10 niastering his key instru-. 
111er1t - percussion. He has 
r1 ad the opportunity to play 
w1 tt1 such superstars as Billy 
l'aul and Miles Davis. 
Michael Henderson, who 
>vrote the hl1 '' You Are My 
\tarship'' sang it with such 
ree ling tha t ,; a few female 
i i owardites sc reamed and 
' wooned. Also to his lisr of 
~ rec.lits ~s " Viilentine Love'' 
~)rl N ormar1 Connors ' Satur-
day Night Special albLJm. 
CONNERS SINGS TOO 
• 11 tie young arid beautiful 
£1f•r1ore M1!es excited the 
1>nlookers. with a soothing 
• {>Cdl1zat1on of the familiar 
1'ltyl1st1cs tune, '' Betcha By 
t,o lly Wow." And to every· 
"•1 1e' s surpri se, Mr. Conners 
..J!rvei led some hidden 
>11 1g1r1g talenl of his own, 
.vl1e11 he 101ned 1n w ith Ms. 
\ \1les on one number. 
Shur1zos Ono displayed 
~11~ profound playing ability 
. by perforrning so!os on the 
!rurnpet. Carter Jefferson, 
l1un1 D.C., was right next 1n 
line with a soprano saxo-
µf1one solo. Steve Thortons' 
( €lt1go solo was soothing 
arid showed how 1mag-
1na11ve he could perform on 
the drums. 
rhe Conn-Qrs group is rel-
Jtively yo·ung. None of the 
members have been with 
h1rn more than three yea rs. 
A strobescope and .some 
"creative'' frees tyle c horea· 
graphy hel ped to warm up 
the audience to such tunes 
like ''Happy Music' ' per· 
formed by Golden Story. 
The eight-piece band of· 
.. fe red so los by Bill ''Santos'' 
Murray - alt o sax , and Al-
fred Barverd - trombone. A 
r1ew song was wr itten and 
sung by Alice Barnes, who 
J)lays keyboard. The so ng 
was en titled ''1 Want To Be 
Where You Are." 
' 
I he group led the au-
dience in rhythmic hand 
c lappi ng, wh ich initiated 
~pontaneou s dan ci ng in th e 
aisles . 
Ho\vever, LTD cl a1rned 
first prize 1n aud lence re-
sponse ancl appreciation on 
this night . A lively ban(i orig-
1nat1ng out of Hollywood, 
Love Togetherness and 
Devotion 's stir r in g per-
formance of a cotlectiorl of 
World Ip drove the Cramton 
cro\vd out of their seats 
again and again. 
With anticipation pcr-
rneatir1g tt1e air, LTD ended 
their show with the ever-
popular '' love Ballad'' much 
to the approval of the au-
- ' 
~ 
" > 
• 
UN IQUE - DESI GNS 
2 Highl ights of th e show 111· 
_g eluded lhe Black n1a'"p of 
• Africa d ress, the red Egyptian 
Happy Bout ique arid 'l.\1 -~ 
Universe D fes s S.ilor1 
tunes from their love To The diPnce. 
Attractive model s_hows off flash y ap11are l at fasl1ion show. 
o utfit designed by janua, the 
bed spread dres s, , the Na-
According t (~ ta~t1ior1 <..t1 
ordinatOr, Lau r11. t /rJnes, !hL'· 
outfi ts ca 11 be JJ.Ur(·/1,:i~ecl b~ 
goir1g directly t .t> tt1t' local 
stores rnent1or1o:<-·d or ~JV 
ca lling 636-70¥5 
' 
' 
t i 
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' 
Elenore Mil es of Norman Conners' group croon s at Cramton affair . , 
James: Crowd Pleaser 
By Carl Lee 
Hill t op Staff writer 
fhe c rowd whic h at -
tended last Saturday night 's 
concert at Cons titutior1 I-tall . 
of Bob James and Dexter 
Wansel, was treated to a 
' . su perb even ing of entertain· 
men!. Both musiciar1s were 
applauded en thu sia~tically 
by those in attendance., 
The quality of the concert 
cannot be denied . Bob 
James and Dexter Wansel, 
and their respec t ive bar1ds 
of musicians, displayed· great -
amount s of talent . The 
profe ssion al ism which 
marked their playing, only 
en hanced an already fine 
• perfo rman ce. 
CARN WELL RECEIVED 
The stages oper1ing act, a 
very c rowd pleasing per-
form ance by D ext er Wansel, 
was a highlight in itself. The 
ac;t was punctuated by the 
except ional performances of 
lead guitari st, Herb Smi th, 
saxaphoni st, Bob Malle tt, 
and mos t notable, vocalist, 
Jean Carn. M s. Carn, a D .C. 
n'ative, parti cularly thrilled 
the crowd w ith her s1ng1ng 
o f ''Va lentine Love." 
Wan sel's group, which 
made i t s first solo ap· 
pearan ce, w ent through 
their ac t with a contagious 
ehthusiasm. It seems very 
likely that !he publ ic w il l be 
hearing more from 
the near future. 
them 1n 
• 
The performance of · Bob 
James, the concert's main at-
traction, added im -
measu rably to the quality o f 
1he concert w ith another 
fine job. James played a' 
variety of songs fr-<;>m his 
three albums, which in-
cluded '' Valley of the Shad-
ows," ,' 'Feel Like Makin ' 
love," ''One Mint Julep," 
'' Ladies of Ireland'' and 
''Wes!chester Lady." 
FLAWLESS PLAY 
The beautiful orchestra -
tion of James' works, which 
is o ne of the many hallmarks 
ofo his music , wa s almost 
flawlessly executed by his 
band of musicians. 
Among his cast of var ied 
ar tis ts were such greats as 
Eric Gale, Gary King, Eddie 
Danie ls, Randy and Mike 
Breck.er. Ther r performances, 
along w ith a sol id k~yboard 
display by James, provided 
the perfect accent for James' 
music . 
Hi s arrangement s 
''Farando le'' and ''Feel 
of 
like 
Makin' love'' are just two 
examples of James' musical 
ge niu s. What James has 
developed with his brand of 
music is a balance between 
the c la ssi c and c or1 -
tempo rary school s of music. 
Beside s ach ieving a 
unique blend of music, his 
• 
music is rapidly gaining 
greater public accep tance 
and recognition. He has 
already received ace 1im in 
professional circles vJ th ar-
tists such as Quinc~\jones, 
Grover Washington, f.i"eddie 
Hubbard and many others. 
RICH, CR ISP BEATS 
Jame s' music wa kes 
anyone marvel w ith i~s rich-
ness. He punctuair,1s his 
polyrhymic melodie: with 
cris p beat s. 
H is imagination 
new open ings in 
times sat urated 
iazz . 
• 
·: 
It is very rewarding to ex-
per1enc;e a top qual i ty per-
formance by concerl artists, 
especial ly i"n light of fa me of 
the woeful perforJiance 
audiences ha~e beco:1rie ac-
cus tomed to 1n recer\) years . 
Show s such as Sa ttJrday's 
Wansel- James concf'l-t are 
great ly appreciated for the 
fresh enthusiasm an,d are 
truly worth the price of ad -
mission. 
NEXT 
I 
• 
\VATCH FOR f 
\\£EK'S FEATURE : 
'EQU IS' I j I • 
Relation'ships Are Golden 
You shoulcl tak e ,1~ 111 t1ch 11 1111• ,ir1rl !htllJgl1t 
w1\ll yotir r11ate ,1~ \ 'tlU r.l1 J w1tl1 \'(Jllr IO(Jll("\ 
ou< 
Firs! of all, 1f YOLI JUSt !ooi.. l!ll<J {'•()ll~l{ IE •rJ llt J l l 
to took at you r relat1011~h11i J~ a fJa11k Ci((<>lJr11 
you 1u~t r11ight bt' /)Cller 011 
A relat1cJ11sl111J sl1(JUl(l bt• ba~l·(l 1>11 (011t 11bt1!1 {)11::. 
irorn 'both pJr!i(•s arid the in!1rE' (!1·1>0~11~ \'<)t1 rnake. 
the r11ore 111tere~t ~c)u ga1".' 
Wf1en you <Jrl r"l (l lur1g1•r 11lJkt• a11)rnore <lc1>0~ 1i ::., 
, 
bu! earl <J r1l1· 111<1kc· \V1lhf.ira\val~ 110111 )OU! 1ic11t11l'r ~ 
\V eil l)e 1ng, 1t1er1 11~ 11111t• 1(1 r l•>~t that J<<1it1r11 
arid Sl'l'k a r1e\'\' 1r1J!e 
., BY EVELYN M. G.UNN 
-
• 
• E 
• 
• 
Al }arreau's 11Clow'1 
• > 
• ~ Earthy and Passionate 
By Gregory Tate 
llillto1) Staft\vri tcr 
Throughout tl1e course ut 
human existe11ce, thc>re h,:is 
always been ce rtain 
especially gifted, c reative 1r1· 
d ividuals irl wt1ose offerings 
others have foui1d 111 -
spirat ion, enlightenment, a 
celebration of the lite iorce 
and si n cere sp1r1tual 
vi b ra t ions. 
Vocalist /c orr1poser A I 
Jarreau, whose extraordinary 
debut en titled ''We Got By'' 
took everyone by 1oyous 
su rp rise last year, is that rare 
k ind of artist. ''G low," his 
secor1d Warner Brothers 
release, delivers once again 
all the passion, warmth and 
sophis tica ted rnaturity that 
have rnade him or1e of 1he 
new bright young talents to 
watch out for. 
There is a strong, ear thy 
quality to Jarreau 's sir1gi ng 
that is really somethir1g else, 
bringing to mind in it s ' 
soothir1g, uplifting effect, 
Ste vie Wonder or I o n 
Lucien. 4 
But don' t get tf1e idea that 
Al Jarreau 1s somebody's 
shad ow because tha t's not · 
the case. He is with9ut 
qu es tion a man \Vith a 
message, and means of ex -
pressio r1 all his owr1. 
One of the most 
fascina t ing th ings about Al 
Jarreau's vocalizat ions is the 
way he sca t s and ofter1 stret · 
ches out . Like a good jazz 
'player, he ir11provises sur-
prisingly ly1ical exter1ded 
variat ions on a tune's 
rhythm s and melodies. while 
du plicating th e sou r1ds of 
gui tar s, saxes, flutes, per -
<..L1ss1o r1 1nstrun1ents, vibes, 
strirlgs and wl1atever else 
co nles into his head. 
Ori the '' Glow '' relea se 
Jarreau ofterl uses th is asµe1..t 
of his talent, but r1ever ror a 
sliow· off effect. It expressc~ 
a 11atural extensior1 of his 
fee lir1g for a tune. 
Like many con temporary 
artists, Al Jarreau achieves i11 
hi s rnus1c a very personal 
syn1l1esis of several d iverse 
musical eler11e11ts : Jazz, 
blues, funk, gospel, R&B, 
Latin, Brazilian and others. 
l"hi s, con·1bined with the 
~l)arkling origin.:ility ar1d 
mellov.' v1brar1cy of Jdrreau's 
voice gives his rnusic an 
alrnost in1mediately ac· 
cess ible un1':'.ersal appeal. __ 
Besides sor11e fir1e new 
rr1a terial fro111 Al t1irnself, like 
the evocative, dream- l ike 
title track, '' Glow," Jarreau's 
renditior1s of tunes by other 
popular your;ig composers, 
notab ly Leor1 Ru sse ll, Ja rn es 
Taylor , Elto11 John , Sly 
(Sor11ebody' s Watching 
You '' ), and A .C. Jobim's 
'' Agua De Beber' ' are also 
fea1ured or1 this L.P. Of 
special note also is Jarreau's 
br ief, rnulti-tracked ac -
capella piece '' Hold On 
Me," in which Al creates a 
popp111g, funky vocal or-
c l1estra. 
Al Jarreau & '' Glow." 
Definitely a man : and an 
album to bring i 11 to your life, , 
for some of !he most joyous 
occasiur1s ever captured o n, 
record . ,. 
Al Jarreau wi lt be per-
form ing two shows in co n-
ce rt at Crarnton Aud itorium 
(8 ar1d 11 11. rn .) to r1ight, Scp-
1er11ber 24. 
tional dress of Ethiopia and 
''his and hers'' outfits. 
Conseq uently, the <1u -
d1ence responded 11 us1 !ively 
to each ol.l'tfit. 
' Model 'C;eorge Young 
brough t ou~ the beSt of them 
a~ he utilized his rnodeli ng 
expertise by exhibiting a new 
·rhe Exh1bitiur1 O~t Afr1ca11 
Cur1ternpo rary A.'t 1' 
st.heduled to a pe r" a t 
Howard University in April. 
1977. Art . works of 43 oiJ\•: 
standing artist s fron1 15 
Airicar1 · coun1r1es \viii be 
featured. 
PRfSfNTING IN fUll CONCfRT. 
WARNBI BADS, Rf CORDING STAR 
AL JARREA 
• 
' 
• 
• • 
ANO WASHINGTON'S HOTTfST NfW ACT . 
HOT TEA 
AT , 
HOWARD UNIVfASllY'S CAAMTON AUDITORIUM 
IITH & fAIAMONT . ST'S. N:W. 
• ' 
fRIOAY Sf PTfMBBl 24TH 1916 
2 SHOWS: BANOll iM 
• 
If 
• t; 
. ~ 
TICKETS,• ~4.~0 ~7UOfNl! 
~~ 
, 
' 
~6.00 GfNfAAl ADMISSION 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL: • 636-7199 
• 
• 
' 
• • , 
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Novelist Killens an Ageless W 
By Vance Hawthorne 
Hilltop Feature Editor 
' ' ... / have been a parl of a 
cultural revolution of rhe 
60s and have witnessed rhe 
counte1 revolution of the 
70s ... 
... / have seen us struggle 
from nigger ro capitalized 
Negro ro Afro-american ro 
Black and all the way back 
to nigger aga in. Five steps 
forward •and a giant leap 
backwards- towards a slave 
psychology. But we shall 
overi;ome. '' 
' • ~ Joh n Oliver Killens 
January 1976 
For one to say that it has 
been a productive 60 years 
for John Q. Killens is to 
grossly understa1e the case. 
A ncrted novelist, a 
seasoned veteran of decades 
of involvement 1n the · 
liberation struggle, a 
colleague ~ the late Paul 
Robeson ,and Langsto n 
Hughes--John 0 . Killens has 
been writer- in-residence at 
Howard with the Institute of 
the Arts and Human ities for 
the past four years. 
Robeson's sphere o inc 
fluence inspired him 1' to 
never sell out my own on-
victions," said Ki l lens. '.' He 
always preached that you . 
either fight for slavery . or 
fight for freedom." '; 
The story behind t~e 
development of Co1i/lionlor 
Broadway proved to Ile~ a 
stern test of the very 1r1n-
ciples that Killens trealJ. res 
so. '' Originally I !.~as 
negotiating with tw'o wh~tei 
.. Motown Executives, ,but 
~ they wanted me to tone 
0 
"" down the theme of the · 
script so whites would~ not 
be offended," he recalled. 
' Killens was steadfast![\ his 
~ beliefs. He choose to ~ake 
2 his works elsewhere. 
John 0. Killens,writer-i n-residencc witl1 Howard's 
Institute of the Arts and Humanities . 
f Cotillion is what Kfilens 
terms '' a Black satire con-
cerning the debutante balls 
and the coming out . to 
have shaped his life . 
Gazing out of the window 
of his office that overlooks 
Georgia Avenue in an cient, 
riCkety H oward HaJI, Killens 
said, ''After serving in World 
War II , I went to New York 
to seek o ut the living 
legends who w o"rked w ith 
the community and iden-
tified the struggles in Africa. 
I met Paul Robeson at a Pan-
African cel ebration. He was 
a great man who had a 
tremendous irfluence on my 
I ife." 
Killens was honored to 
serve as one of the pall 
bearers in Robeson's funeral 
in january o f this year. , 
socie ty of the Black mj"ddle 
class." He added, '' 11 feel 
there should be a m~ddle 
cl ass, but they should ,find 
their own means of j ex -
pression. To imitate ' the 
culture of one's oppre· sors 
is iudicrous ... ' 
Killens still finds rim~ to 
teach a Sc r ipt Writing 
• 
... concerts, profiles, 
nder 
cou rse, plu s he has a 
Creative Writing workshop, 
which is offered for those in 
the community and Howard 
students for no credit. 
Killens urged students to 
'' learn th~ ski ll s first and 
foremost, for our people in 
Afri ca need trained people 
i n o rder to build and 
develop. Liberation does not 
materialize overnight, or 
result from a lot of rhetoric." 
After a brief pause for 
reflection, Ki!len s 
philosophized, ''What we 
need is less sprinte rs and 
more of our people 
preparing to be long 
distance runners . One can 't 
undo 300 years of slavery in 
one race riot ... in oile shortl ::! 
100-yd. dash." tt 
Continuing, he asser ted , 
'' It's going to take plann ing, 
pacing , and discipline-and 
the belief that we' ll win 1n 
the long run." 
In light of these word s of 
wisdom, John Q _ Killen s is 
an uncontested 
champion. And 
goes on. 
marathon 
the race 
Just last week he com-
pleted the adaptat ion of his 
novel, Cotillion, for a Broad-
way mu sical production. 
QuincY Jones will write the 
musiO and Oscar Brown, Jr. 
the lyrics for the play, which 
is expected to premier in the 
spring or fat/ of 1977. 
WHBC"Sets The Sky As The Limit 
Killen s' accomplishments 
of this past summer, alone, 
illus1rates the relent less 
nature of which he goes 
about his work. During a six -
week stint at the renowned 
Yaddo Writers Colony in 
Saratoga, New York, he 
reeled off a half-dozen short 
stories, plus a TV treatment 
for a one-hour ABC Special 
deal ing with '' the American 
revolution Blacks have been 
waging ever since we were 
tra nsPlanted here back in 
the 17th century," said Kil-
lens in a recent interview . 
i ·he native of Macon, 
'Georgia worked in virtual 
solitude, holed up in a room 
· at the Writers Colony, which 
• • provides free room and 
board for ils dislinguished 
residents. 
By C lifford Dority 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
There 1s a sister around here, that everyone knows 
quite well. Her name rs WHBC arid she's gained pop-
ularity throughout the dorms on campus. WHBC is the 
kid sister to WH U R. Or, one should say an alternative, 
and she has al ot i ~ store fo r yo u' 
There is a wh irlwind type of an atrnosphere around 
stat ion WHBC. WHBC 1s young, but growing stro nger 
and matu rin g w ith time It seems like only yes terday, 
that brothers Hodar1 Al1 {former Hill top Editor), former 
General Manager Barry Mayo, and Keith Pittman set 
th is station in motion back 1n 1975. It was during this 
time, that students ma1oring 1n radio felt the need to 
establish a training ground for first-hand experience, 
since WHUR turned co rnmer c1 al : 
It was out o f this r1ecess1ty 1hat WHBC was born. 
The station presented mos tly mu sic rn i ts ini tial stages, 
however the stati on has developed fairly w ell with a , 
student oriented envi r onmf~n t 
One major reason WHBC's prograrnm1ng is so \1er)' 
popular with the d orn1 - li v1ng dwellers is because it of-
fers programming for everyday life at Howard Univer-
si ty .. 
WHBC has a special lineup of good 1~ s this semes ter. 
The · Program Direc tor George Darden !1as w orked 
hard to bring students a variet y of program~. ·r here will 
• 
.. 
Wrett Weatherspoon 
• 0 
• 
• • 
• 
' .l 
> 
" . 
0 
-0 
• 
• 
• 
be a move toward s ta lk programs and l!Jterv iews with 
personalities. The station will pre~enl an innnv;:itivP 
poetry program which provides an o utlet for budding 
poets. Contests <ind disco dances arc pla11ned 'for pro-
motion of the station, also. 
Special Progfam Director Sulaiman El Mahdi has 
planned programm ing, that deals with {3lack cultural 
music. Also, the station's staff include~ a host of color-
ful and talented announcers such as. Pamala ''Fan ta '' 
Hall, Pat Lawson, Fred Fa ir, Ralp h Beverly, and Carol 
Joh nson. 
This team, headed by General Manager W rett 
Weatherspoon certainly offers the best, and is sup-
ported by: News Director, Ka rer1 Mackey, Traffic D ire-
c.tor, Kenneth Sw ift; Sports Direc tor, Harold Coleman; 
Administrative Direc tor, D .J. Le\vis; and Sales and 
Promotion Director, Lamar Wil so r1. 
WHBC broadcast schedule is: Monday through 
Thursday 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., Friday through Satur-
day 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. and Sunday.s 9:00 a.m. to 
12:00 p.m. Students may rea ch New s Hotline at ex-
tension 6675, and can dedica te records at 6674. 
General Manager Weatherspoor1 stat ed, " We have a 
well-rounded staff here and it's fun. W e welcome 
people to join our station in 1he capacity o f radio 
news writers, or those interested 1n air time w ill be 
consi dered, too. Just come o n 1n and fil l ou t .in ap-
plication." Ever get lonely? Killen s 
only smiled and remarked, 
''A wriler must stay in touch 
with the people, but he also 
must have tifne to wr ite." 
1n spite of his sparkli ng 
record , whjch includes 
ndvels such as Youngblood, 
Black Man 's Burde n, and 
Sipp1, Killens has received 
little recognition for his ef-
forts, He shrugged off the 
absence of .. the limelight, 
however, and proceeded to 
speak of the, forces which 
The Soft and Silky Voice of Deniece Williams 
I ' 
• • 
By Phillis (Sauda) jean 
Special Assignment Editor 
Not all singers as p ired to 
be singers, some w ould have 
prefer€d dancin g, ac t ing o r 
maybe even beco rn1r1g a 
SUPER CARRY OUT 
WITH 
Ethiopian Nights 
Tues Thurs Saturday 
Featuring Dorowcitt and lnira 
' Call 667·9734 Hours 6 pm - 12midnite 
• 
• 
, 
' 
• 
r1u r~e, the later being the 
cho ice of De niece Williams ir1 
~ier earli er days 
Ho\vever, Der1 iccc Williams 
see n1 ed to have been desit -
ned by faith to become the 
taler1tedl co rnposer that she 
1s and l iste ning to her 
ne\vest alb um, it is slightly 
ur1beliveable to learn that at 
one t ime she thought little of 
her abil ity to sing. ' 
Hav1r1g partici pated 1n 
every album that Stevie 
W onder had recorded bet-
\Vee11 1972 and 1976, Deniecc 
discovered her talents as a 
com poser while a member 
ot 'Wonderlove', Wonders 
backup \'ocal group. 
Late r Meeting up \vith 
Marice White, musical 
• 
leader of Earth, Wincfr " and 
Fire, Deniecc was fMally 
discovered as a solo vd<;alist 
and now has her first ~~bum 
out, 'T his Is Nicey', if also 
produced by Wt1ite. 
On the album, Deniece 
does a selection oi seven 
so ngs. Attempting to selec t 
the most outstanding a, the 
tunes would be a "1 ard 
choice since she is ab L~ to 
do a variety of techirl&ue s 
with her voice o n each tune. 
On ' If You Believe ', 
::>eniccegoes through all the 
motions, first acqui"ring a 
child like fragile melody, 
moving into a fluttered lpitch 
and even teasing witH a bit 
of gospel before resi· ning 
the solo over to the 1 'Um-
.. 
\ 
~ 
pets. It' s one of those songs 
that tempts you to n1 ovc 
around. 
··Free', the tune thats being 
played more popularl y, even 
on AM radio, is anoth er song 
on the album .. The searchirig 
echos of Deniece'svoice is so 
However,_ Denicce ter1d s to 
l1ave a dis11nct sound from 
Natalie, the :.ound oi a true 
singer - an artist, not 
rnerely an entertainfllenl, 
(No reflec t1 q 11 on N atalie -
hopeiul ly.) 
very soft and smooth. \vh ile "1hat s what Fr1e11ds Are 
sti!! deman?in_g, as she s'ings 1 For' , '6 1ip A\vay, a11~ 'Cause the lyrics, l JUSt got to be You Love M e, Baby'; are the 
free, I 1ust got to be me.' 
Deniece has a voice which 
is eloquent, but still d own 
home, child like yet firm, 
searching but w ith direct ion 
and volumn. 
In ' It's importan t To Me', a 
sa ssy brass ba c k song, 
Deniece even moves int o 
Natilie Coles terrioty, half 
sc ream1nsi: . half siri ging. 
.. 
-; 
other tu~es o n the album 
• 
each unmistakably wrought 
listenir1g to agai11 ar1d again 
fh1s is an album that you 
rnust chec k o ut , i t has 
son1eth1ng different, it 1s 
creat ive, 11 1s beaut iful- it 1s 
Nicey 
0 I) ., 
~ ~· ..... 
•• ,,, ·re~ 
• , 
reviews ... 
• 
' 
• 
• 
, 
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Somethin' For The Head 
The Real Loser 
• 
Of The Debates 
By Vance Hawthorne 
Hilltop Feature Editor 
• 
By the time these vvords are in pr int, Part I of the 
·' Great Debates'' \Viii be history. The Jirrim}' vs. Jerry 
confrontation, (also know n as the '' Peanut Man'' ~pit ­
ted against the " Oatmeal Man," as Gil Scott-Heron 
puts it), has been billed as a sneak previe\v for the 
voters to decide wh ich non11nee they feel is best fit to 
become the next president. 
To many, however, the initial debate and others 
scheduled before Election Day w il l be nothing more 
th an a unique form of en terta inment o n the tube. En- ~ 
th usiasts will gather arou nd the sc reen r11unching on 
popco rn and wait in eager anti ci pation, hoping to 
catch Presiden t Ford tripping over the rostrum. 
And if they are lucky a cameraman might also catch -
one of the nominees o ff -guard and in the process of 
, exploring the caverns of his !eft. 11ostri!, in a moment of 
deep "'"contemplation. If the netw orks were really 
smart, they w ould have pressed to get Ric hard Pryor 
to be the m oderator. ' 
But on the serious side, however one looks upon 
the president ial debates, the joke is really on the for-
go~ten Amer ican ''ci tize n." In the final analysis, 1t will 
not be a question of whether )immy or Jer ry '' w on'' or 
'' lost'' becau se the forgotten c itizen is the loser. 
The forgotten ci tizen has been lost in the shuff le 
behind the huge banners that coi:i tend that the -
debates will involve ' 'a d iscussion of the vital, burning 
issues of the day." · 
Carter and Fo rd w ill to ss the intellectual foo tba ll 
back and forth to the tune of prob1€ms o.f inflat ion, • 
busing, and whether the obese defense budget should 
go on~ a crash diet o r put on more w eigh t,-fmGng 
others. • 
The forgotten ci tizen is the real issue of this carn -
paign, which is no different than previo us years. This 
citizen is ihe American Indian, the original and rightful 
owners of thi s land fr-om '' sea to shin ing sea '', \Vh o to 
this day remain s imprisoned within the wall s of 20th-
century concentration camps--the reservatio n; th'i 
citi zen is usually Black and/or poor, an9 can be found 
locked inside the prisons around the nation, expecting 
and receiving no pard on; but the li st is endles s. 
In short, the real issue in this year's cafnpa1gn is the 
same familiar number: America 's commitment to the 
ideals she has cl aimed to have stood for down 
through the years. And concerning thi s matter, there 
need be no debate. 
' 
• 
Doin'1t After Dark 
Clubs 
Ed Murpl1y 's 
2306 Georgia Ave . 
joh nny Baker 
' 
Fri ., Sat. Sept . 24 , 25 
Show Boat Lounge 
8130 Ellsworth Rd. 
Silver Sprir1g, Md . 
Clark Terry, John & Charlie Byrd 
Fri ., Sar. Sept . 24, 25 
FORMIRL Y TY'S DISCOUNT RECORDS Cohcerts 
• 
elfon's air Ballerg 
UNISEX SALON 
Styling with complete hair care. 
1758 Columbia Road Washington, ·o.c. 
< 
l 
Albums of the Week 
'Norman Connors 
Michael Henderson 
Walter Jackson 
3.75 
LAST WEEK TO ENTER DRAWING 
FOR BOB MARLEY PAINTING 
SALE ENOS SEPT. 26, 1976 
Morgan .State Univ. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Natiori witl1 Haki Madl1ubL1ti (Don L . Lee), 
Dizzy Gillespie, Charles Earland 
Sat. Si;pt . 25 
8 P .~1. 
Capital Cer1tre 
Landover, Md. 
Black CaL1cus Benefit : 
The Jacksor1s, Johnny Tay lor , 
B.T , Express 
202-234-9667 l'iOURS 11-8 MON THRU THURS / 11-9 FRI AND SAT I 12-5 SUN Fri . Sert . 24 243818th St. NW 232-3990 · 8 P.M. 
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Bison·ettes Prepare. For 
l 'ough Schedule 
By Addie Wi lsori 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
l "he W on1en's Volleyball 
team \V1I! be sta rting their 
!976 seasor1 Thursday, Sep~ 
tember JO, 19i6 aga1r1st first-
t1rne-ever OJ)ponent Mary-
lar1d U nivers11y. 
The twel-.·c tean1 nlernbers 
are preparing for a toughscl1e 
dule ex1)Jnded frorn last 
yeaf's local oppor1ents. Prac -
tice, .'v\ o nday-S uncJJy, in-
volves exercises and perfec-
!1011 of the basic skill s o f 
'volleyball. according to heacl 
• 
coach )ackye Cod~ 
·1 he t~iree basics, bump, 
s~·t, and s1)1 ke are 11iastered 
by eacti tearnmare arid each 
player performs the '>ki l l 1n 
succession of rotation, Cody 
exp lained Er11pl1a s1s 1~ also 
placed on t1r1i1r1g and coo r-
d1nat1on w11h thc> ball. she 
'><lY'> 
.-..i ernber'> ()! thP 1\thlet+c 
lntercol leg+ace 1\')soc1a tion 
for \.Yom en (Al:\W) , the 
Bi sonette<; Pndrd l\' ' t h an 
!mpres)1ve 17-5 rPco rd last 
year' T!1e o\IAW 1s tt1e r1a-
t1onal cor1ferei1ce 111 w hich 
al l w or11er1 '> po1!5 belong. 
-
The conference is divrded 
1p10 regions; with Howard in 
the Eastern region. 
Also included tn the 
Eastern region are powerful 
Maryland U ., Salisbury, and 
Towson State; all three have 
been to the Eastern regional 
competition before and will 
b~ tough tests for the Bison 
as· they meet them for the 
firs,! time this season. 
Coach Cody will start th e 
neW season with returning 
vets Debbie Richards" 
Winsome ''Skinny'' 
Davidson, Patti Symonette, 
and Jackie '' J.T'' Taylor. 
Lo'ach Cody says she also 
h;as··· several promising fresh-
men " 
Qody's. goal thi s year is to 
adv,ance to the eastern 
re g~i onals , w hich means 
defeating tough local teams 
Americ an Unive r si t y, 
Georgetown and Gallaudet, 
and becoming the national 
champions. " My only goal is 
to become th<> national 
champion s, ·· says th e co nfi-
dent coach_ 
last year the Bisonette s 
defeated strong local team s 
' 
• 
in the Metropolitan I ntercol-
legiate Sports AsSociation 
For Women (MISAW) 
tournament and won that 
Conference's title. The con-
feren ce has been in exis -
tence, Cody says, for ap-
proximately 15 years. Its pur-
pose is to allow competition 
for District of Columbia 
women sports_ 
Included 1n the MISAW 
conference are Georgetown _ 
University, federal City Col -
lege {FCC), American; and 
the threatening Gallaudet --
university for the deaf and 
handicapped. Gallaudet is 
one of Howard's toughest 
o pponents. '' Other teams 
could an1icipate a (threaten -
ing) ba ll becau se they could 
hear i t coming) and duck, 
but Gallaudet can' t hear the 
ball and just plays ii w hen it 
comes," assistant coach 
Sylvia Gr oon1es say s 1n 
amazement. 
Three Bisone ttes were 
selec ted as first team all-star 
MISA W mernbers last year-" 
Patti Symonette, Win some 
Davidsor1 and Debbie 
• 
--
Richard s. All three""'ill be 
retu1ning this year 
Heading the list oi non 
conference o ppor-: " nts is 
first-game opponer'\( Mary-
land. '' They have beeh to the 
regionals each ,"' year," 
Groomes points out. The 
• Terps placed th ird~ ir1 the 
Eastern Regional s last year. 
Marylar1d Coach, Barbara 
Drum says " if added all up, 
the team 's seaso;111 record 
(1975) \v oulcl ; 13 e an 
estirnated 63-1 ." ·I 
The B1sonette's ~~st two 
seasons have sho1. \ln im-
provement . The 197~1 season 
ended 8-8 and- la year's 
record was 17-5 
' Bi sonettes' 
Winsome Davidson 
Patti Symonette 
Leslie ''S tretch'' Norris 
Deborah Richard s 
Jacquelir1e Taylor 
Paulette Chat t1e f 
Sandra Johnson t 
Andrea Blackwell 
Charlene Marks 
Deboral1 Preston 
DiDi Foremar1 
Angela Towseri 
-
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1976 Fall Tennis team: front row l-r : Eddie Davis, 
Anthony, Mark William s, and Leon Holley . 
coach; ' 
• 
Jessie Holt, Gray Bryan, and Phil 
• 
> 
< 
Janifer. 
~- -~ ~ 
Back -row: Mike 
Netters Ready For Geqrge Mason __ 
• 
By Lawrence livingslon 
Hilltop St.aff Writer 
The 1976-77 fa ll tennis 
team will be seeking it's first 
victory Wednesday, Septem-
ber 29, against George 
Mason under the direction 
of new coach, and native 
Washingtonian Eddie Davis. 
last fall the Bison defeated 
George Mason and they ex -
pect to do the same this 
year, Davis indicates. Davis 
said that he has done noth-
ing special to prepare for 
c: George Mason. He says he 
i; has done no scoutirig of the 
~ Patriots. He feels that HO--
~ ward has an outstanding 
0 
~ tenn is team that doesn' t 
need special training tactics, l; just hard pract ice. With his 
0 
-~ 
'' outstanding'' team Davis 
expects to go undefeated i n 
six dual matc hes and one 
tournament, th is fall. 
Dav is a · graduate of 
Federal City College, is now 
a graduat e student at 
Howard. He says he slatted 
playing tennis ten years ago 
at seventE:en. 
He would like to see more 
people playing on Howard's 
team \vhicl1only ha.s si x play-. 
ers for the Wedr1esday open-
er. He added that he would 
also like to see more in terest 
in tenn is at Howard generat-
ed in women. Davis wants 
them to go out for the team, 
or start a w ornen's team. 
Returning players for this 
fall in clude W ashington,D.C., 
native Jessie H olt, the MEAC 
singles cham pion two years 
ago: and Gray Bryan, who 
teamS"with Holt to pre sent a 
dynamic duo. They teamed 
to take the MEAC doubles 
championsh ip in ·1975_ Chal-
I , 
·not compete this fill 
because _he has decided to 
work. He will return this 
spring. according to H6lt. 
lenge matches take place __ _ 
th is vveek, Holt says, to 
determli:ie team position, 
however, so doubles Combi-
hations have yet to be estab-
lished. 
Total victory this fall is 
also _envisioned by junior 
Holt , ''We should win every 
match iricluding the ~ourna­
ments we play . Our exper~ 
ienced player s should 
enable us to win it all. " 
Teaf,-, ·y membe.rs are 
D 'Juan Cotton, Bryan, 
Michael Anthony, Mark Wil-
li am s,, Phil Jan ifer, and Holt . 
Israel King, fourth 1n the 
1'vlEAC singles in 1974, \V iii 
-
' 
• White Athletes .Co Awai _ 
' . 
' 
The Bisonet1es volleyball team .condition themselves for tl1eir September 30 opener against Marylan d . Whites' Source ·of Resentment 
Speaking of. • • 
Winsome: 
Anything But 
I 
-
-
-
cust'.omed to tough cu rn -
petition,. 
f he Bahamian native is a 
Produc t of that country's na -
tion al volleyball team \Vhich 
faced the \V orl d 's best in 
w omen's volleyball . '' I've 
had so much exposure," she 
s.iys of the competition. 
Ambng their opponents 
,\ve fe teams from Japan, 
Ru ssia, and Cuba. ''We lost 
co them, ~ but just to be able 
to play them wa s good," 
Davidson reminisced. 
By Addie Wilson 
Hilltop Staffwriter 
The confident Davidson is 
convinced !hat this is the 
ye~r of the Bison: ''We will 
win everything," she says. 
H~:r smile brightens as she 
adds, "We will go all th e 
. " sa_y_ 
··1 feel like I wa r1 t to bust 
that ball !'' bearn s Winsome 
'' Skinny' ' Davidson 1n reply 
to a question on spiking. The 
five- ten sophornore will be 
re turning ior her second 
yeor. exh1b1t1ng her skills of 
~ett1ng. bumping and sp iking 
111 volleyball. 
Davidson, n icknamed 
''Sk1nriy'' by her teamm ates, 
will be start ing once again 
on H o ward''> Women · s 
Volleyball team 1n their 
opener agair1st her personal 
rivals Maryland U r1iversity . 
Even though next Wed-
nesday's meeting will be the 
first ever between Howard 
and Maryland, Davidson still 
calls the Terps her biggest 
rival. All of the recog11ition 
the College Park school has 
received serves to generate a 
need for revenge in David-
son. ''We're going to get 
them," she promises . .~ 
Meet ing Maryland wilt be 
a lest for 1he team as they 
begin a threatening sc hedule 
of f1f~t - t1me- 1 •v er oppo r1enc s; 
htJI 'Davids<11i·, t1a.., J.lr(!Wn ac-
' 
::·rhe team 1s together . 
.wr have a good 
coach ... there is great im-
provement (over last year) ... 
we will win everything," 
Davidson reiterates, 
responding to que stion s 
about her winning attitLJdc. 
• It is obvious that David -
son is a valuable asset to lhe 
team . She plays any position 
ahd' exhibits, to near perfec· 
t,ion, the basic sk ills of set, 
bump and spike. When 
spiking, she presents a threat 
that is not soon forgotten . 
• 
, Spiking rs her best 
technique; she does it by 
slap_ping a swift blow to the 
··ball making contact between 
1 the wrist and palm, while 
Jumping two to three inches 
off the floor, with a down-
ward swing aiming the ball 
,for the o'pponents cou rt. 
'' I feel like I want to bust 
th at ball," Dav idson bub-
bles, illustrating with her fist . 
Contrary to belief, Davidso n 
says height has nothing to 
do with women in sport s 
, 
rhe w ill owy athle.te seriously 
co 11te11ds. '' I don't believe 
height has ar1ything to do 
with sport s (volleyball), but 
th e ability to jump is essen-
- I " t1a . . 
'' There are girls five-five, 
five-seven who can Jump 
higher than I can'' The 
Physical Ed ucatio n maJOr 
has dream s of coaching in 
the fu ture and sho\VS traits 
of natural coach ing ability 
now in volleyball pract ices. 
She yelts encouragement 
to her teammates, applauds 
wQen they show go6d 
abilities, and gives aid \vhen 
there 1s faults. But o nce she 
is on the couri facing an op-
ponent, the only voice she 
hears is her coach's. "I don't 
hear them (the audience), 
just Coach (Jackye) ' Cody." 
Her listening is ]Jaying off 
Chosen for the first squad 
all-s tar team in the MISAW 
(Metropoli tan Intercollegiate 
Sports Association for 
Women) tournament , last 
year, Davidson has proven 
to be a valuable asset to the 
Bisonct tesand is most widely 
recognized for her powei- ful 
spike. 
Head coach Cody does 
not like to give personal 
recognition to just one 
player becau se of her con-
cept of team unity, but 
recognition should be a part 
of game coverage and as the 
season progresses spectators 
will not be able to do any· 
thing but recognize the 
super talents of Winsome 
''Skinny'' Davidson.• 
• 
• 
-
Symone~e: 
Experien,~ed 
and 1 
Motivated 
By Richie Ada'ms 
Hilltop St.affwriter 
Pattie Sy1nonette 1.a five -
four Nassau 1 Bahamas native 
brings Pan Arn experience to 
Howard' s women's 1 volley-
ball learn She wa s a four 
year veteran of !lie Baharnas 
national team. ! 
It is quite evident durir1g 
' conversation s \v ! th 
Symonette that ,she i s 
motivated, and in her own 
words she is '' a self· moti-
vated,' pressure plaver who 
thrives'' on compel tion. , 
last year she W, 1s used 
mainly as a ''setter' ~he says, 
a status she berated claiming 
< 
that it didn't utilize her other 
talents - spiking for exam-\ 
pie - to their potential. 
Additi or1al ly, she ex -
plained that in ir1ternat ional 
cOmpetition there is ho 
specific job; everyone had to 
be total players she S'ays. 
With her experien ce 
- /i ' Symonette's c red o its her 
Howard si tuation i11 \vell : 
Coaches learn from players, 
players learn froni ci !aches, 
and player s learn from 
players'' 
I 
By C..lvin Smith 
Hilltop St.affwriter 
Second in a Serii:s 
Good athletes of all sizes 
and shapes are hard to come 
by. Here at Howard, it is very 
difficult to attract and main-
ta in good white athletes. Jn 
par.t 2 of ''The White Ath -
letes Goes AWOL," I seek to 
explore !he pitfal ls a white 
athlete has at a black ~ in-
stitution_ ; 
There are several de-
cisions a whi te athlete must 
make before attending any 
black insti tution. One im-
portant decision is to decide 
if the environment will be 
conducive to his four year 
stay at a black institutioll. 
Head football coach, Doug 
Porter, remembers one of 
his white athletes leaving. 
'' The atmosphere o n campus 
towards him was such that 
he couldn't have ah en-
joyable four years," said Por-
ter. Athletic director Leo 
Miles remembers an other 
white athlete who cam e to 
Howard and lef l because he 
felt the competition was too 
great. 
Leo Miles and Coach Por-
ter both agree that there is, 
no discriminat ion among the 
athletes: howeve r, Coach 
' Porter feels the presence of . 
a white athlete at a b lack in-
stitution c reate s an at-
mosphere of resentmeflf, 
among Black s. ''Such resent-
ment is felt in actual com· 
petition," ex pla ins Porter. 
''Black athletes feel inferior 
when white athletes come 
to play," said Porter, ''so we 
make remarks and do things 
to c reate an uncomfortable 
atmosphere.'' 
Porter a former assis tant 
coach at predom in antly 
black Grambling remembers 
that '' Black athletes there ac-
cepted the white ath retes." 
He says that whites were not~ 
really a threat. It's un-
derstandable considering 
that players l ike James Harris 
and Isiah Robertson, both 
currently pros, \V ere playing 
at Grambling then. 
But what about black 
athletes on white campu ses. 
Do the white athletes feel 
this inferiority when black 
athletes invade th ei r playing 
ground? ' ' A th let es c om-
munities are different to the 
lifestyles at Howard," ex -
plained Leo M iles, " whites 
have been the majori ty and 
blacks, who are 1n the 
minority, are u sed to being 
in the minority and will fight 
the_ odds c reat ing the chal -
• 
' 
I 
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From a distance ch is 
European styled shir t 
looks pockecdoc1ed. Up 
close it has a pattern in it -
$1 2.50. The slacks are fully 
constructed dress slacks -
$1 5.98. The General Store 
carries a large selection of 
slacks and shirts suitable 
for dress or sport wear. 
$10-$17. 
The General Store 
2424 181h St rfft , N.W .. 
Wnh ington, • D.C. 20009 
Al 19th & Columbi1 Rood in 
the ht1r1 ol Adfom• Morgon 
di1cot1 n1 P<ice1 eosh ""IV 
667-0449 
Buta: 40,42. 44, 90, 94, 96. 98. R 2, l ·2. 
M,T,W,F 12-6.30; Thur 12./J: S.r 11-6. 
' 
lenge.''. Coach Porter feels 
that whites - do not feel 
threatened by the presence 
o f blackathletes on campus, 
leaving their egos ir:itact . 
like any institution at -
• -tempring to upgrade their 
' athletic program, H oward 
recruits a.ny athlete regard-
less of race, c reed or co lor if 
he is capable of doing the 
job. '' In building a program , 
suc h as we are trying to do, 
tt is advantageou s to hav.e 
wh i tes o·n th'e team becau se 
Continued pg. 9 
• 
v 
The black satin suit sells 
for $35 and iS. also 
available 1n crepe de 
chine for $35. 
The-General Store 
2424 18th Strfft , N.W,, 
Washington , D.C. 20009 
At 18th 8i Calumbi1 Rol<i in 
tho h11rt of Ad1m1 Morl[ln 
di1count price• eo1h only 
&67..()449 
Buses: 40, 42, 44 . 90, 94, 96. 98. R·1. L·1 . 
M. T,W,F 12·6 .·JO; Tliur I 1./J; S.r 11-0. 
-
The biggest selection 
anywhere. In the most 
colors and sizes . We've 
got it . All in one place. 
Ours.•Fall into the Gap 
today. 
5430 WISCONSIN, 
CHEVY CHASE 
PRINCE GEORGE'S PLAZA 
0 
' 
24 September 76 
• 
Vital Soccer Game Today • • • • 
• 
• 
' 
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• • • • Football Tomorrow 
Bison Vs. SCS 
• 
At RFK 
By Robert Utsey 
Hilltop St.J.ff Writer ;f'!l 
• Howard University's 'foot- 1 
ball team plays their second _ 
conference game tomorrow 
(1 :00) against one of the,· 
MEAC's most challenging 
contenders, South Carolina ' 
~ State. The Bulldogs were 
E edged by North Carolina 
.§ A.&T. last week, 15-14 and 
~ will be trying to regroup. 
c 
..__, ~ In the past three years, the 
"'Bulldogs, coached by Willie ! Jeffries, have compiled a 23·_ 
-
' 
• 
Howard Whips 
Lincoln. in 1926 
• 
By Ric Roberts 
Second In two-SMrt 1erie1 
smooth.' Dennis Simpson: 
the Chicago- born l~ft end: 
'best athlete Howard has 
THE screaming tempo that · ever boasted -- super great! 
greeted the H-oward Unive'r- And Bobo Miller, the 215 
sity freshmen in 1<;t.26 on pound, five-fo..,ot-five, • all-
campus, has never been time black col lege guard --
duplicated by any American enroute to medical school 
college -- wirh the possible" and a tong praCtice in Ten-
exceptions of The-Eyes-of- nessee! Class! -- first class! 
Texas ... are-upon-You 'Lo.ng- And his counterpart: guard 
horns,' of 1922; or the Crew Hawkins, the black Sol 
Win'One-For-the-Gipper Metzge r, ' watch c harm 
i 'Fighti ng Irish,' of 1924. guard.' ''Beat Lincoln? You 
E When that Bison class arriv- mean, eat Lincoln!'' 
. ' . ~ ed here, fifty year~ ago, lhe 
• • ti BEAT-LINCOLN wheeze had 
Air~rne, with locks flying, Howard 's Lincoln Peddie evades fallen goalie Joe Nichols, of 
Catholic, during Tuesday's 5-2 win over the Card inals. 
~ 9-2 record, won or shared 
IL the Mid· Eastern Athletic 
Conference title two con-
:I become the most compel-
_: ling Bison challenge of a 
.2 decade. 
0 
\ f Why? Well witness these 
On game's eve, Bison 
practice was skeletal. There 
was quiet in the Bison foot-
bal l dorm ~. a s.ubdued mass 
sense of dying, if necessary, 
for alma mater! With no ex-
cep tions, all were in their 
respective ~uarters: waiting 
to be heroes! 
• 
Boaters Meet Brown 
\ secutive years, and built a 
defense that allowed less 
than a touchdown per game 
to opponents in 1975. 
By B,orkai Sirleaf 
HilltO., 51.J.ffwriter 
• 
The Boo ter s are in 
Rhode lsl~nd today to 
play Brown; University whic_h 
defeated riem last . year 1n 
the N .C.t .A · COr\SO\ation 
gam e 2-0., 
ln the season's first two 
gam es, Coach Lincoln 
Phillips kept his promise 
1hat the Sooters would be 
playing a 1sligh tly defensive 
• 
game this fall . Howard 
defeated Brockport St in the 
opener 4-0 and D .C. rival 
Catholic University 5-2. 
Both teams played aggres -
si velv and defen si vely. 
.Against· Bro ckport . Paul 
Pringle assisted Lincoln Ped-
die ' for the first goal of the 
season. 
The · Boaters' defensiv~ 
pressure was so intense at 
one juncture of the game 
that Brockport goalkeeper 
Rhett King personally rolled 
the ball to l1awk Pringle 
thinking that he was one of 
the Brockport defenders. 
Pringle scored an uncontest-
ed and unassisted goal, thus 
sending the Boaters into the . 
second half )'Vith' a com-
manding lead of 2-0, which 
was al! they needed. 
Against Catholic Tuesday, 
Howard co mpletely do-
minated the game registering 
31 shots on goal to the Car- · 
dinals nine. Win~ Pringle had 
two goal s. 
Since the advent of Willie 
Jeffries tenure as Bulld og 
footba ll coach in 1973, SCS 
football has been installed as 
one of the perennialpowers 
in small co llege football. 
In 1973, S.C. State ga ined a· 
7-2-1 mark and a birth in the 
Orange Blossom Classic, the 
school's first bowl appear~ 
ance in over 26 years. 
The saga contin ued 1n 
1974 as the Bulldogs finished 
8-3 for the year and cap-
Boater's Style Solid as Rock 
By W.alter R. Burnett 
Hilltop St•ff Writer 
,firsc in a series 
The Boaters opening game 
this season was played on 
home territory before a 
jovial crowd of 1,000. It 
seemed that the mood of the 
spectators was picked up 
the by Howard players. Their 
style of play seem ed loose 
but not Gareless. However, 
' 
• 
this could also be attributed 
to the fact that the visiting 
team Brockport, was no 
match tor Howard which 
was rarely pressured 
throughout the game, 
coasting to a 4-0 win. 
A certain style could be 
picked out 1n Howard's 
playing. This stye w ill 
pfobably be used 
throughout the season perh-
h.3.ps with a few variations1 
according to the strength of 
:utu1e opponents, l "he style 
to which I am referring is 
better known as th0 ''4-3-3'' 
system \Vas 
England. 
The sys tem consists of 
four backs (defense), three 
midfield players (links), and 
\ 
three forwards (offense) . The 
strong point of this system is 
the flexibility of the midfield 
players. They can lend th em-
selves to either the offer1se 
or defense whenver the 
situation demands. 
A good 4-3-3 system has 
seven men d~fending and six 
men attacking, with the mid-
field players moving from al'-
• 
• 
' Robert F. Kennedy Stadium 
• 
•• 
' 
• 
• 
1:30 p.m. 
Saturday, September 25 
I 
I 
\'.. Football coach Doug Porter outlines tactics for his attentive scores from previous 
J Charges, as they prepared this week for tomorrow's clash Howard-Lincoln classics: 
"!'[with South Caroli na State. 1921 (Lincoln had won, 13-
...,.. . 7); 1922 (Lincoln, 1.3-12) ; 
lured the M.E.A.C. crown, the •caliber · of players we · 1923 (Tie &;6) · 1924 (Lin-
\earning the righ_t to repr~- hav~ bro~ght to S.C. State," co in, 31-0)! The Lionpack 
"sen t the l~ague 1n the Peli- J effrie~ sa id, of ~~e success left the Bison f~r dead, right 
can Bowl rn New Orleans. A of his team . We have here in D.C.! With spots-
third consecutive bowl ap- rece ived great support and before-the-eyes and fallen 
pearance came last season · cooperati on from the col- arches' the battered Bison 
as the Bulldogs appeared in , lege administration,. and we reti red' to the campus den 
the fou rth Pelican Bowl in : are grateful." • . and vowed, all of them: to 
the New Orleans Super- The Bulldogs lost New do as they put it 'WHAT 
dome after romping to a 8-1- York Giants' draftee Harry HAS TO BE DO~E!' 
1 finish and sharing the Carson among five s~niors, 
M .E.A.C . championship, last year, but both star,ting 
with North Carolina A& T. Units re turn largely intact, 
''We've been happy with with 10 starters back on 
defense and 9 on offense. 
tack to defense easily. 
The system, as used by 
Howard, calls for a strong 
tackling and intimidating 
defense that pressures ·op-
ponents into making errors. 
Such an emphasis enables 
the offense to be initiated 
quickly, and in many 
variations, by the defense. 
The offensive moves are 
usually started in one of two 
ways; either by a kick upfield 
by the goalkeeper or a 
defender, or by a pass to a 
midfielder by a defender. 
Then, depending on how 
the opposing defense is 
aligned , the midfielder 
decides which course of ac -
tion is taken. Two pla ys 
commonly used are a long 
ball up the middle of the op-
posing· defense or a pass out 
to a player on the wing 
(sideline) . 
The long kick is used 
i when the middle of the op-
l I posing defense is spread out 
i and there are greater chan-
• ces for an attacking player to 
col lect the ball, run through 
the defense, and score. 
Their offense includes 
Jesse Prather, who came on 
during last season at quarter-
back and made the team 
move the ball. 
S.C. State has a stable of 
running backs, namely 
Charles Burgess and lackie 
Reed, who will both see 
work at tailback next to 
James Walker ·and Ricky An-
derson at fullback. 
Much can be said fo r the 
tenaciou s defensive · squad 
of the Bulldogs. Veterans 
Robert Sims, Walt Sullivan, 
Bobby More; Charles Good-
win> and Anthony Clay will 
man the front wall on the 
rugged Bulldog defen se. 
Last year, St~te \\/hacked 
Howard 27-0. 
As expected, the Bison 
defeated Maryland Eastern 
Shore at Princess Anne, 
with an impressive 42-6 
route. Howard Scored the 
%pening points on a 98 yard 
,kick off return by Greg Scott. 
The offense ru shed for 234 
yards and two touchdowns. 
Michael Banks passed for 
108 yards and two additional 
touchdowns. 
Having wrecked their 
eighl 1925. opponents (6-0-1 
14-0-0) during which Lin-
coln was lucky to gain a 0-0 
tie, at Philadelphia, the 1926 
Bison were perfectly geared, 
beautifully coached and, as 
Coach Watson believed, 
'almost invincible. ' 
After all, the team had 
built up a rec9rd of 15 con· 
secutive victories, between 
1925-1926. No rival h·ad 
been able to score. 
I t was obvious, at Howard, 
that the Thundering Herd ~­
having posteCf. such a two-
year log (.307 points to(),).--
would unleash a wrathful 
Bison 'stampede,' against 
Lincoln on Turkey Day. 
The day before the game 
huge bon fi res, impetuous 
cheer leaders, sweethearts, 
mothers, and brothers an-
ticipated the morrow. They 
yelled themselves hoarse~ 
' THE FOOTBALL TEAM 
THAT HOWARD HAS, TO-
DAY, 15 THE BEST IN THE 
U.S.A.!' 
• Sure? You bet! How could 
the lions cope with Jack 
Coles, 'our Ph.D. of · a 
quarterback 'silk·Y 
• .
• 
And there ' they were, 
where ihei r sJccessors are 
today : bellies flat, muscles 
singing, so lemn, nerve-ed-
ged: you get th.it Way -- ru n-
ning, flex ing, eating, hitting!. 
' • 
Overnight, they fo rgot 
about their individual sweet-
hearts. They had to. Each 
Bison knew some sleek cam-
pus wolf would bring his 
sweetie to the game. and 
in the long run -- perfiaps 
win, woo, and wed her 
Their one thought though 
was, ''We gotta beat Lin 
coin." They were, as they 
saw ii, the center of the uni-
verse -- the world revolved 
around lhem. 
Then . in a twinkling, it 
seemed, the time had arriv-
ed. '' How's that ankle, 
Coles?'' It was Coach Wat-
son, talking to the quarter-
back ... a sQund ~d rowned By 
martial · music, On campus, 
'PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE --
PLEASE D(X\S'T LET US FALL! 
THERE'LL BE A HOT TIME 
ON THE OLD Hill, TO-
N IGHT!'' 'Are you ready, lin-
co lnr Are you ready, 
Howard?'' NOW, NOW: 
JUST MARCH ON TO VIC-
TORY!'' W. Rollo Wilson, 
covering for ±the Pittsburgh 
Courier, prov detl an unfor-
gettable sum ation:_ .. 
'' Pitilessly, the stampeding 
' Herd' expended a pent up 
wrath upon the mangled 
Lionpack · and, in my opin-
ion, at leasl, proved super-
ior ... Howard bea~ Lincoln, 
32-0, before 18;0Cl0 fans. 
• 
The second play is used 
when the opposing defense 
is concentrated in the mid-
dle. The pass out to the wing 
is to draw the opposing 
defenders out of the middle. 
This makes the heart of the 
defense less congested and 
more susceptib le to a pass to 
cen ter-field, allowing a 
direct attack, rather than an 
angled one. 
. 
The invincible 1926 
University. 
Howard football Bison swamped hated Thanksgiving Day foe Lincoln 
• 
FOR THE FINEST 
HOT DOGS 
WITH 
CHILI 
SERVED W~TH A TOUCH OF CLAsS' 
CHILI-BURGERS 
----------
CHILI-SMOKES 
CHILI BOWL 1213 YOU ST. N. W. 
• 
. .• 
Fall 
Hopes 
Slim 
By Calvin Smith 
Hilltop St•ff Writer 
Any hopes of capturing 
this seasons fall basebal l 
championsh ip might be lost< 
Yesterday Catho lic bom-
bed Howard 18-4, scoring 14 
first ·inning rut;ls bn just five 
hits. They committed eight 
errors droppii-ig their record 
to 2-6. Tue s,d ay, against 
George Masor;i, the Bison 
were blanked 14-0, losing 
this fall 's four game ser ies to 
the Patriots . 
Burt Herron's 2 run homer 
1n the 14th 1nn1ng w.as 
enough to give the ~ison·s 
their second victory of the 
season over Georgetown last 
Sunday, 6-3. 
Continued from pg. 8 
it opens doors to the media 
and to white universities 
when it comes to sched-
uling,'' exp lained Porter. 
At Grambling, aga in using 
Porter's earl ier career, doors 
were opened enough to 
resu lt in network television 
coverage (TVS.) Moreover, 
Porter remembers, the side-
line cameras w ould pick out 
shots of the white athletes, 
presu mab ly to !et audience 
know that white athlete~ at-
tended predominately black 
schools, and played with 
black athletes. 
When recruiting white 
athletes it is important. ac-
co rdi ng to Miles that 
Howard se ll s the young 
athlete and his parents 9 n 
the "idea thal there is no 
danger, · nor wou Id he feel 
any hostility if that athlele 
shou ld attend Howard . 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
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,.. HILL TOP HAPPENINGS 
Homecoming 
Fashions 
Studen t Fashion designers 
are needed for the 1976 
Howard Universi ty Home-
coming Fashion Show. 
_ Orig i nal designs by 
s tudent designers will be 
featured i n a speci al segment 
as an added attrac tion. 
Original and completed 
designs should be submitted 
no later than 5 p.m. on Mon-
day October 12, 1976 to Billy 
Tavlor, 636-0234; Gwen Tutt 
792-1926; Cynthia Logan 
723- 41 07 . 
So get star ted! 
HU Hotline 
There will be a trai n ing 
session on Saturday, Sep-
tember 25, 1976 at 10 a.m. 
for all persons interested in 
• becoming a Hot line volu n-
, 
tee r. 
The training session will 
be held in the U niversity 
Counseling Service (room 
104) . Refreshments will be 
served. 
• 
Get Together 
C hi Eta Phi Nur91ng 
Sorority will be having a get -
toge th er o n Friday, Sep-
tember 24, in the Bethune 
Hal l Mu lti- Purpose Room, 
from 7:30 - 9:30 p. m. ~ome 
check us out! 
After Game 
Disco 
H o wat,d University's 
UBIQU ITY is sponsoring a 
disco after the game on Sep-
tember 25, 1976 from 10 
p.m. to 2 a.m. at the P.E. An-
nex (Women's gym). 
Help Wanted 
Position - Corre sp o n-
dence Secretary for the Un-
dergraduate Student Asso-
cration. 20 hours per 'M)Ck, 
four (4) consecutive hours a 
day . $2.50 per hour. 
Appl y between the hours 
of 1-4 p.m. UGSA office in 
room 268 Cook Hall, Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday. 
Deadline is October 5, 1976. 
Chapel Ushers 
The And re w Ra nkin 
Chapel Ushers wil l hold 
th eir first planning meeting 
Sunday, September 26, 1976; 
immediately following 
chapel service. 
All old, new and those 
desirous o f b"ecoming chapel 
u shers are asked to be 
present. 
Christian 
Fellowship Meet 
The Howard Univers i ty 
Christian Fellowship- lgb im o 
Otito w ill hold a Campus 
Fellowship meeting on Sun-
day, September 26, at 4 p.m. 
The Fellowsh ip meeting w ill 
take place In th e Thurman 
Lounge, of Rank in Chapel. 
All are invited. 
AKA Evening 
The Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority Inc. presents ''C hic 
to Chic' ' on Saturday, Sep-
tember 25 , : an even ing at 
r-----------Rap_hael's, 1420 16th St., 
N.W . 10 p.m. to S a.m. $2.50 
in advance. Lost and Found 
·' Four keys found in front of 
Hilltop office. Has nam.e ci t 
Gus. Contact Hilltop o ff ice. 
Also a Fash ion Show on 
Sunday, September 26 at 3 
p. m. at Main Campu s. 
Socio-Anthro Club 
The Soc io logy and Anthro-
pology Clu b will be holding 
its fi rst mee t ing for the 1976-
77 academic year on Wed-
nesday, September 29, 1976, 
at 2 p.m. in Room B-21 at 
Douglass Hall basement. 
We are encouraging mem-
bership to th e club. For l u r-
ther information contact 
Mic hael Turner 636-0660. 
Sigmas Welcome 
Tolbert 
• The Brothers of Ph i Beta 
Sigma Fra ternity. Incor-
porated welcome the 
honorable Brother Willi am 
Richard Tolbert Jr., President 
of the Republic of Liberia, 
and member of Phi Beta 
Sigma. , 
Of its 2 million people, 
there are some 15,000 to 
20,000 America-Liberians, 
descendants of the f reed 
U.S. black slaves who foun-
ded the republic. 
They live mainly in Mon-
rovia (named after President 
James Monroe of the U .S.) 
• It is significant that a 
Liberian has been chosen to 
deliver the Convocational 
Address to Howard Uni-
versi ty this year. The foun-
d ing of both Liberia and 
Howard University is by no 
means dissimilar. It can also 
be proudly sa id that bo th 
Liberia and Howard Uni-
versity have progressed 
through diligent and 
assidUou s work on the part 
of the black people of 
L ib eri a an d th e black 
students and administrators 
of Howard U n iversit)'. 
Again th~ Brothers of Ph i 
Beta Sigma welcome Bro'ther 
President Tolbert to Howard. 
• 
After Game 
. \/ 
Boatr1de 
Chakula Meeting 
Want to cut your food bill 
The Brothers of Alpha Ph i in half or tive fo r two weeks 
Omega are sponsoring a on seven dollars worth of 
'' Partying on the Po tomac fresh fruits, vegetables, nuts, 
Boatride'', ; Saturda1~ Sep- juices and cheeses. Chakula 
tember 25, 1976 frorT 9 p. m, can show you how. 
to 1 a.m., after th tL' South • Join with us in D ouglas 
Car olina Stat e footb~i game. Hall Sept. 28, 7:30 pm Room 
Get a glide in your~tr id e a 116. 
dip in your hip and cQme on ''Organ ize again st the 
over to the I m o thership. struggle!'' 
Come party .. with the For further info rmat ion 
Brothers of Alp a Ph i call 363-7120. Offices are 
Omega. I /I located in · Howard Hal l, 
We will be provid rig free Room 303. 
beer, refreshments1• 1 mun-
chies, and transporti&.~ ion. 
Entertainment W1 tl be 
provided by the Sou'rid Ser-
vice. For further infor.rnation, 
drop by Room 292 i Cook 
Hall (Office of Studen1 Life) 
Voter Registration . 
Beta Chapter of A ~; ha Ph i 
Alpha Fraternity is · spon-
soring a voter registri~on on 
the Howard U niversft,y cam-
pus, September 23,t24, 27 
and 28. Booths will be set up 
from 10 a.m. to 4 ,p.m. at 
Locke Hall, Dougll(s Hall, 
Howard University Hospital 
and the Valley . · 
Information on Pre si -
dential candidates al)d their 
parties w ill t:?e avai rable as 
well as distr ict and eligibility 
requirements. ! ' 
Talent Tryouts 
Tryo uts fo r the 1annual 
talent show w ill take place 
Sept. 29, 30, and Oct•>ber 1 -
4. For further info t.Jll ation, 
contact the Hom~oming 
Committee in the Office of 
Student Life, Rm. 216. 
Counselil)g 
Service f 
Are you getting , enough 
out o f life? 
Talk with Bettie "homp-
son, Christian Scienc Cam-
pus Counselor. 
Monday, September 27, 
from 1 to 3 p. m. in th'e Multi· 
Purpose Room at Bethune 
Hall. 
CAREERS 
DAY 
EXPLORATION 
Howard University's 
OFF ICE O F CAREER Pl AN · 
N ING -. 
& PLACEME NT 
presents th e 
SIXTH ANNUAL UN,IVER -
SITY·WIDE 
CA REER S 
DAY 
EXPLO,RATION 
Wednesday, October 6, 1976 
• • 
BURR GYMNASIUM 
10 AM - 4 PM 
• FOR FRESHMEN , 
SO PHOMORES, JUNIORS 
AND SENIORS 
• EXPLORE N EW CAREER 
OP PORTU N Ill ES 
• OVER 90 EMPLOYERS 
REPRESENTED 
• DOOR PRIZES 
Representatives 
Students i nt~rested~un­
ning for senior and freshmen 
cl ass representat ives pick-up 
pet i tions in the student 
council office. Return peti-
tions to Student Council of-
fice at 5:00 p. m., M onday, 
Sept. 27 and remain for a 
meeting. 
d • 
• 
--
• ~- . 
Metro Omnibus 
' Metro will be "visiting 
H oward University's cam pus 
with the Omnib u s: A 
promotional min i-bus pack -
ed with Consumer Repre-
sentatives rea dy to af}Swer 
que st i ons, time tabl es, 
sys tem rou te maps, public 
hearing data, routing in -
formation and lo ts mo re. 
The Omnibus w jll be here 
Monday-Tuesday, September 
27 -28, 1976 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 
p. m., in fron t of Douglass 
Hall. 
THE ENTIRE HOWARD 
UNIVE RSITY COMMUNITY 
IS INVITED . 
Free Bus 
Transportation 
The Office of Sudent Life 
announces as follows: 
Ten (10) buses will start 
loading in front of Founders 
Library at 11 :45 a.m. Satur-
day, September 25, 1"976. 
Each bus will make two (2) 
trips to R.F.K. Stadium. 
At the end of the game fif-
teen (15) buses will load at 
R.F.K. Stad ium for Founders 
Library. On the return the 
fifteen (15) buses will make 
one trip back to campu s. 
Additional arrangements 
have been made for th e 3 
off-campus sites of Trinity 
College, Holiday Inn and 
Meridian .Hill Hall. 
Kappa Disco 
'' Mean Clean and Love to 
Be Seen· ~ 
Come and Release Your-
self 
w ith 
The Nobel Men of 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI 
FRATERNITY 
IN C. 
at a '' Players'' 'Disco 
Friday September 24, 1976. 
We usually like' -to sky in 
'' Tie'' o r '' Fly'' manner but 
this will be an introduction 
at your fancy, So freak 
ou t''' We have free refresh-
..men ts. 
See you tonile at the Place 
THE KAPPA KASTLE 
1708 S st. NW 
DISCO' 10-4 AM 
I 
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• 
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IJible Study 
Let us take a look at Paul's 
Letter .to the Roman s and ap-
ply it to our lives today. 
The Bible Study this week 
will be at Meridian H ill Hall 
at 7:00 until 9 :00 P.M . 
Tuesday Sept. 28, 1976 
J 
- Seniors 
Did you forget to make 
yo ur appointment for your 
senioF picture, or maybe you 
missed '"your day? 
Mon.Q.ay through Friday, 
September 29 unt il October 
'I , Sel)ior pictures will be 
taken -in the green room of 
Cramton Audilorium, from 
9-4. 
Those of you who have 
made-..appoin tments already 
need " not worry; appoint-
ments are stil l valid for Oc-
tober <i-B. Get your p ic ture 
done, its free ... its in Co lor ... 
its all about you. Remember, 
the 1977 BISON is on time. 
M!.K. Lectures 
• 
In a departure from the 
pract ite of h aving a single 
lec ture as Wesley's- annual 
Martin Luther King lecture, 
Wesley Theological Seminary 
will sponsor th is year a 
series of five events during 
September 28-30. The theme 
for the Martin Luther King. 
Jr., Lectures will be '' Taking 
Stoc k : America and the 
Dream''. The first lecture in 
the series is scheduled for 11 
a. m., Tuesday, September 28, 
at Oxnam Chape l. Dr. L. 
Harold DeWolf, the D ean 
Emeritus at .Wesley 
Seminary, and author , of 
numerous books in theology 
and ethics, in·cluding his 
latest book from Harper and 
Row, CRIMINAL JU STICE IN 
' 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
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Careers Day 
Approximately 1od 
businesses will be represen-
ted in the Sixth Annual 
Careers Exploration Day on 
Wednesday; October 6, from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Burr 
Gym nasium. 
• More th¥n 1,500. students 
are expected to participate 
in th'e program, sponsored 
by the Office of Career Plan-
ning and Placement. 
The · p~rpo_se of the 
program is l to acquaint un-
dergraduatF • sttidenls with 
employment and career op-
portunities, acco rding to 
Francis A. Thomas, Assistant 
Director. 
WHO 'S WHO 76- 77 
Applications are now 
available for nomination of 
candidates to appear in the 
1976-77 .ed i ti on of Who's 
Who Am ong Students 1n 
Americ·an Universities and 
Co lleges . 
Applications ma y be 
picked up from the Office o f 
Student Life, Office of the 
Deans of th e Undergraduate 
Schools and Colleges, and 
th e Student Councils of the 
Undergraduate Sthools and 
Co lleges. 
· Completed applications 
should be returned to the 
Office of Student life. Dead-
line for submissio n is Oc-
tober 4, 1976. 
Ca ndidate s wil l be 
evaluated based upon 
scholarship ability; partici-
pati o n and leadership in 
academic and extra~ 
curricular act ivi ties; citiZen-
ship and service to the 
University; and potential for 
future achievement . · 
AMERICA, will address the r-----------. 
topic, '" '' The Dream Today : 
Crimina l Ju sti ce''. Dr. 
DeWolf - was Marl in Luther 
King, •Jr.'s, advisor for King's 
d oc toral studies at Bos lon 
Univ~rSity, and has main-
tained.,_ a close friendship 
with the King family. 
Profession•! Typing - IBM 
Selectric II - numerous 
prints •v•ll•ble. free Pick 
up and delivery. 24 hou 
service. Re•Son.ible r•tes. 
935-5048. 
• 
• 
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BRING IT DOWN FRONT 
Hilltop 
Offers 
New 
Magazine 
. . 
By William Scott 
Editor-in-Chief 
I 'm happy to have this opportunity to we/-
come you to a new and innovative branch of 
the Hilltop - the Hilltop Magazine, called Ex-
tensions. By creating this magazine, I hope to 
incorporate students, faculty and administra-
tors in it by offering an opportunity for all to 
' 
write or have interesting articles or research 
papers published in it 
As Editor- in-Chief, I am responsible for both 
the Hilltop and the H'i//top magazine. 
However, I have delegated the coordination of 
the magazine tb my Special Assignment Editor, 
Sauda (Phyllis Jean). It is the responsibility of 
this person to work closely. with me in the 
overall planning of the magazine. 
We hope to, in this magazine, go more into 
depth on a particular subject or subjects, to 
probe into some of the real problems and con-
cerns which confront not only the Black 
people on this campus but everywhere. We 
will not only probe into pro~blems but also 
seek solutions to various problems and con-
cerns. We will not necessarily dwell upon the 
negative, but will try to conv~y the positive as 
well. · 
' 
EXTENSIONS EDITORIAL STAFF 
William Scott ................................................................................ , .• Editor-ln-Chief 
Roy Betts ....................................................................................... ~anaging Editor 
Sa.uda (Phyllis Jean) ................................................ Special A\ signment Editor 
Michele Borders .......................................................................... ~ .•.• Layout Editor 
' S~m lfeagwu ················································································~·······Copy Editor 
' Gordon Barnaby ........................................................................ P,hoto technician 
• :I 
Penelope Owens ·································································••J••••.: ... Copy Assistant 
• 
We are fully cognizant that what has hurt 
not only Howard but the Black community as 
well is the constant dwelling upon the nega-
tive. A person will only seek to attain the 
height which he thinks he is capable of ob-
taining. We must keep a feeling of self worth. 
It has often been said, and to some extent 
it's true, that people outside of Howard have 
more appreciation for Howard than those of 
us here. What is missing from some of us here 
is a sense of purpose, a sense of direction, a 
sense of somebodiness. If we don' t have it, we 
must cultivate it It was a great loss for us to 
lose Dr. Mordecai Wyatt Johnson. However, 
Dr. Johnson served his people and this univer-
sity well. Although I only saw Dr. Johnson 
alive once, just by reading about him instilled 
a greater sense of selfworth and belief in 
Howard University. What is greatly missing 
today is exactly that. Dr. Johnson believed in 
himself and Howard University. 
I never will forget Dr. Johnson 's remarks 
when he spoke on the responsibility of 
Howard Graduates: 11 K'eep in mind your 
university and in all of your labors cast no 
shame upon her. So live o ut in the real world 
that travellers from your city may come to this 
place because yo'U have been tra ined here. 
Your institution is large, but still it is little 
known. She is like some humble mother that 
washes clothes in a country place whJ/e you 
go out to share the honor and the glory of the 
world. The world will never know much about 
your mother or respect her except what you 
make it do by the character of the life that you 
live." 
With that thought in mind, I hope that you 
enjoy the first issue of the Hilltop Magazin~ It 
will be published at the end of every month 
in_side the Hilltop. If you have articles .that you 
wa.nt published contact us at the Hilltop. 
IN THIS 
ISSUE ~ 
page 3 
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page 5 
page 6 
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John Coltrane A Lengengary 
Influence in Jazz Music 
Black Television Shows 
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Interview ·with John Convers: 
Jimmy Carter's Black Speech 
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Institute of Positive Education 
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Poge3 
Per1neates Odern Day Jazz 
By Calvin Reid 
September 23 marks 
the 50th anniversary of 
the birth of John W . 
Coltrane. Musician, Pro-
phet, mystic, John Col-
trane has influenced an 
entire generation of 
mus1c1ans. 
~ 
In any serious cfti t ique of con-
temporary Afr ikan-Amer ican 
music (sometimes called Jazz) 
the w rite r must touch upon the 
music of John Coltrane. John 
Colrane's music w as so rad ically 
creat ive, his influence was felt 
from the fa r reaches of the 
avant-garde to the pre- fabricated 
music of most of todays pop en-
tertainers. . 
But in assessing Coltranes im-
portance, his musical roots need 
to be examined. Trane d idn' t ju st 
wake up playing those "sheets of 
sound" . That parti cular facet of 
his technique was the culmina-
tion of over 10 years of serious 
study, practice, and professional 
experience. 
He gigged in Blues bands, 
rhythm and blues groups, and 
Big Bands with Black music ians 
of all calibre. But to more 
specifically pinpoin t Co ltrane, 
creat ively, w e must start w ith 
Charlie " yardbird" Parker and 
the music called Bebop. 
Before I go any further some 
clarifications are necessary. If 
asked " What is Bebop?" The 
average brother o r sister on cam-
pus will answer: 1) disco music. 
2) teeny- booper musi c. 3) hunh? 
Well, all the above are in-
correc t, but they are sympto-
mat ic of the kind of cultural ag-
gression carried out on Afrikan-
Americans daily. 
Bebop is, culturally, the most 
important creative development 
of 20th century music. It was 
initiated during the 1940's by 
Charlie Parker and others out of 
the Afr ikan- Amer ican musical 
traditi on. 
This fact is important to un-
derstand because Bebop laid the 
musical groundwo rk for the 
" free-fo rm" musicians of the 
1960's. 
Essentiall y what the be-
boppers d id was revo lt against 
the pat musical formulas of the 
Swing Bands of the 1930's. These 
young Black music ians started 
experimenting, harmonically and 
most importantly, rhythmically. 
If the traditi onal swing musician 
could be said to think in terms 
of the quarter note, the Bebop-
. . 
pers were rompiftg with eight something different and beauti-
notes. In any Afrikan music (and fully moving. 
so-called Jazz is no exception) Vicious streams of 16th notes 
the rhythmic patterns are pri- contrast with . a tender lyricism 
others' were ·formentint musical 
revolution that paralled the 
wildly creative music scene his 
presence can·; only be likened to 
Charlie Parker's dominance of marily what excites the listerner. and arching tone that made him 
Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, Max ..------....;.....r;,-----------------------
Roach, Bud Powell started ex-
perimenting with po lyrhythmic 
patterns and melodies seemingly 
constructed more out of rhythm 
than harmonic changes. 
In listening to tunes such as 
Parker' s " Scrapple from the ap-
ple" o r Bud Powell s " Dance of 
the inffelds" the melodies jump 
and chang~ d irect ion abruptly. 
So los became more linear, while 
uti l izing the under lying har-
monic structure (the changes) of 
the tunes as sing-posts for im-
provisation. 
These young Black musical 
revolutionaries changed not only 
their view o f the tec hnical 
development of the music but 
(and this is just as important) 
also how they viewed them-
selves. Beb op musicians of the 
1940' s started to look upon 
themselves as A rtis ts, rat her than 
en te r tainers. As suc h the 
development of their ar t took 
precedence over commerc ia l 
and aud ience pressures. 
This ideological shift was as 
profound as Beb ops technical 
d iscoveries. It becomes espec i- . 
ally clear in light of Charlie 
Parker' s (and late r Jo hn 
Coltrane's) insatiable urgings to 
create something musically new. 
Artists, visionaries, builders of 
a new musi cal (and quite 
political) sensibility. This is the 
incredibly creative environment 
that nurtured John Coltrane. 
john Coltrane, Musician, Prophet, Mystic. 
eas i ly the rJllOSt iden tif iable 
Tenor sound' of the period. 
From 1960 unti l his death 7 
years later John Coltrane so 
c ompletely dom i nated the 
creative mus ic scene his 
presence can only be likened to 
Charlie Parker) - dominance of 
two decades· earlier. 
The 1960' s _{> rought the " free" 
musicians. P11 ople like Ornette 
Colema , C~il Taylor, Sunny 
Murray, eg ~e Workman and 
two decades earlier. 
The 1960' s. brought the " free" 
musician s. People li ~e Ornette 
Coleman, Cec il Taylor, Sunny 
Murray, Reggie Workman and 
others were .to rmenting musical 
revolut ion that apralled the 
wildly c reatiye 1940's. Coltrane 
possessed· th·e tradition (Blues), 
awesome ·technique, and 
creative ima'gination that made 
him the de 'facto leader of the 
young abstra.ctionists. 
IMAGES 
Trane and his " classic" quartet 
o f Jimmy Garrison, McCoy· 
Tyner, and Elvin Jones recorded 
sqch albums as the large en-
semble pieces " Africa Brass" and 
" Ascencian", the w ildly free and 
• 
swinging " Live at Birdland" and 
' the historic spiritual suite " A 
lo,ve Supreme". 
Tranes playing of the 60's had 
evolved from streaming linear 
notes to vertical crys of anguish, 
meant to penetrate the soul. I ts 
amazing that such an uncom-
promising artist and tec hnician 
could p oss ibly beco me as 
popular as he d id. He even had a 
hit record, " My Favorite things." 
Just as the Beboppers shaped 
Coltranes musical d irect ion so 
he provided the creat ive im-
petu s fo r th is generatio n, he died 
much to young, unfo r tun~tely 
paralleling t he unti mely death of 
Charlie Parker. 
The music of John Colt rane 
I 
how ever, lives, w e can be thank· 
ful for that. I t is beau tiful and 
amazingly human. A miri Baraka 
(then Leroi Jones) sums it up; 
" There is a daringly human 
quality to John Coltranes music 
that makes itself felt, wherever 
he records. If you can hear, th is 
music w ill make you th ink of a 
lot of weird and w onderful 
things, you migh t even become 
one of them." 
I f you haven' t dug John 
Coltrane or the m~ical aesthetic 
that produced him, get hip! 
You' re already 30 years behind 
the rest of the world. 
, 
' 
John Coltrane was born Sep· 
tember 23, 1926 in Hamlet North 
ina. He started out with E- flat 
alto, clarinet, and then Tenor 
saxophone. After moving to 
philadelphia ne continued his 
study at thePranoff Studios and 
the Orstein schoo l ot music. 
Black ,Television Shows 
Tranes ti fs t professional con-
tact with th is radically new 
music came around 1949 when 
he joined the Big Band of trum-
peter Dizzy Gillespie one of the 
founding Bebop fathers. 
After the Gillespie Band dis· 
banded Trane spent most of the 
early fifties with R&B bands and 
also an important stint with an 
ensemble headed by famed 
altoist Johnny Hodges. But by 
1955 he began his important 
association (another establi shed 
bebopper) with the Miles Davis 
quintet. This is the group that 
brought his first cri t ical recogni-
tion. 
. In 1957 Coltrane j oi ned 
Thelonius M onk for the histo ric 
. five Spot dates. In early 1958 
Trane rejoined M iles Davis and 
was with him off and on until 
1960. 
During these years John Col-
tranes dissatisfaction with the 
uncreative, with the pat musical 
answer became apparent. 
Albums like " Bahi", " Tranes 
Reign" or " Tenor Madness" with 
Sonny Rollins, show an almost 
maniacal tendency to search for 
Prime Time and Stereotypes 
By Karen Mackey 
Several questions have been 
prompted from•three declarative 
mini-studies, resulting from a 
research proje'ct by Monica I. 
Phillips .and ,tonda Robinson, 
both H ow\~d University 
students. They~re: 1) who owns 
and controls t~ media? 2) what 
is their gam~ plan for the 
domination of Black? and, 3) 
how are they used to effectuate 
those goals? 
The impact of this article is to 
examine this fact; " Eventhough 
popular programs are meant to 
be humorous, they are saturated 
with damaging stereotype 
images of Blacks, which mean 
Black yough are viewing distor-
ted images of other people." 
" ABC Network seems to be 
expert on fatherless shows ... ", 
says David Honig, National Black 
Media Coalition Research Direc-
tor. Historical findings, time and 
again, reflect that power struc-
tures oppress masses of people 
by, " ... denying and demoting the 
male figure crr;hat group." 
" That' s My Mama," " What's 
Happening," " Sanford and Son," 
" Good Times," " The Jeffersons," 
.etc., which are looselytermed 
Black shows, are produced, writ-
ten (for the most part), and 
financed by whites, according to 
the Nielson Ratings 1976 Fact 
Sheet. 
In the particular case of 
" Good Times", they are 
removing John Amos this fall, 
from the " father" role and 
placing J.J. in a more mature 
rolt!, according to September 'O' 
artic le in Jet Magazine. However, 
this doesn' t replace the physical 
upheaval of black family o rienta-
tion in television shows. Dr. 
Franc is Wei.sing said , " They 
(televis ion networks) cannot 
have any strong Black male 
figure portrayed before they f ind 
some way to get rid of him." 
Honig, alsQ an associate pro-
fessor of the Applied Com-
munications Dept at Howard, 
refers to the book, Sublimal 
Sedution, .by · Wilson Byran Key, 
structure of situational television 
series as having to descr ibe the 
format: mother, father, child-
clown, and child-star. 
This reporter asks that you 
compare shows such as " Happy 
Days", or " The Waltons," and 
their tam ily structure to the 
family hierachy of " Good Times" 
w.here, Florida Evans ' is' actually 
the " father" - the stabilizer and 
decision-maker, James Evans; 
the " mother," Thelma; child· 
prodigy and J.J.; child-c lown. 
Theoretically, Michael is not a 
part of " the' family. His " mili tar:it 
mi.dget" portrayal is an under-
stated but highly provocative 
example of rev,erse- psycholo-
gical racism. H is is a ch ild, so, 
eventhough he speaks up on 
current racial issues, his age 
does n()t grant him serious 
listenership. Th is is an extremely 
- clever tact ic o f subliminal 
seduction• employed by in· 
dependent producers like Nor-
mal Lear, and up the line to the 
network owners. 
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A s · fall approache!:;, seasonal changes bring about a change ln 
fashions. Howard University's campus is no different in that, it 
represents a collection of diverse apparel from clothiers world-wide. 
From my perspective as a photographer, I saw a unique opportunity to 
highlight this it1fit1ite variety of very fine aummn wear, which is only 
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Rowarll Graduate • 
Makes Success A Stylish Fashion 
Walk down the street on any 
given day of the week and you 
see them. Travel to some of the 
most hip sets of any partying 
weekend and you continue to 
see them. They've been sport~d 
in churches, .at important meet-
ing, and even on Capitol Hill. 
And at Howard University, they 
are the living end. 
Who are they? People. Men 
and women, (boys and girls 
even) who have acquainted 
themselves with Shelton's UN 1-
SEX Ha ir Gallery, on 1758 
Columbia Rd. in N.W . Washing· 
ton, D.C., to have their hair 
precisely cut, moderately rolled, 
gently washed, skillfully permed 
or playfully teased to the look 
and style which fit them best. 
Why are they special? Because 
they look enchantingly good. 
And if they have the material 
wares to match, they can look 
absolutely ravishing. 
The women who've felt the 
appeasing caress of Shelton, as 
he soothes their scalp with an 
aromatic shampoo, have been 
labeled seductive, desirable and 
romantically beautiful. The men 
who succu mb to the controlled, 
yet mindful expertise of Shelto-n 
and his lovely female sytlists, as 
they trim to their customers 
every delight, have been pro-
claimed charmers of the night, 
lovers who don't know how to 
stop, and futuristic entrepre-
neurs who live for the dollar and 
the salvation of Black people. 
Shelton's UNISEX Hai r Gallery 
provides all the proper ingred-
ients for a natural, very together 
look in hair styles for men and 
women. Its employees groom 
and relate to the customer at the 
same time. Clients are made to 
feel at peace with themselves as 
a resu lt of the mellowed atmo-
sphere of UNISEX by the sweep-
ing sounds of Labelle, Al Jareau, 
Michael Henderson and others 
which permeate the speakers of 
a soulful stereo, as they await 
the chairs of Shelton. 
All of this and more has been 
positively created by one man; a 
man with apparent courage, 
ambition, consciousness, class 
Sheltons' interest in hair 
styling and barbering all 
started on the front porch 
and a thorough knowledge of 
how to make a person look 
good. His skills are described as 
breath-taking, and his occu-
pation is labeled professional 
hairstylist, but his name is Shel-
ton Williams. 
His interest toward the beauti-
fication of his fellow man and 
woman, evolved at the age of 12, 
and by the high noon hour of his 
fifteenth birthday he had obtain-
ed his Barbers license, as a result 
of the 'Grandaddy Clause' of a 
v irginia State Law. 
He comes from a lengthy 
tradition of family barbers and 
beauticians, with both grand-
fathers, a great uncle and a num-
ber of cousins in Baltimore and 
PhilaQelphia participating in the 
profession and paving the way 
for others (namely Shelton) to 
follow. 
Shelton stated in a recent in-
terview that the first hair cuts he 
ever gave were on the front 
porch of his home in Ports-
mouth, Virginia. His clientele 
consisted not of Redskin football 
players, congressmen or their 
wives, not television personalit-
ies at the time. They generally 
consisted of friend s on the 
block. His father, who presently 
owns a barbershop in the Ports-
mouth area, trimmed family 
member's hair on that same 
porch on Sundays, according to 
Shel ton as he cheerf ully 
reminised those days. 
The native Virginian stated 
ideally that his father and other 
members of his family in -
fluenced him a great deal on his. 
decision to enter, what appeared 
to be a predetermined profes-
sion. He admirably replied, " I'm 
a filler extension to my father." 
Shelton never went to school 
to master his skills in the hair-
styling profession, however, he 
did attent Howard University 
and received a B.A . in 
Economics (quantitative) from 
Liberal Arts. 
Today, many of his customers 
are present and former Howar-
dities, who have made his UN 1-
SEX Hair Gallery the only true 
Black shop of its kind in N.W. 
-· 
of his home in Portsmouth, · ... 
Virginia . Shelton (stand- ,.,. _ 
ing) graduated from Ho- -.. 
ward with a B.A. in Eco-
nomics and went-on to 
start his business where he 
now hires students attend-
ing H oward. 
· By Roy Betts 
t 
and enabled him to receive a 
numbe~ one rating among bar-
bershops in the Washington area 
by the D.C. lnsepction Bureau, a 
few years back. 
"There .are 728 barber and 
beauty ·, hops in the area," ac-
cording to Shelton, in between 
clips ot the hair of a patient, 
male .eustomer. When he 
opened• on April 25, 1974, his 
first• of #-two shops, another has 
recently' opened in N.E., he 
began 4S a UNISEX store. He 
proudly: stated, " I had more 
~ 
members of Shelton's staff come 
directly from Howard's campus. 
Muriel Rhan Hatcher, a junior 
English major from New York; 
and Lucius (J' ville) Williams, 
who divides his time equally be-
tween art and architecture as a 
senior from Jacksonville, Florida, 
are presently attending Howard 
fu II time. 
The other Howard student on 
Shelton's staff is a young, male 
dancer, named Kashka, attends 
Howard part time dueing the 
week and has performed on Ira 
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area or numerous~thers would 
be completely in order, accord-
ing to Shelton. " The market is 
open to students to go into busi-
ness for themselves as opposed 
to going to white collar jobs 
with white corporations," he fir-
mly stated. 
His advice to potential Black 
builders at Howard and around 
the world is to " get experience 
from those )white) corporation s 
and then take what you' ve learn-
ed and build your own." He is 
presently a member of the 
Howard 'University architecture student Lucius {J 'ville) Williams trims the afro of a regular cutomer, 
whi1e Unisex Hair store owner SheltonlWilliams styles the hair of Dale Fells, Miss Howard 1975-76. 
women customers than men 
when ' firsl started." Now, he averag~~ about 150 customers, 
both rt!en and women, . a day. 
And ctl weekends; especially, 
Saturday afternoon and evening, 
he is flooded down by beauty 
seekers. The weekend of this in-
terview . was no exception. 
Most of Shelton's clients are 
between the ages of 25-30. As 
previously stated, he attracts a 
large audience from the Howard 
community. He employs seven 
very talented sty li sts wh9 
specialize in everything from 
scu Ip tu red nai I demdnstrations 
to fin( ,er wave, a form of 
process ng the hair. Thre~ of the well regarded 
'l 
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Aldridge's stage in the highly ac-
claimed productions, "N iggers" 
'and "The Brass Medallion." He is 
~urrently working on a play 
titled " Tangerine to Glory", 
which should appear on 
Howard's campus in the near 
future. 
During a brief interview with 
Kashka, he stated, in reference 
to Shelton' s plausible reputation, 
"Shelton's got the fastest scissors • 
in D.C. and I' m working to 
become second best." 
Ms. Hatcher stated, in 
response to a question about the 
benefits she receives in working 
for Shelton, that she meets pro- , 
fessional people who can help 
her to establish contacts out in 
the world. "Doctors, lawyers, 
dentists and students who come 
here, receive more because he 
(Shelton) gives them good ser-
vice, and, because he is the 
owner of a Black business," she 
stated. 
The community in which Shel-
ton's Hair Gallery is located, is 
comprised basically of Blacks 
and Spanis h-American people, 
with the ownership of stores, 
restaurants and shopping areas 
by members of those two ethical 
groups slightly above average. 
However, the major food 
chains located in t he Columbia 
Rd. area are owned by whites or 
members of another race. There 
are two grocery stores: Giants 
and Safeway, a McDonalds, and 
Eddie Leonards, on the corner at 
18th street. Therefore, any future 
investments by Black , business 
entrepreneurs in this particular 
\ 
Adams-Morgan Businessmen's 
Merchant Association, which 
consists mainly of the store 
owners in that central area. 
In reflecting upon his prior 
ambicions in the economics 
area, he said that he attempted 
tow ork for the gover,nments, 
but he couldn't express his 
ideas. " My ideas are more intune 
with the real world and as I at-
tempted to Work for the govern-
ment, I found I couldn't express 
these ideas," he assuredly stated. 
He added that Blacks working 
for themselves enable a great 
deal more to be done toward 
controlling their culture a11d 
economy. 
Some of the people who come 
to Shelton to have their bush 
clipped or their scalp massaged 
are television personalities such 
as, Delores Handy and Fred 
Thomas, Redskin football players 
Larry Jones and Mike Thomas, 
the musical group "C reative 
SGurce," fashion coordinator 
Helen Moody, executive director 
for the Black Caucus Barbara 
Williams, and a host of others. 
Last year, UNISEX beautified and 
groomed the participants in 
Howard's Homecoming Fashion 
· Show. 
With some 10-1 5 years of ac-
tual experience as a hair stylist 
and beautifier of people, Shelton 
has established a reputable and 
fashionalbe palace for the pro-
·gressive individual to escape the 
troubles of the world with ease 
as he groomes their outermost 
parts with magnificant perfec-
tion. 
/ 
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Johns Co~yers Speaks O"t On 
Page 7 
Interview by 
M. Samuel Pinkston, Jr. 
Henry Kissin~ ·er's Failing Shuttle Diplomacy 
John Conyers, Jr., a Democrat 
from Detroit, Michigan was 
f!lected in 1974 to a sixth term 
in the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives. He is a senior mem-
ber of the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, chairman of the Sub-
committee on crime and a 
member of the Government 
Operations Committee as well 
as the Black Caucus. 
HILL TOP :: The question of 
southern Africa is on the minds 
of many American citizens. 
Would you comment on Secre-
tary of State Henry Kissinger's 
shuttle diplomacy? 
CONYERS: Kissinger's shuttle 
diplomacy is doomed to failure. 
It cannot work because the state 
of affairs in Afri ca has 
now gone beyond any super-
ficial negotiating that does not 
i nvolve the maj o r partie s. 
Therefore since he's doomed to 
failure, this shuttle diplomacy 
while some argue is bringing 
Africa to the w orld scene, - th,e 
African war was bringing Africa 
to the world sce ne, Not 
Kissinger' s diplomacy. Kissinger's 
diploma c y i s the ultimate 
desperation to which he must 
resort in o rder to act at least like 
he's reading the newspapers. So 
people get confused when they 
say, thank goodness for 
Kissinger. There's a war in Africa. 
I maintain that th is guerilla ac-
tivity is the beginnjng of an in-
cepient war that is already un-
derway. The question is what 
level will it reach before they 
start writing, as it not, as a 
guerilla insurrection, or an in-
cident or as something here and 
something there. This thing is 
already underway, there isn' t any 
way that they can issue a 
declaration of war and send the 
Ninth Fleet, then you say that' s a 
war! That's clearly where we' re 
at already. The Kissinger diplo-
" macy not only becomes a con- a.
venient ploy to posture as if ~ 
we' re getting involved, it ~ 
becomes counter-produc tive ~I 
because things are being locked 
and mayb that, which is al! 
beside the p&nt. 
The next consideration is sim-
ply this, that tl'le problem is not 
Namibia. The problem is South 
Africa. To that extent even 
Rhodesia 1s of lesser co n-
in place while we'1:e backing and 
0 
forwarding around, with -o , 
Kissinger in Switzerland and f 
other exotic points on the map. 
The war is locking in, it's 
becoming intransigent. We' re 
coming to a point beyond which 
there is no return. And we're out 
here fainted off position arguing 
whether Kissinger can do it or 
whether he won' t, or maybe this 
John <;:onye_rs, Ir. during rec~nt 
1nterv1ew w1tn .Sam Pinkston . 
's ideration~ cause once you 
decide, on. ·e the major powers 
decide to i eal with South Africa, 
Rhodesia f'}ls in line. Rhodesia is 
in a pro~ss of disintegration 
anyway. S~the question, to get 
Behind t·hat Peanut Grin 
.Jinanay Carter's Speech Writer 
By Andrea L. Johnson 
, Copy Assistant 
In this year's Presidential elec-
tion, focus has been placed 
solely upon the candidates. Al-
though they are the most im-
portant feature of the campaign, 
the American public oftentimes 
overlooks or underrates the role 
of the candidate's staff in assur-
ing the success of the campaign. 
In most cases, the staff tends 
to ,be responsible for the bulk o f 
work; from answering phones 
and stuffing envelopes, to writ-
ing speeches. To oversimplify it, 
the candidate legitimize the ef-
forts of his o r her staff by stan-. 
ding in the forefront and being 
liable for the consequences of 
the ir actions as they affect 
others. For this reason, the ap-
pointment or hiring of com-
petent and efficient staff mem-
bers is very important. · 
In Jim my Carter' s campaign, 
for example, there is a young, 
Black, Harvard graduate who 
w.orks in the capacity of Speech 
Wfiter and Researcher in the 
Washington Issues Office. This 
gentleman is Mr. Peter L. Jones. 
J o~nes, a native Clevelander, is 
the only paid Black employee 
out of approximately twenty-five 
people who work in that office. 
The Issues Office, one of three 
operations, is subdivided into 
three concentrations: the 
Catholic problem; Press Matters; 
and Speech Writing and Com-
position. The other two opera-
tions are the Congressional 
Liaison and the Task Force. 
Within the Issues Office, three 
p~le work on The Cathol ic 
Problem which is more fabri-
cated than existing in acruality. 
, These people concern them-
selves with issues that will direc-
tly affect Catholics, such as abor-
tion. Press matters are handled 
by two people who are respon-
sible for coordinating the Carter-
Mondale team bids to cities. 
Their duties also include 
processing media requests and 
examining the Republican Ad-
ministration record in order to 
expose anything that may seek to 
disc red it them. 
The third concentration, of 
which Mr. Jones is involved, is 
responsible for writing speeches 
for Carter or his surrogates. The 
concentration also answer 
questionaires, meets with lob-
byists, drafts press releases, and 
answers public requests for Car-
ter's stand on various issues. In 
addition Mr. Jones is a personal 
spokesman for Carter in 
Washington. 
When asked how he came to 
have such an important and in-
tegral position, Mr. Jones said he 
had been hired by Mr. Joseph 
Duffy, Assoc. Director for Issues 
and Policy, as a result of a meet-
ing which occurred while he 
was working as Legal Correspon-
dent and Press Aide for Con-
gresswoman Yvonne Burke, 
Calif. 
Mr. · Jones added that he 
attributes three major factors to 
his appointment; the impressive-
ness of working for Congress-
woman Burke, who has a reput-
able staff; the fact that he was 
accepted and had intentions of 
attending Harvard lawSchool 
this fall; and that he was Black. 
Mr. Jones' character sketch 
and resurne are most impressive. 
They verify his competence in 
handling his present position. 
Jones, 23 graduated Magna Cum 
Laude in Government from Har-
' vard Undergraduate School in 
June 1975. He was Academic-
Chafrman of the Afro-American 
Studies Organization, President 
of the Theatre Group, and he 
received numerous honorary 
scholarship,s· and awards for his 
scholastic excellence. 
He also is a copyright-play-
writer with a successful produc-
tion at Harvard University and 
Ohio U nhrers ity. The play was 
entitled "i he Fami ly Line" and 
was a taki·off on his own life 
and polit al philosophy. The 
play con yed the notion that 
one must be aware of the limita-
tions of present day govern-
mental s.ystem which discri-
• minat'es against Blacks and 
women, but should remain opti-
mistic that things will change 
with time through the efforts of 
Blacks with a unified power 
base. 
This follows with his career 
aspirations which include be-
coming a prominent lawyer and 
eventually being the first Black 
Senator from Ohio. He feels that 
this quest for the Ohio senator-
sh ip is obt~inable by a Black per-
son because -of the great strides 
Ohio has'1 made in Black leader-
ship. 
0 hio hcrs had Black mayors in 
several metropolitan areas such 
as Clev..e land, Cincinnati, 
Youngstown, Toledo, and 
Dayton. Moreover, Peter Jones 
feels the power of the legislator 
has been grossly exaggerated. He 
speculates that "one out of 435 
Congressmen and Senators can' t 
do all the Constituency thinks 
they can; not to say the can't be 
an effective legislator. But on ly 
the exceptional ones can catalyst 
change." 
When asked about his political 
assessment of this election, 
Jones replied that even though 
he has reE istered as an indepen-
dent vote, , Carter is definitely in 
• _ . • q, can't o.n page 8 
down to it, is to get into the 
South African question and here 
because we still articulate the 
premise that we shall avoid 
violence, we are cutting off not 
only the real possibility of being 
effective in negotiating an end to 
this. W.e are in effect telling the 
South Africans that they CCIJ1 go 
to it, becau se since we are not 
going to interfere . it means that 
we are set to accommodate the 
longest period of war possible 
that will lead to a victory by the 
people who should really be in 
control of Africa, namely the 
majority. 
In other 'M:>rds our own philo-
sophy makes ~ impossible any 
solution, because we don't want 
violence. Well that' s precisely 
the only way South Africa is pre-
pared to concede rule to the 
majority. It's either violence_ or 
the threat of international 
·violence. That is the only thing 
that will break them up from 
their insane political posturing 
that characterizes their opera-
tion. 
Of course American Foreign 
Policy credentials are in a state 
of disarray in the first place. I 
will give you several examples. 
First, at the very moment that 
IPE 
Focusing 
on 
Alternative 
Education 
By Calvin Reid 
" Either a people prepare their 
youth to be responsive to their 
own needs as a people or some-
body else will teach them to be 
responsible to somebody elses 
needs at the expense and detri-
ment of themselves and their 
people". The quote is by Brother 
Haki R. Mahubuti, Poet, writer-
in-residence here at Howard and 
Director of the Institute of Posi-
tive Education. 
Most importantly Brother 
Mahubuti is a part of a collective 
movement by Black people 
around the country to se that 
thei r children are in fact 
educated Blackly. At Institutions 
like U huru Sasa schoo l in New 
York, Ah idiana Work-Study cen-
ter- in New Orleans, and 
Nationhouse Positive Action 
Center here in D .. . , Afrikan 
CHILDREN ARE BEING TAUGHT 
.CONSCIENTIOUSLY AND 
SC IEN TIFICALLY FROM AN 
Afrikan frame of ·reference. 
Brother Haki states in his book 
From Plan to Planet, " ... The only 
reason the physical chains were 
taken off in the first place is that 
the most sophiscated chains 
were transferred to our minds 
ana as you know if you control 
the mind you got the body". 
In any serious analysis of the 
Black community the complete 
fai lu re of the American public 
school system to educate 
Afrikan children is strikingly ap-" 
parent. By the same token those 
two congressional communities 
were investigating the main in-
ternational intelligence unit,, the 
C. I.A., they were at the precise 
moment illegally partic ipating in 
the overthrow of a government; 
.namely Angola. At the time the 
two committees, international 
attention was focused on them, 
they were very busily operating 
in a war without the consent or 
permission of the Congress, 
violating the very same institu-
tional mandates that the country 
has violated for ten years in Viet-
nam. Less than a year of the con-
clusion of one illegal war, the 
C.l.A. was back participating 
illegally in another war on 
another continen t. At the 
precise time that both the Pike 
and Church committees were in-
vestigating them for their illegal 
activities. Now that show s you 
the arrogance with which they 
operate. That further con-
demned the U.S. government in 
the eyes of African leadership. 
Secondly, Kissinger has been 
very careful in this so-called 
iniative not to call for majority 
rule except under the most 
lim i ted cir cumstan ces, witb 
reference to Rhodesia. Acting as 
con 't on page 8 
who do make it thru the schools 
_are totally ignorant o f the ir 
historical/contemporary oppres-
sion and appallingly apathetic to 
the need for serious commit-
ment to the development of 
Afrikan people. 
In Coming to grips with th is 
reality Black people are starting 
to build the kind of structures 
that will institutionalize Afrikan 
thought. The next step is to dis-
seminate our concepts to our 
community and our children. 
The In stitute of Positive 
'Education (IPE) was founded in 
1970 by Brothers and Sisters in 
Chicago as a step towards the 
retaking of the minds of our 
young people (and some old 
people too) . Presently it is one 
of about 25 to 30 Independent 
Black I nstitu tion·s around the 
country dedicated to the 
development and enpowerment 
of Afrikan people. 
IPE is a collective move-
ment/institution in theory and 
practice. The staff/ family ad-
ministers a variety of educational 
and community programs. IPE 
includes; Third World Press, a 
Black publishing house; Black 
Books Bulletin, a major Black 
periodical; Nlation Studies, a 
series of lectures by some of the 
best Black minds in and around 
Chicago; U jamaa Food Co-op 
and most importantly New Con-
cept School, a Pan-Afrikan pre-
school and primary School. 
Brother Mahubuti states 
" Jews, because of their educa-
tion don' t have to be asked later 
in life 'will you work for your 
people? ', that concept is quietly 
accepted from the earliest years 
and looked upon by the jew as a 
duty and a privelege. Two of our 
greatest killers in the Black com-
munity are drugs and education. 
Yet you can't deal with the first 
without realistically dealing with 
the second. Drugs are accepted 
and used because of lack of 
identity, purpose, and direction .. " 
con 't on page 8 · 
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John Conyers 
-if South Afr ica did not in fact 
exist. He'd never call fo r majority 
rule !here. 
Third, as if that weren' t 
enough, we not only vetoed 
Vietnam's en try into the world 
fam ily of nat ions, casting the 
on ly veto; we' re going to veto 
Angola's entry into the United 
Nations. Here's a country that 
struggles five hundred years fo r 
independence after we illegally 
participate in their liberation 
wars against them. Then our final 
contribution is to cast what will 
probably be the only veto 
against their beco ming a full -
fledged member of the family of 
nations at the U.N . 
This leads me to rei terate my 
call for Kissinger' s complete 
removal from the Federal 
government. Not only as Secre-
tary of State, but in his roles as 
the head of many of the in-
& - I 
con 't from page ·1 
telligence operations which are 
now going on. So, this last flurry 
of excitement that Kissinger 
brings, in what is clearly his last 
month in office,, because even 
Ford is not even going to re-ap-
point him; that's a premise 
widely believed both in and out 
of administration ci rcles. There's 
no doubt about that. So what is 
he doing? All this excitement, in 
which he's in the process co-
opting Black leaders who are 
doing exactly for Kissinger what 
he has never been able to do for 
himself. That is to claim he had 
credibility in Black America. 
HILLTOP I: What are Kissinger' s 
real rea sons for going to 
southern Africa? What is the role 
of the U.S.? 
CONYERS: Of course the reason 
for him to go is to give legi ti-
macy to the barrage of news 
propaganda that America 1s now 
EXTENSIONS 
at least concerned with the 
African question and is trying 
desperately to give International 
leadership in trying to resolve it. 
That' s their plain purpose. It' s 
clearly IJnworkable. A National 
Security Memo was leaked ou t 
of the State Department in terms 
of how to deal with the African• 
question. This National Security 
Memo, No. 39 from the National 
S e c u r i try I <;: o u n c i I, w h i c h 
Kissinger heads, listed a series of 
opti ons. ~ We, took option two. 
Which i ,ssumed that whites are 
here to 'stay in southern Africa. 
" The or. ly way that constructive 
change f can come about is 
through them. There is no hope 
for Blaclts to gain the political 
rights they seek through 
violence, which will only lead to 
chaos and increased op-
portunities for the Communists." 
That's a direct quote from a 
memo that comes from the State 
Department's file. Now I argue 1-Speech Writer con~tfrom page 1 tain a vi tilance and make certa in that o\ r special needs and 
demands are addressed." 
his fav or for the Presidency. He 
ci ted the Ford Administration as 
having been " backward s" · in 
handling ·the problems of this 
country except for the issue of 
inflation. " However," he con-
tinues, "in computing the state 
of the economy based upon 
what Carter named the 'Misery 
lndes', it was shown that Ford's 
Administration had the highest 
percentage of any President in 
the last fifty years. 
The 'Misery Index' was arrived 
at by taking the average inflation 
and unemploym~nt rates of a 
President during his term in of-
fice. The results showed that 
Ford's Administration had 16%, 
while Nixon's Administration 
had 11 % and Kennedy and 
Johnson's Administration had 
under 7% ." 
He further added that " there 
housing 
BlkTVShows 
• Sublimal seduction-the un-
consciou s, unfluencing, bom-
bardment of one's mental 
plateau in relation to the sur-
round ing env ironment. 
Further denouncement of 
the Black male illusion was 
evident in a Hilltop in terview 
with Roxie Roker Kravitz, of 
" The Jefferson" series. The ar-
ticle revealed that Kravitz was 
d-iosen for the role because she 
was taller than George Jefferson. 
He is the " father figure" in the 
show. 
Another prototype with which 
I PE can't from page 7 
New Concept school teaches 
Afrikan children from an Afrikan 
frame of reference, that is, an 
education based on Afrikan 
trad ition and reason. The school 
cu rricu lu m is based around a 
Black va lue sys tem, the 7 prin-
ciples of the Nguso Saba as 
devised by Maulana Ron 
Karenga. This points to the fact 
that education is a conduit for 
va lues. New Concept School re-
cognizes· that what an individual 
values will determine whether : 
he/she pursues individual "sue- '. 
cess" and the " good Job" or' 
makes a conscious committment 
to the liberation of Afrikan 
People. Functionally then, New 
Concept School molds Afrikan 
especially federally funded , 
during the Republican years than 
during the Dem ocratic years; 
and, the average cost of a 
median priced home has risen 
70% ." In short, Mr. Jones con-
cludes, "Based upon the alter-
natives offered, Carter :promises 
Americans perspectives for 
greater change. 
He is capab le of injecting 
elements of compassion and 
integrity in to the government. 
With those characteristics, I 
believe Carter can make an 
honest start in solving the 
economic, domestic, racial, and 
international problems which 
face our country. 
Not to say he is infallible, but I 
think he is capable of supplying 
us with the type of leadership 
that is needed now. I t is how-
ever, incumbent upon all of us, 
especially Black People, to main-
con'tfrom page 3 
white-owner in st itu ti ons in -
cluence viewers, is the cast ing of 
the Black woman. If she is not 
husbandless, fat, very dark skin, 
uneducated, and totally sexless, 
(mother in, " That' s My Mama;" 
Florida on " Good Times"; Aunt 
Esther of Sanford and Son), then 
she is a sexual object acted upon 
on just that basis. The implica- ,,. 
lions of sexual dynamics is very 
real part of a TV package being 
rammed down our throats every 
week during prime-time tele-
vision. 
• 
chi ldren into a force to reckon 
with Afrikan oppression. 
" In all fair ness to Black people 
in ·education, the reason we 
don't have many black "edu-
cators" is that few hve been 
trained for that purpose." 
The Council of Independent 
Black Institutions (CIBI) is a 
federat ion of Black Independent 
Educational institutions around 
:the country. Every Summer CIBI 
sponsors the Afrikan Teacher 
Train ing Institute (TTI) . This year 
TII was hosted by the Institute 
of Positive Education and this 
writer was privileged to attend. 
TTI is a three week intensive 
trai ning session in teaching from 
an Afrikan frame of reference. 
JonesZspeaks on Carter' s faults 
saying, iA s a front runner, he is 
guilty of fear of alienating on dif-
ferent segments of variegated 
support. He has indeed been im-
precise r.n some issues." Specifi-
city of 1-what issues he meant 
were vague. 
He did add that Carter was too 
avert in · 'iis religious convictions 
alth ougf he could appreciate 
the can•_,or it showed. It is the 
opinion~f some, of which Jones 
agrees, ;'that some issues as 
religion :lnd abortion are moral 
issues wjlich have no place in a 
Presidential election. 
Referr in g to the racial 
question, Mr. Jones admitted 
that it had not been highlighted 
in Carter:s campaign and could 
only refer to Carter's past record 
with Blacks and the endorse-
ment he received from Black 
leaders such as Cong. Andrew 
Do yo) ever wonder why the 
poorest, most desolute, heavily 
child-pon ulated household will 
have a ~levision set? Before a 
family 6n welfare can i;tet 
., 
Classes jre scheduled 7 days a 
week from 8 AM to 9 PM with 
assignm~nts and practical ex-
perience. Lecturers included the 
most a~complished Afrikan 
scholars in the i r fields . 
Historians Anderson Thompson 
and Jacob Carruthers, Psycholo-
gist Dr. Bobby Wright, Kalamu 
Ya Salaam, Director of Ahidiana, 
Haki Mal-iubuti, Kasisi Jitu Weusi, 
headma~ter of U huru Sasa and 
many others. Classes included; 
Historiography Black child 
develo~ment, Culture, Math, 
Science; curriculum develop-
ment, and much more. 
60 participants from all across 
the co.· 1ntry work and study 
togethe fo r-1:') weeks and take 
I() : 
• 24 September 76 
., 
very simply, that is precisely the to be the next ploy. But par-
policy that's being put into im- ticipating in Parliament and not 
plementation. Be non-violent, having any control over the 
cooperate with the Whites in resources is idiotic. You' re sti ll a 
Africa and the Blacks will never .colony. 
win. That's what we' re doing HILLTOP : You have .alluded 
right now. . to Kissinger's connect ion with 
HILLTOP: Do you see any the big corporate interests, the 
relationship between Kissinger's Duponts, the Rockefellers? 
diplomacy tactics and American CONYERS: He worked for 
Corporate i nvestment in Rockefeller in New York. It was· 
southern Africa, particularly Rockefeller who brought him 
South Africa? originally to Washington. Before 
CONYERS: This only gives them he worked for Kennedy he 
a cover1 protects them and ex" worked fo r Rockefeller. His con-
tends as long as it cal) that nections are very obvious. H is 
period of time which they will involvement in Watergate is in 
be able to operate there. Then the record s. It's all righ t there. 
when we finally get down to HILLTOP : Some experts warn 
negotiations after all of this of a Soviet or Communist take-
nonsence and the war has been over in Africa, subscribing to the 
w on by the liberation forces, 'Domino Theory'. Do you be-
they' re going to try to put a few lieve in this theory? 
Blacks in Parliament and say, CONYERS: No, the Domino 
well you won. That' s it fellow s, Theory didn' t w ork in Vietnam. I 
you take over the government, don' t see it having any relation-
we run the industry. That's going ship to anything. I reject the 
Young, Rev. Martin Luther King 
Sr., and Detroit's Mayor 
Coleman Young. In summary, 
Mr. Peter Jones did feel quite 
confident in stating, " Although I 
don' t agree with all his positions, 
I still feel that the Natiorl 's mino-
rities and women will get a 
much better shake under Car-
ters Administration than Ford's. 
As ' Food For Thought', some 
sources say that for Blacks it is 
not a question of the better 
candidate but the ' lesser of two 
·evils'. It does seem that for some 
Blacks, such as Peter L Jones, 
who quite competently is in ser-
vice for Jimmy Carter to assure 
his victory, Carter may turn into 
an asset instead of a liab ility. But 
for less fortunate Blacks, and 
othe r minorities, that fact 
remains to be seen. 
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adequa te 
stamps, or decent housing - a 
T.V. set is an easily accessible 
commodity. Do not cut off the 
hand that feeds them. Feeds 
them what? 
their acquired skil ls back to their 
home insti tutions . 
The Independent sc hoot 
· movement is simply the con-
temporary manifestat ion of over 
1 a100 years of Black Nationalism. 
The seeds of thought that pro-
vided the impetus for the crea-
tion of these kinds of institutions 
were laid by Delany, Garvy, 
Malcolm et al. Black Nationalism 
and Pan-Afrikanism are reaching 
high levels of sophistication to 
fight the soph isti cated war being 
waged on the minds of Afrikan 
people. But Afrikan people are 
behind in nearly every category, 
just to catch up with the World-
runners will be an overwhelming 
'task. IPE and Institutions like it 
are meeting the challenge, let's 
support them. 
Domino Theory in Vietnam and 
the African continent. What' s 
going on is a clear liberation 
struggle of peoples in all parts of 
the world. The place where the 
liberation st ruggle is least 
developed is the United States 
of America. Mainly because we 
are swollen with an affluence of 
goods and a lifestyle and quality 
of living that make people think 
that there isn' t any reason to 
struggle. 
HILLTOP·: What is the signi-
fiance that many of the newly-
independent or liberated coun-
tries have an ideology that is 
Socialist, Communist or Marxist? 
CONYERS: They don' t have any 
alternative. The only alternative· 
to Soc ialism or Marxism is 
Capitalism. How can a country 
devoid of an economic. ihstitu-
tion, desperate for material since 
they' ve been bled and exploited 
for centuries, how can they start 
off with a theory in which each 
citizen can profit to the maxi-
mum of his ability at the expense 
of the rest of the ci tizens of the 
country that he is in? That is 
capitalism, that's impossible to 
operate. Those countr ies unless 
they' re going to continue the ex-
ploitation under .Black leader-
ship which some of them are 
trying to since they are being 
supported by western nations 
both American and European. 
The problem is the very reality 
precludes them from the luxury 
of thinking about cap italism. 
When you have 40% unemploy-
ment, mass starvation, no 
economic institutions in place 
you can' t afford for one dude tol 
become a multi- millionaire. That 
becomes ludicrous on its face. 
That's a non-working theory. 
You might have some guys who 
want ta be capitalists, you might 
have some people who will ad-
vocate it because of their con-
nections with other western 
powers, but in reality everybody 
sees that the only way any of 
them will survive is if they 
spread their resources over the 
maximum area possible. Which 
calls for some system other than 
capital ism. 
HILLTOP : What can we as 
Black people do to support our 
Brothers and Sisters in southern 
Africa? 
CONYERS: Rai se the issue as 
sharply as we can inside our 
own borders. Continue to raise 
the lines of communication and 
solidarity between Africa and 
America. That is a process that 
has escalated almost weekly. 
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